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Local USDA
future is
uncertain
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
In response to reports that several Kentucky counties including Calloway may lose
their U.S. Department of Agriculture offices,
local officials are scrambling to find more
information.
"I felt total shock when I heard that Calloway was on the list to close," said Steve
Alcott, district conservationist for Calloway
County's Natural Resources Conservation
Service (formerly known as the Soil Conservation Service).
According to Alcott, it was his understanding that the Calloway offices would be
combined under one roof.
"We have the Natural Resources Conservation Service, the Farm Service Agency
(formerly known as Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service) and the Rural
Development Service (formerly known as
the Farmer's Home Administration)," Alcott
said. "We had planned to try to get our
offices under one roof as part of providing
one-stop service for .the farmers."
After talking with Harold Woodlee, area

1

THE TOBACCO TEST
BERNARD KANE,Ledge, 8, limes photo

William Lynch (top) and Jerry Farmer (right) of the USDA office in Clarksville, Tenn., grade aircured tobacco that went on sale at Farris Grain & Tobacco Tuesday. Prices were unavailable at
press time Wednesday morning.

• See Page 2

MSU,U of L forge engineering partnership
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Forging ahead with plans to
provide access for students in
engineering, Murray State University and the University of
Louisville have signed a cooperative agreement offering engineering degrees in six areas.
The agreement, which has
taken about a year to prepare,
makes it possible for Murray
State students graduating with a
four-year degree in engineering
physics to be accepted into U of
L's Speed Scientific School.
The agreement was signed this
morning in Louisville by the two
university presidents and is effective immediately.
•
As a result, MSU students will
not only be eligible for a bachelor of engineering degree after
completing approximately one

year of study in residence in
Louisville, but can also receive a
master's degree upon completion
of the U of L professional
curriculum.
"In preparing the agreement,
we asked that representatives
from each engineering department (electrical, mechanical,
chemical, civil, industrial and a
combined department of engineering math and computer science) to review our engineering
physics curriculum and see what
courses they would be willing to
accept in the way of an articulation agreement," said Dr. Stephen
Cobb, chairman of the MSU
department of physics and
astronomy.
Each department at U of L has
looked at MSU's curriculum and
has declared it rigorous enough,
he said.

DR. JAMES BOOTH
As a result, MSU students can
complete about 80 percent of the
engineering requirements on the
MSU campus. In the past, the

decision of what credits would be
accepted was left up to the individual departments at U of L.
"Our purpose in doing this is
to provide access to an engineering degree in the shortest time
possible," Cobb said. "The agreement has several advantages
because it speaks well of our
program at MSU."
Dr. James Booth, MSU provost
and vice president for academic
and student affairs, called the
agreement "one of the most comprehensive and liberal articulation agreements that I have ever
seen."
Last week, MSU officials
announced plans to seek accreditation for the engineering physics
program, which was established
at the university in 1968.
Once accredited, MSU's program will join the ranks of such

Hearing on bond sale stirs trouble
Committee explores
possible FmHA loan
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
While the citizens appointed to
find money to build a jail continue to gather information and
formulate ideas, two county officials will be meeting with the
state to discuss the sale of bonds.
Committee member Ron Ball
said during the group's meeting
Tuesday that its work may be in
vain.
"It appears that the method of
funding has already been determined." he said.
But Judge/Executive J.D. Williams, who was not at the meeting, said that is not true.
"We're going to listen to what
they have to say," Williams said
in n telephone interview following the two-hour meeting.
Prior to appointing a seven-

study jail funding, the fiscal court
approved the first reading of an
ordinance which would levy a 9
percent tax on most insurance
premiums.
The second reading .)as stalled
pending a recommendation from
the advisory group.
Williams and county treasurer
Sue Outland are scheduled to
appear for a public hearing Monday in Frankfort.
Committee members, who have
met publicly four times since its
formation Nov. 16, became concerned after the Kentucky
Department of Local Government
published a legal notice in Friday's Ledger announcing a public
hearing concerning the sale of
bonds.
"I think we're being played
with by the county," Ball said.
"An. 1 think the 're lau hin all

"I think we're
being played with
by the county. And
I think they're
laughing all the
way to the bank."
Ron Ball
(Committee member)

the way to the bank."
A round of applause followed
those remarks from 'approximately' 20 people who attended Tuesday's meeting.
But one committee member
disagrees.
Bill Hudson said he will not
engage in name-calling and
second-guessing.
"I'M here to find money for
the 'ail," he said.

Hudson has been working on a
loan plan with the Farmer's
Home Administration which he
said could .save the county $2.8
million during the life of the
loan.
He said instead of bonding
through the state for 20 years at 7
percent interest. FmHA offers a
20- to 40-year 'loan with rates

programs now in place at only 14 years of work experience after
other universities in the nation. passing the Eli examination
"This agreement is very liberal before becoming a licensed/
and part of our strategic plan is to registered engineer."
institute cooperative agreements
Through the agreement, each
with other universities," Booth school will have graduates and
said. "This agreement is absolutewestern Kentucky should have a
ly in line with our mission state- greater supply of ABET accrement and does not require dited master's degree recipients,
approval from the Council on said Dr. Thomas Hanley, dean of
Higher Education or approval U of L's Speed Scientific School.
from our board of regents."
"We hope that this program,
During the first semester at U
which will .increase the number
of L, the student can sit for the of master's of engineering stuEngineering -in -Training dents in the state of Kentucky,
examination.
will help western Kentucky, in
"This provides the first hands- particular, to meet its engineering
on tangible track to licensure and needs."
registration," said Dr. Gary Bog. In Kentucky, only U of L and
gess, dean of MSU's College of the University of Kentucky offer
Science. "That's extremely engineering degrees.
important for our students as all
"These are the only two
graduates from any engineering
program must have at least four • See Page 2

Marshall vet remembers
his moment in history
By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press
BENTON, Ky. (AP) — A less than Navy regulation - general
quarters alarm jarred Howard Reeves into World War II.
Dec. 7, 1941, didn't turn out to be a regulation day at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.
"This boatswain's mate came on the ship's public address system and said, 'General quarters. General quarters. All hands man
your battle stations." Then he said he was not kidding.
Reeves was a 20-year-old seaman first class aboard the USS
, Medusa, a repair ship, the day President Franklin D. Roosevelt said
would "live in infamy."
"1 was too. excited to be scared," said the lanky, white-bearded
Reeves, 680, who spent 30 years in the Navy before retiring to
Benton, the Marshall County seat.
"You know how it is when you're that age. You think you're
going to live forever."
More than 2,400 Americans perished when Japanese warplanes
swooped on the U.S. Navy base at Pearl Harbor in a two-hour surprise attack that plunged the nation into war. The Japanese blasted
the base, sinking or -damaging many vessels, including eight
battleships.
Nicked by bomb fragments and peppered with machine-gun fire,
the 1924-vintage Medusa survived.
"We had some guys hurt, but nobody got killed," Reeves said.
We were lucky."

• See Page 2
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schools that have accredited engi_
,..../---ri.,
necring programs," Cobb said.
"Louisville has simply agreed to
accept our curriculum hours towaril completion of one of its engi-ring degree programs."
In
past year. MSU and
PIttica Community College
have en embroiled in a• bitter
con versy about which institu. a would provide engineering
ipportunities.
PCC has raised more than $8
million in hopes.-elkoffering what
originaliyi-feferred•-to - as- - a
"polytechnic institute" on its
campus.
Although the initial funds have
been raised for the school
expected to open in 1996, no
funds have been appropriated on
the state level for operating
expenses.
Arguing for economic development, PCC has advocated that it
should be the site to offer engifleeting programs in conjunction
. with UK.

However, MSU officials have
the '
responded.-by,. emphasizing
.
'
university's mission to serve tne
educational needs of the area
because of its responsibility as
the only four-year state recognized higher education institution
in western Kentucky.
MSU •tias taken steps in the
past year to provide additional
opportunities in engineering
because of a renewed statewide
interest.
"Because these programs are
already in place in both institutions, there-will be no additionaL
costs to the Kentucky taxpayer,"
Alexander said. "We intend to
continue to provide effective
engineering education to the students in our region, an education
that will allow them to establish
long and productive careers in the
field of their choice."
The cooperative agreement has
also received the full endorsement from U of L officials, who
aren't strangers to such agreements with MSU.

"1 have continually supported
eiMperation among the universities in Kentucky," said Dr.
Donald Swain, U of L president.
"I specifically support this
program."
Dr. William Maddox. MSU
professor of physics and astronomy, said this agreement skill
increase the visibility of the engineering physics program.
"We hope that in the future it
will become a possibility for us
to offer some engineering courses'
on interactive television," he
said. "There are some courses we
don't offer now that we plan to
work on."
Another aspect of the program
is that MSU students will be
required to complete cooperatives
and internships with industrial
partners, which have been eager
to work with MSU in the past,
Booth said.
MSU is currently engaged in
cooperative agreements with U of
L in areas such as business, biology and special education.

"We are still waiting to find
out additional information,"
Alcott said. "We still haven't
received lists on the local level of
what offices are being closed."

a 1995 budget of $67 billion.
Bob Finch, a spokesman for
the USDA office in Lexington,
said no jobs will be lost as a
result,of the statewide closings.
"People will,be offered jobs in
other offices in the state," Finch
said.
He said other offices will take
on increasing loads of clients
from counties whose offices are
being shut down. And, he said,
state offices are understaffed
now.
Information also provided by
the Associated Press.

IN USDA...
PROM

PAGE 1
conservation supervisor for 21
counties with the Natural Resources -Conservation Service, Alcott
said he-Was told that there was an
error in the announcement.
. "What we think happened is
that Calloway, Livingston, Lyon,
Caldwell and Trigg counties were
pulled • from a list that included
. offices that would be closed or
consolidated," Alcott said. "Even
if the offices are consolidated,
they would still operate in the
"

•

Alcott said he was especially
surprised that Calloway was
liacd as being closed because of
the county's heavy workload.

Other counties are also taking
a wait-and-see approach to the
announcement that 41 of the 137
offices in Kentucky would be
closed.
The offices are some of the
1,070 the USDA said Tuesday it
is closing nationwide as part of a
larger streamlining effort that
could cut the payroll by 11,000
people and save $3.6 billion over
five years. The department has
110,000 full-time employees and
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While Dcc. 7 was a Sunday, it
was supposed to be a work day
for Reeves. He was coxwain of
the Medusa's 50-foot motor
launch, which was laid up for
repairs on a dock across the wide,
deep harbor that was home to the
Pacific fleet.
"The launch was supposed to
be put back in the water Monday,
so we were going over to put
some finishing touches on it. I'd
checked out some paint and varnish and was waiting for another
boat to take over."
The harbor shuttle was due at 8

Murray
Ledger & Times
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Main

sidcring the committee's report,
reviews three other criteria
before approving bond sales.
First, he decides if the project
is in the best interest of the county and its residents.
Next, he reviews the steps the
county has taken prior to applying for bond sales to ensure all
legal steps have been taken.
Last, Adams determines if the
county can pay for the project
and what funds it will utilize.
"1 make a decision on those
three findings," he said. The
judgment is usually rendered
within 30 days.
However, Calloway County
may be running out of time. Various state and local officials
expect the jail to be closed soon
by court order.
Three appeals to shutdown
orders from the Department of
Corrections are pending in Franklin Circuit Court. If the court
rules against the county, the jail's
doors will close.
Even though the facility has
been ordered closed, it continues
to operate as a full-service
facility.
But once the court-orders are
issued, the county will be. forced
to transport every prispner to
another certified jail, which will
be an enormous cost to the
taxpayers.
Recent figures suggest that the
county could spend more than
$500,000 a year in housing costs
alone. That does not include actual transportation, medical costs,
insurance and personnel.
Moreover, nearby facilities are
reaching capacity. The county
currently has prisoners lodged as
far away as Lietchfield
Bowling Green.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday•Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
lAurray Lefty, & Tures (USPS 306-7001
Murray Ledger I, Ten. is • member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Prime Assoaidion
and Southern Newspapers Publishecs Assooabon. The Associated Prees re exclueively entitled
to nee, onesseted by Murray Lade« I, Times
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down airplanes. So he helped
pass ammunition to nearby antiaircraft gunners.
"I know they hit one plane. It
was diving down toward the ship
and dropped a bomb 'about 100
feet away. The plane exploded in
flames and crashed in a fireball
over on the mainland."
Minutes later, a new enemy
threat appeared from the sea. A
two-man Japanese midget submarine popped up near Medusa.
Reeves helped swing his gun
around to fire, but part of the
deck railing was in his way.
"This sailor started beating on
this stanchion with a sledgehammer, trying to knock it down. I
• - •wax
at the submarine when I saw a
little hole suddenly appear in the
conning tower."
A Medusa anti-aircraft gunner

had found the mark. "By the
time I was ready to fire, this
destroyer had come down the
channel, rammed the stibmarine
and dropped depth charges,"
Reeves said.
The Medusa, designed as a
workhorse, not a warhorse,
earned credit for helping sink the
sub and down two enemy planes
at Pearl Harbor. The ship spent
the rest of the war doing what it
was designed to do, helping get
battle-damaged ships back into
combat.
Reeves said he has long since
forgiven his Pearl Harbor foe.
"Sure, we were bitter against
thr• larinnecr• rInrinn the war

hill

afterwards, I was stationed in
Japan and I got real friendly with
the people. Today, I have no bittemess against them at all."

WKMS continues to offer
seasonal music, stories
Seasonal music and stories fill the
air this weekend as WKMS-FM
91.3 continues to broadcast many
holiday specials.
The traditional AdventCarol Service from St. John's College in
Cambridge,England will be presented at8 a.m.Sunday,Dec. 11. Later
that day actor Richard Thomas stars
in two short Christmas dramas titled
"Simple Gifts" at 5 p.m., followed
by Meryl Streep's reading of "The
Velveteen Rabbit" on "Rabbit Ears
Radio" at 6 p.m.
The Paducah Symphony Christmas Concert, another annual tradition, will be broadcast Friday, Dec.
16 at 7 p.m. with a repeat broadcast
Tuesday, Dec. 20 at 11 a.m.

Saturday, Dec. 17 WKMS will
broadcast two holiday specials.
"Shout for Joy" at 3 p.m. features
the renowned Morgan State University Choir and "The Imagination
Workshop" at 8 p.m. provides a
helping of holiday comedy.
Special holiday programs on
WKMS are underwritten,in part,by
Keynote Music of Paducah, Princeton and Clarksville, Tenn.; Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah; the Episcopal
Church in the Purchase Area; The
Regional Medical Center, Madisonvine anti rsene Auverusing apectaitics, Paducah.
For a listing of all of the holiday
specials, call WKMS at (502)4349.

Bus driver manages to stop
safely in spite of heart attack

Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays,
July 4,Thanksgiving Day,Christmas
Day and New Years Day.
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OUR SUCCESS IS MERELY A
BY-PRODUCT OF SINCERITY
AND FRIENDLINESS!
(Come See..)
•

HAMPTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Livingston County school bus
driver was stricken by a fatal
heart attack but managed to guide
her bus and the students aboard
to safety, officials said,
"She apparently knew something was wrong, pulled the

Salem, stopped the bus on Frank
May Road, off Kentucky 135
near Hampton, on Tuesday
afternoon.
Quertermous then tried to get
up but collapsed, Jones said. Students saw what was happening
and used the bus' two-way radio
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stopped completely. No children
hurt," said Dorothy Jones, a
secretary at the county school
board office and wife of school
Superintendent Lee Jones.
Betty Qucrtermous, 60, of

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy )
.Glendale at Whitnell

SUPPLY 753-8194

a.m. At 7:55, the first bombs
began raining on Pearl Harbor.
An unread copy of the Honolulu
Star-Post stuck in his belt,
Reeves was standing in front of
his locker when he heard a dull
thud that made the 483-foot ship
tremble.
Slamming his steel locker door
shut, Reeves joined a scramble of
sailors pulling on helmets and
life jackets.and rushing to battle
stations. Reeves made for a fiveinch bow gun.
"When I ran through the
blacksmith's shop, the bombs
were hitting in the water all
around us and the tools were rattling on the racks. I'd been read—
.
mg aoout mis t..ierman pocket
battleship, the Graf Spec, the
British had trapped in South
America and thought we were
being shelled, I didn't know by
who.
"I was just a kid. I didn't
know anything about war and
airplanes."
Reeves found out when he
reached the Medusa's main deck.
A silvery Japanese dive bomber
streaked past, red rising sun
insignias emblazoned on the stubby plane's wings and fuselage.
The rear gunner opened fire,
"I can still see him grinning
beneath the goggles," Reeves
said. "Bullets started splintering
the wooden deck ahead of me and
behind me. But I was OK."
Reeves' gun was for defense
against enemy ships, not shooting

1 month
$5.00 I 6 months $28 50
$57.00
3 months $15.00 I 1 year
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The group's report is due Dec.
15 5441w- fiscal- COMICS regular
meeting, but the public hearing is
slated for Dec. 12.
Ball presented a timetable
detailing the county's action
since the group's inception:
*Nov. 10 — the fiscal court
decided to form the ad hoc committee following a public hearing
concerning a 9 percent insurance
premium tax.
.Nov. 11 — the fiscal court
petitioned the state to approve the
sale of $3.9 million in bonds.
.Nov. 16 — Williams
appointed seven people to serve
on the citizen's committee.
.Dec. 12 — public hearing in
Frankfort.
.Dec. 15 — report due from
Cons.
Hudson said it may take a citizen's committee.
week or more to determine if the
Williams said he is not trying
county will be able to obtain a to circumvent the committee's
loan from Farmer's Home.
mission.
Meanwhile, Ball proposed the
"We're just talking about the
committee continue its work and
bond issue," he said. "I didn't
submit a report to the Department think it had anything to do with
of Local Government.
their committee."
State debt officer L.D. Adams,
Williams pointed out that even
issues,
said
bond
approves
who
if the state approves the sale of
was
that
he
Tuesday morning
bonds, the county will not actualunaware the county appointed al,. ly incur a $3.9 million debt.
citizen's group to study funding
Indebtedness comes after the
options until a member contacted bonds are sold, he said.
him.
This hearing is part of the pro"Now that I've been made
cess to prepare for bond sales,
aware of this, my decision will
according to Williams.
await a report," said Adams, who
But Ball said he is upset that
works in the Department of Local
the committee was not informed
Government.
of the hearing and that the meetHe said if the fiscal court
ing is being held prior to submisdetermined the need to appoint a
citizen's committee to pursue sion of the group's finding.
funding options, "I would be
"My feelings are that we were
remiss not to listen to them."
put on this committee to appease
Ball said he will send a memo those people at the (Nov. 10)
to Frankfort stating that the com- public hearing," he said.
mittee is still working.
Adams said in addition to con-

ranging from 544 to tiVI pei,enL
Also, when bonding with the
state, Hudson said the county's
financial officer receives a portion of the money as a fee. The
FmHA loan cuts out a middle
man.
"With the state, it went from
$3.2 million to S3.9 million,"
Hudson said. "With FmHA, it's
just $3.2 million."
Jail architect Jim Woodrum has
produced figures that estimate a
110-bed facility will cost about
$3.2 million.
- --The additional $700,000.
which the financial officer
included in his report, involves
administrative fees and other
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The school system's transportation director, Jim Terry, was
not far away and went to the bus,
and an ambulance was sumas o
tankeesn staoi
ta. The drivershe
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Clinton friend pleads guilty to felony charges

port,

terta
S.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
From Little Rock to Washington,
Webster Hubbell long was
revered as a man above reproach.
He was state bar ethics chairman,
State Supreme Court Justice and
the man President Clinton
entrusted-- with -reviewing -highlevel nominees.

aject
oun-

; the
Iplyall

the
aject
ize.
hose
The
ered

But on Tuesday, prosecutors
laid bare a secret from his past:
Hubbell padded his pockets in a
scheme that stole $400,000 from
his clients, including two federal
banking agencies, and former law
firm.
"Your honor, I plead guilty,"
Hubbell told a federal judge, his
voice cracking as he admitted to
mail fraud and tax evasion, two
felonies.
Each charge carries a maxi-

anty
/ari:ials
soon

own
t of
ankourt
all's

mum of iFie
pRiOn and a
$250,000 fine. U.S. District
Judge William R. Wilson agreed
to release Hubbell without bail,
pending sentencing. He could
face 27 months to 33 months in
prison. No sentencing date was
set.
Just nine months after he
stepped down as the nation's
third-highest law enforcement
official, Clinton's golfing buddy
and longtime confidant became
the first administration official to
admit to criminal activity as a
result of the Whitewater
investigation.
"I deeply regret that my
actions have afflicted my family
and friends and those who have
placed me in a position of trust,"
the former associate attorney gen-

eral
Clinton.
"I know today is a very painWhen he resigned. Hubbell
ful day for them. If the consequ- confidently insisted his departure
ences of my action were only
was to protect the administration
mine, this could be easier, but from unwanted publicity and decthey're not," he said.
lared he had done nothing wrong.
Hubbell was a football hero,
But prosecutors said he had
playing for the Arkansas Razor- • defrauded 15 clientS and -Rose.
He falsely billed federal banking
backs' storied 1969 Sugar Bowl
agencies for Whitewater-related
team. He was chairman of the
work. He lied on his tax return.
state bar association's ethics
"I think this is a time for all of
committee. He was a state
us to reflect on what is an unforSupreme Court justice.
tunate day, but nonetheless is
Upon arriving in Washington, necessary and is part of an ongoHubbell was entrusted by the ing investigation," special prosepresident to vetting high-level cutor Kenneth Starr said.
Under a plea agreement. Hubnominees for the new administration. He was appointed to Justice, bell, 46, will cooperate with
but resigned in March after ques- Start's wide-ranging investigation
tions came up about his billing at into the business activities of the
the Rose Law Firm, where he Clintons and other prominent
worked with Hillary Rodham
Arkansans.

Chaos describes early universe

has
flues
vice

WASHINGTON (AP) — Fourteen billion years 'ago, the universe was a chaotic collection of
stellar fragments amid neat galactic clusters, according to telescope views that look back to
near the beginning of time.
Hubble Space Telescope
photos released Tuesday by the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration are views of
objects that are up to 14 billion
light years from Earth, farther
away than any other visual
objects ever studied in detail. A
light year is the distance light
travels in a year, about 5.9 trillion miles.
Astronomers believe that they
are looking far back in time when
they look at very distant objects.
Light arriving at Earth from a
star shows the way the star was at
the time the light started its journey. Thus, a star that is 14 billion
light years away is seen as it was
14 billion years ago.
The pictures show fragments of
galaxies and torn and shredded
star groupings with ragged and
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irregular edges. Also seen are
neat and apparently very old,
elliplidal galaxies.
This is in contrast to the
young, nearby galactic clusters
that can be studied by ground
telescopes, astronomers said.
These clusters contain many spiral galaxies in which stars are
orbiting a central core in an
orderly pinwheel formation. The
Milky Way, which contains the
sun, is a spiral galaxy. Nearby
clusters also have elliptical galaxies, though they are far less
common.
But the universe up to 14 billion years ago was chaotic, messy
and different.
Mark Dickinson of the Space
Telescope -Science Institute said
views of galactic clusters 9 billion light years away showed
many ellipticals and,few spirals.
"Ellipticals are remarkably
ordinary in appearance, but spirals are few and far between and
look weird, asymmetrical and distorted," said Dickinson. "There

is a menagerie of strange objects
that have no counterpart in
today's universe."
Duccio Macchetto, who led an
STSI team studying images of
objects 12 billion light years
away, said he also found ordinary, well-formed and very old
elliptical galaxies, but no spiral
galaxies. Instead, he said, there
was a collection of "ragged
objects" with no definitive
shape.
The new Hubble finding adds
to the scientific debate about the
age of the universe and the stars
within it. A Hubble study
announced in October put the age
of the universe, based on the
measured rate of expansion, at 8
billion to 12U billion years. Prior
estimates pegged the "big bang"
that may have started the universe at 16 billion to 20 billion
years ago. Now astronomers are
confronting, once again, the
impossible dilemma of finding
stars that are older than the
universe.

As a result, said astronomer
Alan Dressler of the Carncgie
Institution in Pasadena, Calif.,
the age of the universe "continues to be a topic of
controversy."
The faint objects up to 14 billion light years away can be seen
by telescopes on the ground only
as dim and fuzzy points of light.
With the Hubble, astronomers for
the first time are getting views
sharp enough to determine the
shape and character of such—distant objects.
"This is like being able to see
noses and eyebrows on what were
just poorly seen blank faces,"
said Dressler.

PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —
The two death sentences given to
the killer of an abortion doctor
will do little to stop anti-abortion
violence, say activists on both
sides of the issue.
Paul Hill was sentenced Tuesday to die in Florida's electric
chair for the July 29 shotgun killings of Dr. John Bayard Britton
and escort James Barrett outside
a Pensacola abortion clinic. Both
men were unarmed.
"They're going to try to use
him. They're going to make him
a martyr and egg others on to join
him," said Eleanor Smeal, president of the Feminist Majority
Foundation.
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The Rev. David Trosch, a sus
pended Roman Catholic priest
from Alabama who considers the
killing of abortion doctors justifiable homicide, said the death sentences will not deter those who
agree with him.
"Undoubtedly in time this will
continue the practice of burning
abortion clinics, sabotaging them,
eliminating abortionists and those
who ... actively approve of abortions by participating in them,"
said Trosch, - who attended the
sentencing.
Hill, 40, is a former minister in
the Presbyterian Church in
America and Orthodox Presbyterian Church. Shackled at his feet,

Whole Country Hams
Country Cured Ham Slices
Country Cured Bacon
"Sampler Pack"
To Order Call:
763-8964
or after 4 p.m.
763-2574
or purchase at
CD14 Construction Co.
across from Dairy Queen
or Tooter's Antique Store in Hazel

Cured on the farm and
naturally aged one year.
Whole Fully Cooked
Country Ham

Activists say they won't stop
he stood impassively in a drab
green jail jumpsuit as Circuit
Judge Frank Bell imposed the
sentence that a jury unanimously
recommended last month. Hill's
usual bemused smile was
replaced by a bored look.
"May God have mercy on
your soul," Bell said.
Last year, protester Michael F.
Griffin, 32, shot Dr. David Gunn
outside another Pensacola abortion clinic. Griffin is serving a
life sentence.
Hill's supporters said he
should have been allowed to
argue that he used justifiable
homicide to protect the lives of
fetuses.

,
Whitewater prosecutors want and his wife sere saddeka by
to explore whether there was any Tuesday's events.
"We should remember that
political interference by the ClinWebb is a man who has given
ton administration during the earmuch to his family, his communily Whitewater investigations.
Hubbell also could be 'Bed to ty and his country," Clinton said.
explore Clinton's ties to Madison "The matter is in the hands of
Guaranty' Saving & LOan, the —1he—court.— and-1- don't Think it
would be appropriate to say anyS&L at the center of the Whitething more than that"water investigation.
On the tax evasion charge, pro- During an hour-long hearing in
U.S. District Court, prosecutors secutors alleged Hubbell underredescribed a scheme in which ported his income by more than
Hubbell, as a private attorney, S100,000 in 1992. They said he
billed clients or the Rose firm for paid federal income taxes of
personal expenses he had charged S32,193 that year but should have •
paid S71,358.
to several credit cards.
Assistant special counsel W.
Hickman Ewing Jr. said the
amount totaled at least S394,000
between 1989 and 1993. There
were 400 separate occasions on
which Hubbell fraudulently
Pick 3
tapped Rose accounts, Ewing
3-3-7
said.
Pick 4
Some of the credit card
8-6-0-9
charges were for "clothing
Casn 5
stores, personal matters, where it
2-10-20-24-34
appeared there would be no quesSponsored By
tion that they were personal matter, be it Victoria's Serret.431...a.
fur company or whatever it was,"
Ewing said.
What, brought Starr's office
into the case were two clients
who were overbilled: the FDIC
and Resolution Trust Corp.,
With a Woodmen
which hired Rose to handle matannuity, your dollars
ters related to the failure of
earn tax-deferred Madison Guaranty.
interest at a
The S&L was owned by James
competitive rate. To
find out more about
McDougal, who with his wife,
Woodmen's Susan, was a business partner
Tax-Deferred
with the Clintons in Whitewater
Annuities contac t
.real estate development.
Calling Hubbell "an old
friend," Clinton said in a statement from Washington that lie

Ok Woodmen
of the World
Life Insurance Society
Home OM e Omaha Nebra,ka
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FROM OUR READERS
Rudeness at Curris event
Dear Editor:
My wife and I are always thrilled when our university invites the
church Adult Bell Choir to perform. We rehearsed long and hard and
were then treated royally by Mr. Jim Baurer as he helped us set up the
equipment for Sunday's performance in the Curris Center. The
instructions from our director were explicit - We would play from 4:30
until 5 p.m.
What happened, between the beginning of our performance at 4:40
and 4:55 p.m. when our director finally lowered his baton,defies reason.
We were completely smothered by the loud voices testing the sound
system: One!Two! Three! and the brass ensemble, which played "on top
of us." We then sat silently and enjoyed the beautiful music of the choral
group, which I noticed had no interference.
I do not seek an apology but merely wish to offer a suggestion. If the
leadership personnel are so insensitive that they can't curb the rudeness
shown any group then don't invite them to perform at such a wonderful
occasion.
Next year we will attend The Hanging of the Green as individuals,and
plan to enjoy the performance and the punch and cookies.
Dr. Ray P. Moore
1609 College Farm Rd., Murray, Ky. 42071

A tctxing problem
In politics, of course,four years is
a lifetime.
Four years is the most time
Kentuckians used to give governors
to do all they wanted to do in their
administrations. Beginning next
year, we'll allow them the chance of
another four-year term -- if they
make us happy the first four years
and we re-elect them.
Four years ago, a lot of Kentucky
politicians did the unthinkable:
They passed the biggest tax increase
in the state's history,a billion dollars
or so, to pay for schools, never the
highest priority on the agenda of
Kentucky politicians.
Then, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
and a host of Democratic and
Republican legislators went out on
the proverbial political limb to raise
the sales tax from 5 to 6 percent. A
great deal of that new money went
for pork projects to gamer votes for
the tax hike, but the biggest chunk
nevertheless went to finance the
innovative, nationally-recognized
Kentucky Education Reform Act of
1990 (KERA).
Four years later, the 1994 elections across Kentucky have unnerved a lot of the very same people
who led the school-reform move-

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
ment.
Convinced that the 15 or so
percent of all eligible voters in the
state who cast ballots on the prevailing side last month represent a
revolt against taxes and incumbent
politicians(read Democrats),there's
a tax-slashing frenzy loose at the
Capitol these days.
Gov. Brereton Jones wants a
special legislative session next
month to eliminate the state income
tax on private pensions. Subtract
$60 million or so from the treasury
every year.
Fifteen Senate Democrats want to
get rid of the private pension tax,
much of the inheritance tax and the
tax on stocks and bonds. Slash the
budget by more than $200 million a
year.
And should he be elected governor next year,Republican candidate

Larry Forgy would go after a
phased-in tax cut involving the
pension and inheritance taxes. Cut
spending more than $100 million a
year.
All of these erstwhile tax cutters
say natural growth in state revenues
will take up the revenue slack.
That's possible, of course,as long
as the state's economy improves
year after year after year. It hasn't
happened before, but maybe we'll
get lucky.
The state Medicaid program is
going to need another $50 million or
so to balance its books. There are
literally hundreds of millions of
dollars in potential losses of revenue
because of lawsuits against the state.
And we're going to cut taxes.
The loser here will be education
reform, no doubt about it.

Jones says that won't happen,and
maybe his comparatively minor cut
will allow enough money left over
to finance some of what is needed to
fund KERA as originally planned.
That original financing plan,
however, already has been put off a
couple of years.
At least one KERA supporter in
the General Assembly, Rep. Harry
Moberly, says the state needs to put
$100 million a year into schoolsjust
to stay even. Another $50 million a
year is needed for the already-delayed school technology program
and to give schools the financial
rewards for meeting and exceeding
their KERA goals.
If Louisville turns into Atlanta
overnight, coal starts selling for
$1130 a ton, burley tobacco is found
to be a cure of cancer instead of a
cause and oil is discovered under the
bluegrass, maybe Kentucky can pay
for KERA,Medicaid, higher education and the like.
Otherwise, something's got to
give as a result of the tax-cutting
frenzy and the best bet is KERA will
take the hit.
That's all right with some people,
of course, but what a waste.
What a terrible waste of time,
talent and billions of dollars.

I

The Gingrich who
stole Christmas
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The verbal bombs being lobbed by
incoming House Speaker Newt Gingrich and other conservative
Republicans may be a blessing in disguise for President Clinton. Or
a two-year nightmare.
The jury's still out. And both sides are a little nervous about the
verdict.
Clinton defenders hope salvos like Gingrich's unsubstantiated
assertion that one-quarter of the White House staff once had used
illegal drugs will backfire — and catie sympathy for Clinton.
Those, and statements like Sen. Jesse Helm's comment that Clinton better have a bodyguard if he visits a military base in North
Carolina, can only work to the president's advantage in the long
run, these voices suggest.
Such blasts will show intemperance and a tendency to shoot from
the hip on the part of GOP leaders like Gingrich and Helms, or so
the White House theory goes. "I just don't believe we should be
hurling accusations against one another in this country," offers
Hillary Rodham Clinton.
"He (Gingrich) has got to understand that he is now assuming
one of the most important positions in this country," says White
House chief of staff Leon Panetta. "We can't do business on the
basis of unfounded allegations and on innuendo."
But Gingrich allies — and suddenly there are many — contend
the speaker-to-be is only raising legitimate concerns that need to be
aired, despite what his talk show-host assertiveness may lack in
grace and finesse.
Gingrich, after all, has called the Clintons "counterculture
McGovernicks."
And his words may serve to reinforce popular perceptions of an
unpopular president — and not everyone will stop to note that Gingrich did not offer evidence to support his allegations.
It's hard to find House Republicans who will openly criticize the
combative incoming speaker. After all, he controls a lot of choice
assignments and accommodations. And they're still all flush with
the new sense of GOP power.
At the same time, an undercurrent of anxiety clearly runs just
beneath the surface — a concern that Gingrich could cross the line
and go too far.
Republican insiders point to the election by House Republicans
of Rep. Tom Delay for the No. 3 leadership position of House
majority whip — over the candidate endorsed by Gingrich, Robert
Walker of Pennsylvania.
"The results showed that Newt may be the most powerful Republican, but he's not the only Republican in the House," said one
GOP congressional official, speaking on the condition of
anonymity.
Incoming Rep. Tom Coburn is one of a handful of GOP candidates who refused to sign the "Contract With America" that Gingrich orchestrated. One reason, the Oklahoma physician says, is
"the personality of Newt Gingrich and how it had been displayed
in the press."
"You know, my impression of Mr. Gingrich is a good impression. ... But that has not been necessarily the impression that the
people and the public have gotten of Mr. Gingrich," Coburn said
Tuesday on Fox TV.
Coburn said Gingrich could be "a liability" in districts like his
where there are a lot of Democratic and independent voters. He
said he wants to be viewed by constituents as "an independent
thinker."
Stuart Rothenberg, a Republican who publishes a nonpartisan
political newsletter, said Gingrich can probably get away with his
tactics — for now. But, he added: "Some (Republicans) are nervous about the concentration of power in Newt, and the likelihood
that, from time to time, he will say things that he shouldn't say. He
is a polarizing, bomb-throwing political figure."
GOP pollster Bill Mclnturff said it's too early to say whether
Americans will eventually be turned off by Gingrich's nonstop
mouth — when gauged against the standard of a man who is second in line of succession to the presidency/
"It is true that you can hit some point wAen Americans think
you're being unfair — and then you do absorb a lot of collateral
damage," Mclnturff said. But that point hasn't been reached, he
said.
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Term limits
WASHINGTON (AP) — Limiting congressional terms is turning into a plank that Republicans
may not be eager to walk now
that they're in power.
For politicians, approval of
term limits is a political death
warrant. Now that he is on the
verge of power, incoming House
Speaker Newt Gingrich has
decided that there's no point
rushing into term limits.
Gingrich, R-Ga., favors
12-year limits for members of
both the House and the Senate.
It may come as a surprise to
voters that term limits won't
mean turning over the government to fresh-faced "citizen legislators" for a while.
For politicians who favor term
limits, past service wouldn't
count. The term -limit clock
would start ticking with the election after the states ratify the constitutional amendment. That can
easily take seven years.
So Sen. Strom Thurmond,
R-S.C., a term limit supporter,
could serve 12 more years after
1996, or until age 106, his own
mortality and the voters of South
Carolina willing.
Thurmond observed his 92nd
birthday Monday. He says he
plans to run again in 1996. He
has held public office of one sort
of another since 1929, except for
a three-year break in the 1950s.
He has been in the Senate 40
years.
Even a term-limited Gingrich,
under his six-term term limit
proposal, could serve until 2008
if ratification occurred at once.
He starts his ninth term in
January.
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Stretching the plank

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Mike Feinsilber
Assoclated Press writer
Term limit opponents plan to
make some mischief with that
kind of mathematics.
They'll propose term limits at
once, starting with the election
following ratification and made
retroactive to include prior
service.
That would force term limit
supporters to vote against the
most dramatic manifestation of
their own idea.
Sen. Jeff Bingaman, D-N.M.,
opposes term limits. He says the
public "will scream" if lawmakers impose limits that ignore their
own past service.
"If you've served four or five
terms," he said, "I don't think
the public would expect you to
serve out your term, then stay for
another two."
Term-limit advocates are ask:rig lawmakers to go against the

strongest of human instincts -self-preservation. It is no coincidence that while term limits have
been approved in 22 states, only
one — Utah — did it by action of
its legislature. The others used
referendums.
"If members of the House listened to the public, we'd win in
the House 435-0," says Paul
Jacob, executive director of U.S.
Term Limits, a lobbying group
that claims 70,000 members. "If
they listen to what they want,
we'd be lucky to get 10 votes."
The behavior of . Gingrich ally
Dick Armcy of Texas, who was
picked as Gingrich's deputy on
Monday, suggests some term limit advocates may be having second thoughts.
Armey had been a proponent
before Republicans were swcp
into office. After the election, he

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
2(12-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

suggested the urgency may have
passed.
If Republicans "can straighten
out the House," he said, "I think
Americans will find their enthusiasm for term limits waning
quite a bit."
Term limits proponents
howled, and a week later Anney
retreated. "Term limits are essential for a healthy and open political system," was his new tune.
In the Senate, Republican leader Bob Dole always tells questioners that he is for term limits,
but quickly follows with a reason
why they wouldn't be wonderful
for low-population states like his
own Kansas.
Dole's argument: The seniority
system — which would vanish
when term limits vanquish
seniority — has been pretty good
to low -population places like
"our little state of Kansas." It
has installed Kansans in a chairmanship in the Senate and two in
the House, including the allimportant House Agriculture
Committee.
As of today, supporters acknowledge, term limits proposals
don't command a majority of the
House, let alone the required
two-thirds majority.
No matter. Jacob is satisfied
with a vote.
"We don't have to win," he
said. "Having a vote will give us
a road map of who to go after in
1996. They better be prepared."
It sounds like a threat. But
then, so does term limits.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Mike
Feinsilber has covered events in
Washington since 1968.
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Santa sponsors are needed
Sponsors are needed to assure that hundreds of children throughout
the city and county will be visited by Santa this Christmas. Stop by
the Family Resource Center at East Elementary during office hours of
7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. to pick out Santa letters to answer or phone
753-3070 for more information.
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Prayer Coffee planned Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday, Dec. 8, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Laurel Walle, 2115
Southwest Dr., Murray. Persons wanted to participate in the cookie
exchange should bring one dozen cookies and copies of your recipe.
For information call 759-1555. The next luncheon will be Friday. Dec.
16, at 11:30 a.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jackson

Singths (SOS) plan activities
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Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on Thursday, Dec. 8, and Saturday, Dec. 10. On Thursday the group will meet
at 7 p.m. at Break-Time Billiards in the Dixieland Center. Saturday,
the SOS will host the Singles Christmas Dance at Curris Center Dance
Lounge, Murray State University, from 7:30 to 11:30 a.m. with Dallas
as DJ. Each one should bring a snack for the food table. Admission
will be S5 per person. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,
support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
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Veterans' groups plan dinner
Chapter No 50 of Disabled American Veterans and American Legion Post No. 73 will have a Christmas dinner on Friday, Dec. 9, at 6
p.m. at the Log Cabin Restaurant, South 12th Street, Murray. Weldon
Thomas of DAV Chapter urges all chapter and post members to
attend.

ne,

One By One plans events
One by One Singles Ministry of First United Methodist Church will
have activities on Friday, Dec. 9, and Saaturday, Dec. JO. The group
will meet Friday at 6:45 p.m. at First United Methodist Church to go
to the Kentucky Opry Christmas Program. Tickets are S9 each and
children are welcome. On Saturday the group will meet at 9 a.m. at
the church to carpool to Paducah for shopping, lunch and a tour of
Whitehaven. One by One is an ecumenical outreach of the First
United Methodist Church. All singles are invited with no fees or dues
charge, but once a month canned goods arc collected for Need Line.
For information call Joann, 753-8196, or Marilyn, 435-4586.

Couple will be honored
on anniversary Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jackson of Murray will observe their
59th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. II.
Relatives and friends are invited to visit them in Room 101 at West
View Nursing Home, Murray, on Sunday. The event will be
hosted by
their children.
The couple was married on Dec. 11, 1935, in Metropolis,
Ill.
Mrs. Jackson, the former Oma Brandon, is the daughter of
the late
James Ira Brandon and Mavis Boggess Brandon of Murray. She
is
retired from Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield.
Mr. Jackson, son of the late Bob Jackson and Lunie Beaman Jackson,' is retired from Tennessee Valley Authority, Paris, Tenn.
Their two children are Mrs. Nellie Clevenger of Rt. 3, Murray,
and
James Ralph Jackson of 606 Tanglewood Dr., Murray, who will
be
hosting the anniversary event.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson have four grandchildren, Mrs. Tina
Marie
Taylor of Fl 1 Coach Estates, Murray, Willie Paul Roberts,
Rt. 3,
Murray, and Bradley James Jackson and Brittany Diane Jackson
of
606 Tanglewood Dr., Murray.
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Ballet program on Friday
The Ballet Company of Murray. will present a free public demonstration on Friday, Dec. 9, at 7 p.m. at Curris Center Theatre, Murray
State University. The public is invited.

NARFE Chapter to meet Friday
Members of Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees will have their Christmas program
on Friday, Dec. 9, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Margaret Boone
will present a musical program. All members and prospective members are urged to attend.

Senior Adults plan event Friday
Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church will
meet Friday. Dec. 9, at 4:30 p.m. to go to have dinner at the Happy
House Restaurant, Mayfield. They will then to First Baptist Church,
Mayfield, to see the "Living Christmas Tree" program. Reservations
must be made by Wednesday. Dec. 7, by calling the church office,
753-3812.

Bingo for Bucks at Aurora
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Committee will sponsor Bingo for
Bucks on Thursday, Dec. 8, at 7 p.m. at Willow Pond Restaurant,
Aurora. This will continue each Thursday. The JAAC is a non-profit
organization that promotes tourism in the Aurora and Jonathan Creek
Lake area.
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Fire District No. 5 will meet
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Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 5 will meet Sunday,
Dec. 11, at 3:30 p.m. at the No. 5 station near Kirkscy. All area residents are urged to attend.
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Special service on Sunday
A stiecial service of the United Methodist and Episcopal Campus
Fellowship of Murray State University will have a special baptismal
service on Sunday, Dec. 11, at 5 p.m. at United Methodist Campus
Fellowship, 1315 Payne St., Muray. Raponzil Stockard, campus minister, and Hugh Barksdale, board chairperson, said "our friend and
Christian brother, Dmitri Vorovitchikhine (a Russian exchange student
at MSU) has expressed his desire to be baptized." The service will be
followed with a potluck fellowship dinner. The public is invited.
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Gospel singing on Sunday
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A gospel si,nging featuring recording artists, Dixie Travelers from
Nashville, Tenn., and The Voices of Praise from Murray State University will be Sunday, Dec. 11, at 3 p.m. at the Curris Center, Murray
State University. The ev'ept will be sponsored by Bishop Lester Peoples of Mt. Horeb Free Will Baptist Chuich and The Voices of Praise.
The public is invited.

Lodge and Eastern Star plan event
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons and Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will have a joint potluck
dinner and Christmas party on Saturday, Dec. 10. Dinner will be
served at 6 p.m. All Masons and Eastern Stars are invited to attend.
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Gladyslarrett.

Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday, Dec. 10, at 9:30 a.m, at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
• • • •
Lanterne's
By Charlie E. York
AT CHURCH
Saints
Gather
To worship
God The Father's
Son
WILD GEESE
Fly
Southward
In the fall
Spring will return
Soon
FALL
Leaves
Like magic
Are painted
As the rain-bow
Blended
• • • •
Thunderstorm in November
By Linda M. Siebold
From out the darkened sky
great streaks of lightning flash
reaching toward the earth
as we to shelter dash.
The rain is pouring down
in thick and cold grey sheets
Mother, at the kitchen door,
all us children greets.
We change our dripping clothes
for others warm and dry,
gather at windows, watch
God's fireworks in night sky.
• • • •
The Always New Story
By Wilma Jean Sanders
The Christmas story
Will never grow old
No matter the times
I hear it told
I can almost hear
As the angels sing
I thrill to think
About the visit of kings
I marvel as Jesus
To a virgin is born
Born in a stable

And humbly adorned
Despised and rejected
As He walked among men
They never suspected
The result of their sin
How God walked among them
How they knew Him not
The fulfilling of prophecy
Had fallen their lot
But all that believed
Lives with Him yet
On the cross of-calvary
He paid their debt
He died for all •
But we have to believe
And whosoever
Surely means me.
• • • •
Haunted House
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
There's a haunted house on Whisky
Ridge
Amid the cedar trees.
When you pass by, you'll hear a
sigh
Like the sound Of an autumn
breeze.
I've passed that way a many a day,
sometimes
Late at night.
It's not absurd, I swear I heard,
Aunt Ella and Uncle Ike.
As I stand and reminisce about the
days of yore,
I look again and there my friend,
stands, Uncle Ike
By the sagging door.
Sally is cooking breakfast, Aunt Ella
combing hair.
Uncle Ike is mumbling something to
repeat
I wouldn't dare.
The boys, they're still sleeping,
they've been
Up all nite.
Huntin' possum, nipping booze
By a smoky lantern light.
Someone starts an argument, each
one thinks
They're right, and
As you sit and listen you'd think
'They're gonna fight'.
But they cool off and simmer down
And seem to make amends,
You heave a sigh and say goodbye
Before it starts again.
So my friend as you pass by, you'll
probably never see
The things I've seen on Whisky
Ridge.
They're just in 'my memory'.
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• Dried herbal & floral wreaths and
arrangements
• Gilts-useful & decorative
• Handmade Christmas ornaments
and decorations
• Antiques & lovingly used herds
Visit with Evelyn Wallis in
The Village - North 12th St.
(Hwy. 841 N)
•
Wed.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. (thru Christmas)
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While deployed, Barnum has
visited Japan, Okinawa, South
Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore.
Guam and Malaysia.

Piellimports
BRIDAL

0'4
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Pier
1 Imports is
pleased to have Wendy
West, bride-din -t of
Ronn Crosby,join our
bridal
registry
by
choosing pottery and
decorative,accessories.
University Plaza • ChesinueSt.
753-1851

At D.K. Kelley
We Still Believe
In Santa Claus.

4.

114
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All Fall
and Winter
) Merchandise

1/2 + $4,
Have Your Picture
Taken With
Santa Claus

Director

FREE
Saturday, Dec. 10th
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

305 South 12th • NIt,r-r.t,
Next to Dunirlit, • -53-7 :.11

Holiday Hours
Monday-Thursday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

10 a.m.-8 p.m.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
1-4 p.m.

Peppermilk
gourmet,

sift shoppe

753-5679 • Bel-Air Center • Murray (formerly The l'arthandlerl

rYour Child Gets
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•-•

"the Portrait Bear"
When you purchase
our advertised
Christmas package

64 95

The Garden Path

ed

NAVY SEAMAN ALAN T.
BARNUM, son of Maria E.
Huntley of Murray, is midway
through a six-month deployment
to the Western Pacific and Indian
oceans with the guided missile
cruiser USS Cowpens, homeported in San Diego, Calif.
Barnum's ship is part of the
USS Kitty Hawk Battle Group,
consisting of an aircraft carrier
with nine aircraft squadrons,
three guided missile cruisers, a
guided missile frigate, an
ammunition ship, a replenishment
oiler and two attack submarines.
The USS Kitty Hawk Bttle
Group deployment not only provides a forward deployed presence in an area of strtegic
importance, but it also reinforces
the U.S. -committment to the
Pacific allies.
Barnum and USS Cowpens
have participated in a wide-range
of exercises with the Japanese
Maritime Self-Defense Force,
Republic of Korea's Navy and
Royal Singaporean Navy.
Together with USS California
and USS Vincennes, Barnum's
ship provides the battle group
with a greater capability to
defend itself against modern aircraft, ships and submarines.
Barnum who joined the Navy
in February 19992 is one of 364
sailors aboard the 567-foot-long
ship, which is capable of carrying
Tomahawk cruise missiles.

A Good Reason To Shop Downtown...
Christmas plates, napkins and guest towels; snowman and reindeer platters: hand
painted ornaments: collectible Santas,
Christmas house flags and doormats.
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Shooting Days/Dotes: Wednesday thru Sunday, Dec 7-11
Phologrepher Hours: Daily 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.; Sunday 12:00-6:00 p.m

Special Gifts At Affordable Prices

Holland Cards & Gifts
109 S.
4th St.

Portraits Back For Christmas
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CAROLYN ADAMS arranges an exhibit of her Teddy Bears now at the
Calloway County Public Library. The exhibit, selected from her large
collection, will be shown during the month of December. It may be
viewed during regular library hours. Mrs. Adams retired as bookmobile
librarian for the Public Library.

LOSE '410 LBS.
IN 3 DAYS!
All natural T-LITETu
with Chromium Picolinate
The Medicine Shoppe
759-9245
12th & Olive St. • Murray

THEM 1101101EFOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.
For information on how you can help stop
domestic violence, call us.

1-800-777-1960

ONE GALLON HOLIDAY TINS
Filled With
4 Lbs. Of Popping Corn
r Caramel Corn

while
supplies
last

ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS
Arr a lia & 10th• Murray•753-0921•M-F 8-6,Sat. 10-5 & Sun. 1-5

Christmas Bargains
at the

Sesquicentennial
Store!
Prices are reduced on
Sesquicentennial souvenirs
just in time for Christmas.

Today's column could be titled
'Benches With a View" or "A
Tour of English Country Gardens
and Homes." Let me explain, the
first pop out of the box, when our
tour group arrived in England at
Gatwick Airport, I tried to pull
my much too heavy suitcase from
the circular ramp — I strained
my aching back. Therefore, for
the first five days of the trip to
England to view homes and gardens, I viewed them from various
and sundry benches.
On our first stop was Blenheim
Palace, and the approach to the
Palace has been called "The Finest View in England." Our group
of 15 walked from the Feathers
Hotel where we were staying for
the first week of our trip in
Woodstock, the heart of the Cotswolds, to Blenheim Palaee.
Speaking of the Cotswolds —
that is the England I had imagined from books and had seen in
movies. Here, less than 90 miles
northwest of London, are rolling
green hills, honey-colored villages, with sheep grazing —
English countryside. Even with
the abundant supply of Range
Rovers and antqiue shops, there
is still plenty of countryside and
simple country life to go all
around.
Back to Blenheim, "Capability" Brown is to be thanked for
the gardens and landscapes at
Blenheim, and many others in
England. The gardens are all
apparently so effortless and
natural, and in reality so thoughtfully and with much labor, contrived. This entrance of the
Palace was painted by the famous
English artist, J.M.W. Turner
who lived from 1175 to 1851.
Queen Anne granted the first
Duke of Marlborough the Royal
Manor of Woodstock and at her
own expense, built him the estate
called Blenheim. The Duke's
wife, Sarah, was the most hated
Duchess of Marlborough.
One of the most famous
Duchesses was Consuela Vanderbilt from America, daughter of
William Vanderbilt of the American Vanderbilts. Her mother
locked her in her room and put
her on bread and water until she
agreed to marry the Ninth Duke
of Marlborough. At the time, she
was very much in love with an
American. The Duke's mother
told Consuela that she had one
duty, to produce an heir. So she
proceeded to have an heir and a
spare, then promptly left her
husband.
Winston Churchill was born at
Blenheim and was married there,

but never lived there.
The present Duke of Marlborough, 68, has gone to court to
prevent his elder son, the Marquis Of Blandfoid, a drag addictand alcoholic, from inheriting.
The High Court ruled to transfer
the Palace to a new trust, to
remin in force until the Marquis'
death, and will be inherited by
the Duke's younger son, George,
the Earl of Sunderland, now only
two years old.
When Libby, Dr. Jim Hart,
Charlotte Parker and I were in
England with Dick Holland of
Paducah, one of our biggest
thrills was our visit with Rosemary Vcrey, England's answer to
our Martha Stewart., Barnsley
House and Barnsley Rouse gardens are the pride and joy of Mrs:
Verey, the guru of English gardening. Our group tromped
around in the rain because we
didn't want to miss a day of our
stay.
Rosemary's motto is that a garden must have vistas, patterns
and exuberant planting — naturally her garden has it all.
Outside of Banbury, in the
Cotswolds, former Murray resident Ann Gregory, daughter of
Jay and Charlotte Gregory, and
her husband, were stationed at
the Air Base there. During World
War II, this base at Banbury was
where the orchestra leader, Glenn
Miller, sort of headquartered.
The truth about his sad death
has just come out in the news. A
big bomber was coming back
from a mission, and at the same
time, Glenn Miller and his group
were flying in a smaller plane.
The bomber discharged the rest
of its load of bombs, before landing, and they downed and killed
Glenn Miller with what we now
call "friendly fire."
Other persons who have been
to England will tell you that this
column has only scratched the
surface of English country gardens and homes. Charming is
precisely the word to use to
describe these garden visits.
Walking along these great gardens, you become aware with
every step, the intelligence that
has gone into orchestration of
these awesome gardens.
It may seem strange to most
Americans, but gardening is so
popular in England. It is the leisure time activity. According to
the English Tourist Authority,
gardens in England are the fastest
growing attraction in the country.
They wished to make magical
gardens, so they started with a
magical site — England.

Hours:
•
Thursday Dec. 8th & 15th
1-4:30 p.m.
Friday • Dec. 9th & 16th
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday • Dec. 10th & 17th
9:30 am.-Noon
104 S. 4th St.

Dan West, D.M.D.
will be associated

GIRL SCOUT TROOP 1337 of Murray Middle School will have a Christmas Craft Bazaar and Bake Sale on Saturday, Dec. 10, from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library meeting room. Featured
will be beaded socks and hair bows, lots of Christmas tree ornaments,
beautifully decorated baskets full of delicious baked goodies, spiced
teas, and many more holiday crafts. Pictured are troop members who
are, from left, front row,,Gina Phannerstil, Edna Scott, Leslie Hatfield,
Robyn Mayfield, Sara Jane Cunningham, second row, Paige Adlich, Latpya Crutchfield, Laura Bennett, Dana Hopkins, MarpSchneiderman and
Caitlin Daly. Not pictured are Shannon Kipphut, Elizabeth Miller, and
Megan Schell.

Pictured are workers at the Animal Shelter who are, from left, back row,
Darla and Donna, front row, Susie Perry and Becky.

Pets need new homes
By MARILYN J. ARCOLI
Shelter Director

1 8 44-1 994

Steven Farmer, D.M.D.
is pleased to announce that

AUSTIN PAYNE, second left, is pictured during the ceremonies of the
Pegasus Plaza Fountain, the newest downtown Park in Dallas, Texas.
Payne, a student at Stonewall Jackson Elementary School and winner
of the "Pegasus and the Muses" art contest depicting the myths of the
winged horse Pegasus and the nine Muses, had the honor of officially
turning on the fountain at the park.: The fountain is fed by a natural
underground well 1,600 feet under the adjacent Magnolia Building in
downtown Dallas. Payne is the on of Mrs. Cynthia Hayes of Dallas and
Dr. Steve Payne of Murfreesboro, Tenn., and the grandson of Cletus
and Wanda Colson and Jim and Agnes Payne, all of Murray.

JUDY LYLE, left, a nurse employed at Murray State University, spoke at
a meeting Alpha Mu 44760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority
held at the home of Jean F. Lewis. Jeff Smith, right, presented an educational on the "Need For Better Understanding of the AIDS Crests."
Lyle spoke about "Cancer" and especially about the need for breast
self examination for both women and men.

TODAY

with him in the practice
of general dentistry.

NOTICE

Office Hours By Appointment
Evening Hours Available

Central Shopping Center • Murray • 753-1606
WILL CLOSE ITS DOORS
*r
December 24, 4:00 p.m.

(502) 753-9479 • Rt. 8 Box 1619
121 Bypass • Murray

ALL REPAIRS MUST BE PICKED
UP BEFORE THEN

What a wonderful week we had
at the Animal Shelter!
Leta, Nickie, Spitzer, Cocoa
and Pepper all went to their new
homes and they and their new
owners are so happy!
Each one of the dogs and cats
adopted this week were young
adults and had been here at the
shelter a long time. They are all
house and litter box trained and
are settling in just fine according
to their new "Parents."
Placing our animals in good
responsible home is shwat we are
all about at the Animal Shelter
and we try very hard to see to it
that our companion animals end
up in homes where they will be
loved and cared for throughout
their lives.
For those of you who question

Cook's Jewelry

why we at the Humane Society
and Animal Shelter are so thorough in our screening of adoptors, it is because we have seen
the results of irresponsible ownership in the abused, frightened
sick animals left here at the
shelter.
It is our job to do all that we
can to stop the cycle of indiscriminate breeding. Then maybe the
animals born into this life will
end up in homes where they are
truly loved.
Just a reminder regarding the
Christmas holiday, our last day
Open to the public will be Saturday, Dec. 17. We will then be
closed until Jan. 3, 1995, so
please come to the shelter in the
next two weeks.
The Humane Society is ,a
United Way Agency.

GRILL
On the campus of Murray State University

The

Place For Steaks.

15th & Olive Blvd.
T-Bolle•poi ....1.0.1se•Rtheye•Filet Mi111011•Prinie Rib
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Senior Citizens honor volunteers

FUN & FASHION

CALENDAR

JO BURKEEN Ledge, & T,es

photos

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens honored their many volunteers at a dinner on Tuesday, Nov. 29, in
the Senior Citizens area of Weaks Community Center. Shown in top photograph are, from left, Judge/
Executive J.D. Williams, Sue Outland, chairman of Senior Citizens' Board, and Joe Outland. Other members
of the board are Mayor Bill Cherry, Dan Miller, Clyde Hale, Warren Hopkins, Charles Homra, Ruby Hale, Don
Leet and Verlene Ezell. In the bottom photo are, from left, Stephanie Weis, Prof. Roger Weis of American
Humanics, Murray State University, Susan White, executive director of United Way, Eric Kelleher, director of
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, and Treva Kelleher. Prizes were given at the special event.
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Civitan meetings held

Woods-Stalls
wedding will
be Saturday
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Two special meetings were recently by local Civitan Clubs. At the local
WATCH. Center, Sam Parker, center in top photo, spoke about "Special People and Times," Crystal Estes, right, was installed as president
for 1994-95 and Johnny Armstrong, left, as president-elect at this Special Civitan Club meeting. At the Dec. 1 meeting of the Murray Civitan
Club, Don Bowers, bottom photo, entertained with music with his
accordion. The next Murray Civitan meeting will be Thursday, Dec. 15,
when a special financial donation will be presented to the local
W.A.T.C.H. Center to aid in their operational expenses.
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Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Angela Denise
Woods and Monte Alan Stalls.
Parents of the bride-elect are
Dennis and Carolyn Woods of Rt.
I, Almo. The groom -elect's
parents are Clayton and Connie
Stalls of Hardin and Jimmy and
Kathleen Lamb of Almo.
The vows will be said at 6:30
p.m. on Saturday, Dec:-10, at
Hardin Baptist Church. The Rev.
Ricky Cunningham will officiate.
Music will be by Angela Fuqua,
soloist and accompanist, and
Raybo Dunn, soloist.
Reshana Knight will be matron
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Lisa Fuqua and Shari Witford.
Flower girls will be Courtney
Fuqua and McKaylon Wilson.
Downs Thornton will be best
man. Groomsmen will be Timmy
Stalls and Shane Paschall. Ushers
will be Kent Wilson and Tony
Knight. Tyler Stalls will be ring
bearer.
Melissa Bogard will direct the
wedding.
A reception will follow the
ceremony. Serving will be Holly
Morris, DeAnn Anderson, Tona
Camp, Lori Wilson and Tonya
Bogard.
No invitations have been sent.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend.

SUBSCRIBE

?S

Wednesdaf, Dec. 7
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Kirksey UM
Church/12:30-3 p.m.
A.A. meeting for disabled and nondisabled persons/6 p m /Center for
Accessible Living. Info/753-7676.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4 30 p m
New Life Christian Center study/7
p m /1619 Martins Chapel Rd.
Community Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/6
p m /Dixieland Shopping Center
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include MSU Supper/5 p.m.; Teen
Life/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.; Bible
reading group/7 -p.m.West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Super Wednesday dinner/5:30 p.m..
Crafts/6 p m., Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer
meeting and Young Peoples'
Class/6:30 p.m
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6.30 p m
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church; events
include business meeting/7 p.m.; Adult
Choir/8 p m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include RAs. GAs, prayer meeting/7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Children's Music,
Grades 1-6/3:45 p.m.; Koinonia Kids,
grades K-4/5 p.m.; Turner Covenant
Prayer/6 p.m.; Adult Handbell
Choir/6:15 p.m.; Administrative
Board/6:30 p.m.; Charge Conference/7
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/5 p.m.; worship/7 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include Cordelia Erwin Circle/6 p.m./Holiday Inn;
Small Prayer Group/7 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK and WOW/5 p.m.; Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
business meeting/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Graded Choirs Christmas Program/6:30 p.m.; Youth Council
and Missions Committee/7:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council/4 p.m.
NPR Exposure, photographic exhibit, Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, III. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Thursday, Dec. 8
Murray City Council/7:30 p.m./City
Hall.
Murray City School Board/7:30
p.m./board office.
Calloway County School Board/7
p.m./bard office.
Calloway County Fiscal Court meeting changed to Dec. 15.
Faxon Fire District/7 p.m./fire station.
Murray Christian Women's Club's
Prayer Coffee/9:30 a.m./home of Laura Waite, 2115 Southwest Dr.
Compassionate Friends annual
candle lighting service and potluck/7
p.m /board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1389 or
498-8324.
Murray Women of the moose officers'
meeting/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include College Fellowship/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prime Time/9:30 a.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.;
Episcopal Church Women/7
p.m./home of Pat Harcourt.
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group IV/noon/Fellowship Hall.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day OuV9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
Daily Prayer SeSsion/9:30,a.m./chapel;
Priase1/7 p.m

by D.K. Kelley

Thursday, Dec. 8
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5 30 p m
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p m at Main
Street Youth Center.
Christian Singles/7 p.m /at 800 North
20th St Into 'Joan. 759-1345. or
Richard, 759-9994
Narcotics Anonymous meet/7 30
p m /St. John's Episcopal Church
In1o/753-0781
TOPS 8469 meeting -6 p.,m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library
Hazel Centeropen 10 a m.-2 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Chapter No 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray .Chapter No. 50
ROjraf and Select Masters/r30
p m./Masonic Hall.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m /Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. InfoiKennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Into/759-0882 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a m./Glendale Road Church of Chriv.
Murray High School events include
Girls basketball hosting PTHS/6 p.m.
and Boys basketball at Heath
NPR Exposure, a photographic exhibit
of Nattonal .Public RadioPersonalities,8 30 a.m -4 15
p.m./Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Sponsored by WKMS-FM.
Annual Laboratory Animal Training
and Education Seminar/8 a.m.-4:45
p.m./Curris Center. Murray State
University.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, III. Info/1-800-935-7700.
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On,upon a tune in a di. ti land than lived•fit
princess who was in love with a brave young knist
but the knight was put in prisoe by an evil king
The process longed for ha beloved. so she
conceived of•clever plan She traveled to a myaswoi
kingdom deep within the earth whore she gathered
aystals and stones with magical powas
When she returned home she made a candle m
which she comeakd the treasures She then had a
arranged to have it delivered to her knight in ha cold
dark dungeon The sad and daheartened knight
welcomed the gift of light and immediately burned
ha candle, unaware of as spinal powen When the
crystal revealed itaelf • rainbow appeared from
within
At that moment the crystal in the candle the
princess was burning, also shimmered with • raw
bow Then. low and behold the two my rtinbows
sowed out into the huvens and became ane The
power of their love was so great that they war drawn
into the rauthow's arc where neither pruon walls or
evil kings could eva keep than apart
Yea, I know a is a fairy tale but then tha a a
magical time of year Whds to say when you bum
your own treasure candle what might happen'
At OK Kelley we have a wonderful selection of
these myth.' candles Withal each treasure candle
you will find • crystal ioul other gifts like sterbng
charms.and math, ninth avnh them own ripened a
power
Hold your crystrl up to the light. you just mighrsee
the beginning of your own magical rainbow
These Land ths make great gifts for anyone on your
list from age 8 to 80 Everyone could use a Ettlr
magic in their li fe• so why don't you be thence to &is<
a to than' Or why not put some magic in your own
life?
Tentfic gift :electrons, silk warmups, pans
clothes, spectacular jewelry
Chratmas starts at
D K. Kelley where we care enough Stay tuned far
next week's Fun & Fashion report
PS We believe in Santa Claus Irn
he will by
here Sal. Dek 10 Han it a.m.-3 p.m.
Hours: 10-5 Mon.-Sal.

(OWLIIT

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
ICEAMJCIIY COMET FOR WIWI RESOURCES

305 South 12th

Murray, KY • 753-7441

SUBSCRIBE

Wanted - BINGO Players
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
$1,000 Letter H Jackpot!!!
• 14 Games - $100 Each

$500

Jackpot Each Week

• Letter "H" - 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1,000 1
(Consolation Prize - $100)
• Special Games - Double Bingo pays 60%, 75%, and 90%

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky
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Phillip Powell
Gallery

\

DECEMBER 10
from /0 a.m. to 4..m.
EVERYONE IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO OUR
1
3 *ljt:

Wildlife and landscape prints
and originals by Kentucky artist
Phillip Powell

iat we
discri'be the
e will
cy are

CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE. MR. AND MRS. SANTA
WILL RE AT THE MUSEUM FROM 10 A.M. UNT11.
NOON. THE HISTORIC VICTORIAN BARLOW
HOUSE MUSEUM IS LocAnD IN BARLOW, IONIA
25 MILES WEST OF PADUCAH ON US HWY 60.

Christmas Shopping Hours
eh,

ig the
;t day
Saturen be
5, so
in the

Saturday, December 10
10 a.m. to Noon
Or By Appointment

Is's\

is a

By Way Of The Grapevine

Please Call 436-2684
For Directions.

Storewide
Pre-Christmas Sale
Every

APO

single item in the store is marked down!

Primitives • Afghans • Pewter & More!

Located just 15 minutes east of Murray
in beautiful rural
Calloway County.
•'41

.co.
4
,
Afrri, r r 1, ,
)
#
e 1' .71 l•

ARLOW

OUSE

•••• cr
,N.

WwW

Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.•Sun. 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
p

miles out of Murray on 121 S to Old Salem Rd.

'

'!' '."

iv Rib

~...1.
0
.40.1•1•0111101.04111.0.11101.11.111041.

•

MUSEUM
December Hours: Monday, Friday & Sunday I - S p.m.
Also By Appointment 502-334-3010 or 502-334-3691
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Club hears
two lessons
Anna Lou Jones presented the
main lesson, "A Merry Heart —
The Healing Power of Good
Humor," at the November meeting of Harris Grove Homemakers
Club. Each lady present enjoyed
a time of fun and faughttr.
A lesson on "Understanding
Dry Cleaning" was given by Marie Hicks.
The devotion was given by
Obena Hale who read a poem,
"Sufficent For Today." Ten members answered the roll call by
telling of talents for which they
were thankful.
Quava Honchul, president,
reported for the council meeting
that the County Homemakers
Scholarship Award had been presented to Paula Cathey, senior at
Murray State University.
A report was given on the
Purchase Homemakers Annual
Day held at Graves County High
School. Harris Grove members
attending were Gene Wrather,
Anna Lou Jones, Katherine Ray
and Margaret Taylor.
Christmas gifts were brought
to be given to Western State Hospital at Hopkinsville.
Elizabeth Parks led a game on
"Thanksgiving Day" for the
recreation.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Dec. 14, at 11 a.m. at Christopher's Restaurant.

Krouse is
recognized
UNIVERSITY, Miss. — Kelly
Krouse of Murray was recently
recognized at the annual membership induction of the Golden Key
National Honor Society chapter
at The University of Mississippi.
Academically superior juniors
and seniors throughout all fields
of study at Ole Miss were initiated into the Society.
Golden Key National Honor
Society is one of the nation's
most dynamic academic honors
organization. Its objective is to
unite diverse individuals while
nurturing and rewarding the
academic efforts of top students
in all disciplines.
A graduate of Murray High
School, Miss Krouse is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Krouse of Murray.

Free poetry
contest is
announced
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. — A
S1,000 grand prize is being
offered in a free poetry contest
sponsored by the International
Library of Famous Poets, open to,
everyone in the Murray area.
There are 25 prizes in all, worth
over S2,500.
"Kentucky has produced great
poets over the years, and I expect
this contest to yield exciting discoveries." said Poetry Editor Dr.
Richard Huntington.
The deadline for entering is
Jan. 15, 1995. Winners will be
announced on March 28 at which
time all prizes will be awarded
and a winners' list sent to all
entrants.
To enter, send one poem 21
lines or less, to: Free Poetry Contest, 421 N. Rodeo Dr., Suite
544, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210.

Storey's
Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

EGGS

\

DOZEN

CHILI W/BEANS

TOMATO SOUP

2

Tomato
ammo

,.DEP9
.. PEPSI
COLA

CRACKERS

15 02

10 OZ. CAN

CAN

1 LB. BOX

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONC FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

j

Pinto awls

ROSEDALE
HALVES OR SLICES

PEACHE

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
CRUSH OR BARDS

12 PK.
12 OZ.
CANS

F.

POTATO CHIPS

FLAV-O-RICH
OR GOLDENROD

29 OZ. CAN

L

TWO
LITER
PLASTIC

WI
SMAI

2°h MILK

BUSH S

CHILI HOTS, PINTOS OR
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS,
'sues SHOWBOAT PORK S BEANS
trortnK"
14 TO 16 OZ. CANS

FOR

GAL.

cIiK
AOR OLD FASHION
QUAKER OlI

ROSEDALE

PEAR HALVES
11110
L

22AONZ.

99

FOR
18 OZ.
WITH COUPON BELOW
GREEN GIANT
(
CORN, WHEAT OR RICE
CREAM STYLE, N1BLETS OR
RALSTON
WHOLE KERNEL YELLOW
CORN,
FRENCH STYLE OR CUT
GREEN BEANS,
OR SWEET PEAS
BUY I, GET 1
10 TO 15 OZ. CAN

COITONELLE

BATH
TISSUE

BRAWNY

PAPER
TOWELS

4 ROLL PKG.

CHEX
CEREAL

eaic

60 SQ. FT. ROLL

TREE

..
A

WITH ONE FILLED
\
.SMART SHOPPER CARD)

12 TO 16 OZ. BOX

iJk

FOR

WITH COUPON BELOW

1

•
PARK

PEANIN BUTTER
Ri,,V I29

0126

1.Ac.

$I6

[,./. oz.

LB.
BOWL

1,

BOS1

PORN

ALL FLAVORS

18 OZ.
JAR

REG. OR UNSALTED
RAINBOW SALTINE

1814§A S

BOX

RONCO

1

Virillsliiiii

S CHEESE

3

)

44k
21 OZ.
CAN

FOR
1

(

PHILADELPHIA

PVIt

CRIAAIEISE

KRAFT
PHILADELPHIA BRAND

CREAM
CHEESE

(

FLAV-O-RICH
OR GOLDENROD

I ORANGE I
JUICE

PRAIRIE FARMS
FROZEN

ORANGE
JUICE

IVORY

DISHWASHING

YOGURT

ivoRy

1/2 GALLON

1/2 GAL. PLASTIC

LIQUID

GUI
DO!
RYI
BR1

42 OZ.

REG.. LIGHT OR FREE

$24"

8

8 02:2

COUPONS

SAVE

I

PONS

•

NA
P08-12.150

COUPON

1-SCUPS 151

On One Post* Blueberry Morning"'
15 oz. Size Only

Good Week 01 12/7)94 Thru 12/11194
Lirnd One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only At Storey's Ford (Ism

Good Week of 12/7/94 TIM/ 1213)94
Limit One COupOrl Per Purchase
Good Only Al Storey's Food Grant

16 OZ
•

COUPON

Buy 1

One Log Cabins 24 oz. Size Only
Regular or Lite Syrup

WH
BRI

SAVE

POS.12-120

With TkIS Coupon

With This Coupon

16 OZ.

•••

14.

39

lir

C95102041

n

With This Coupon
All Betty Crocker Helpers

AMER

— 7—A.,(7 Hamburger/Tuna/Chicken

BOl
HAI

Good Week 04 12/7794 Thru 12/13/94
Lirno1 One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only AI Storeys Food Gent

NA.
111
P08-12-140

COUPON

$239

R50140

With This Coupon

One 20 oz. Kellogg's* Raisin Bran
Cereal Only
Good Week ol 12/708 ThIll 1 2/ 1 144
Lime One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only Al Storey's Food Giant

Well always be there for you

CAMPBELL S

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

COUPON

Shelter !nines/we Co. Horne Office Coksrata Sar,

KELLY S

15 OZ.
CAN

RUFFLES REG. $1.39

PRICES GOOD

To Limit Quantities

(

We serre education euery day,
'

Harold "Jock- RomaIn*
licansocl In KY S TN
759-1033 or 753.0673
401 S. 121h Si. - Wray

'We Reserve The Right

COUNTRY CREEK
GRADE A MEDIUM

School Meals

If you're 48 years old or
older, you may qualify
for this special Shelter
auto insurance rate.
Call or see me for
details of qualification.

'We Accept US Govt
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

ip

PREFERRED
RATE AT 48

Home Owned 8
Home Operated

1
414

POB 12 140

2

COUPON

—

err
C 3882I

F..,

$199 With This Coupon

18 oz. Quick or Old Fashioned Quaker'
Oats or Quaker Multi Grain
Good Week or 12 7 94 Thru 1213/94
Orr., One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only Al Storey's Food Giant

1/
40

COUPON

PO4-12-314

MX 755

Buy I.
With This Coupon

Wheat, Rice or Corn Chee
0;viov,(1.'i Brand Cereal
(2'- 4o Woke
1 44
t.rnii One Coupe,114r Purr
,
0,r6
Cowl (Sly Al Sloray n 100,1 r44r,

CUDD

TUI
BR]
FIELE

CHI

•

1
.

• 4 •,44.•
tp... •
•
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149i' Students
are listed
-DOUBLE COUPONS

for Wfictap entertammo

't PRICES GOOD WED. 12/7/94 THRU TUES. 12/13/94
Open

LTED
TINE
Is

-DOUBLE COUPONS-

Daily

a.m. to 11 p.m.

HUNTER WHOLE ONLY

(
KELLY S

KELLY S

TAMALES

BEEF STEW

IS OZ.
CAN

ILLED
:R CARD

7

NOW AT STOREYS
FOOD GIANT
Double your money back on
all manufacturer $ coupons.
up to SOC. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.

29°

150Z.
CAN

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

BUSH S

Up'

29c

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART "
.•!rooPER CARD

16 OZ. CAN
WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

j

INS

-

LB.

FRESH LEAN PORK

•

IS OR
BEANS,
BEANS

KIDNEY BEANS1

BONELESS
HAM

SPARE
RIBS

U.S.D.A. BONELESS
FIELD SLICED

SHOULDER

BOLOGNA

ROAST

FAMILY PACK

REG. OR THICK

It
o
$
I119°
LB.
FASHION

(
PORK

:Low

U.S.D.A. BONELESS BEEF

t

(

hEirsir

-PIMENTO SPREAD

gc

CHUCK
ROAST

LB.

I LB.
FIELD CLASSIC
D

IM 1

4139
1 LB.

12 OZ.

•
RICE

PURNELL S OL FOLKS

PORK
SAUSAGE

7

BONELESS BEEF

FIELD SLICED

SWISS
STEAK

BACON
REG. OR THICK

1 LB ROLL

`

;

U.S.D.A. SPLIT

S1178'

$.59

•.
•

IFI

LB.

FAMILY

ON
ILY ACK
CHICKErisileGETS1
P
poili STEAK
S1129 yson 02
0D
ilia LB.

1

sT
BONELESS BEEF

Pl
cT
R

siti‘
fp

.

LB.

ODUCE SPECIALS
GLAZED
DONUTS
RYE
BREAD

DOLE PREMIUM
I$199

BANANAS

DOZ.

99c
99c

16 OZ. LOAF

WHEAT
BREAD
IS OZ. LOAF

WASHINGTON STATE
RED 8 GOLD DELICIOUS

APPLES

DELI

GRamiviiinT

FAVORITEMCN

BOILED
HAM

LB.

II

$199
LB

hex
____

FIELD AMERICAN

•CHEESE

LB

ill

s2"

FRESH D ANJOU

PEARS

FLORIDA TANGELOS OR

TANGERINES
GPI

CUDDY

TURKEY
BREAST

39t.
49t.

095842CK)
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LAKE FOREST, III. — A total
of 152 students in this area have
been included in the 28th annual
edition of Who's Aho Among
American High School Students,
1993-94.
The -students are nominated by
high school principals and guidance counselors, national youth
groups, churches and educational
organizations based upon students' academic achievement and
involvement in extracurricular
activities. ,
Who's Who students also compete for S150,000 in scholarship
awards and participate in the
publication's annual opinio poll
of teen attitudes.
Students included are the
following:
Courtney Adams, Amy J Alexander,
Dustin L Alton, Michael Arnett.
Catherine A Bates, Hillary K Belcher,
Carrie E. Bell, Keisa L. Bennett, Jerry
W. Boyd, Christina M. Burke!, Misty A.
Camp, Jeremy R. Chapman, Miranda
S. Coles, Cassie J. Cooper, Dana L.
Cooper, Michael Crouse, Thomas W.
Denton II, Jensen Douglas, Angela M
Elkins, Christopher N Estes, Kelly E
Felts, Jon T Futrell, aackie:-...k—Getron.• -Samuel T. Green, Erin C. Grogan.
Taryn W. Hansen, Elizabeth A. Harrington, Tom Henninger, Allison W
Hocking, Stephanie A. Holland, Thomas Hornbuckle,
Rachel A. Hutson, Noelle N. Jedan.
Erika A. Johnson, Jessica K. Jones.
Scott Kellie, Sarah A. Kingins, Sabrina
K Kneebone, Teresa J. Lee, Eleshia
J. Adams, Seth T. Allgood, Raina
Anderson, Holly L. Barnes, Ken i L.
Bazzell, Benjamin J. Bell, Jennie K.
Bell, Dana C. Blankenship, Ashley C
Buoy, Bethany P. Call, Rachel E. Cella, Ashley L Cleaver, Lori E Cook,
Celena Cooper, Danny M. Crouch.
Chanda R. Dawson, Nicole L. Dick,
Greg Dowdy, Rebecca L. Emerine,
Andrew J. Falwell, Christopher J.
Fuhrmann, Anna M. Garland, David G.
Graves,
Amanda Greer, Lslie C. Hamilton,
Kristi L. Hargis, Drew C. Harrell,
Nicholas T. Helton, Jay P. Herndon,
Kristine L. Hokans, Jeff D. Hughes,
Andrea M. Jackson, Maria D. Jem
nings, Jennifer A. Jones, Rhonda F.
Keel, John R. Key, David J. Klapper,
Julie C. Krouse, Jason T. Leet, Holly
A. Leslie, Jeremy A. Long, Justin Patrick Manna, Patricia Maxwell, Mars L.
McClard, Courtney P. McCoy, Jon E.
McDonald, Eric J. McKee, Alyson L.
McNutt, Molly B. Melson, Jill S. Miller,
Justin B. Morris, Angela H. Morrison,
Hope M. O'Donnell,
Justin Owens, Buzz Paul, Connie L
Payne, Grant F. Pittman, Mary P
Pool, Allison Pritchett, Summer A.
Roberson, Justin Rouse, Erica Rowlett, Heather L. Scott, Bradley S. Shelton, Melanie S. Slemmer, Cristi B. Sorrels, Leah Stuart, Shawna ii. Thompson, Amanda R. Todd, Bradley E.
Treas, Amberly D. Vance, Chas D. Villanova, Amanda Warren, Molly K. Willis, Jonathan C. Worful, Jerremy D.
Young, April Dawn Letterman, Megan
J. Malinauskas, Jodi A. Manning,
Nicole M. McCarthy, Brandon L.
McCoy, Allison L. McDaniel, Amy B.
McKee,
Sarah E. McNeary, Michael S.
McWherter, Greg R. Miller, Alisa
Morris-Shirkey, Melanie D. Morris,
Shannon M. Nelson, Daemon J.
Osbron, Jeromy L. Painter, Jennifer M.
Paul, Matt Perry, Jared Plummer, Kimberly R. Poole, Heather D. Roach,
Richard Robinson. Vicki L. Rowland,
Christy L. Scott, Jason R. Shelby,
Neal G. Simmons, C. David Smotherman, Kimberly'M. Stalls, Stacy A. Thomas, Adam T. Todd, Caroline B. Trawick, Shannon M. Vailes, Derek D.
Vander Molen, Lisa A. Warner, Stephanie L. Williams, Molly G. Wisehart,
Myles Worster and Shannon R.
Young.

SUNKIST SEEDLESS NAVEL

ORANGES

419

HOSPITAL REPORT
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Dec. 5, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Brooks baby boy, mother, Christy
Smith, Rt. 4, Box 222, Murray;
Cole baby boy, parents, Tamra and
Glen, 507 Meadow Lane, Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Vera Heater. 1604 Hermitage
Dr., Murray; Hobert Brandon, 523
South 11th St., Murray; Jess E. Hale,
West View Nursing Home, Murray;
Charles Barnett, Rt. 1. Box 244,
Dexter; James Roy Brasher, Rt. 1, Box
110, Grand Rivers; Richard Adams,
Rt. 1, Box 250, Farmington;
Marvin J. Chambers, Rt. 8, Box 865,
Murray; Miss Tania Cunningham, 1744
Houser Rd., Benton; Mrs. Marilyn A.
McCuiston, 1606 Loch Lomond,
Murray;
Miss Heather Lopiccolo and baby
girl, Rt. 7, Box 1. Murray; Mrs. April D.
Bell and babby girl, Rt. 1. Box A-44,
Palmersville, Tenn ;
William M. Thomas, HCR 75, Box
259, New Concbrd; Gene Dale Paschall, 409 South Sixth St. Murray;
Mrs Sherry S. James, 100 Fox Meadows A-29, Murray;
Mrs. Ruby Grogan, 1624 Hamilton
Ave , Murray; Mrs. Kathrine Duncan,
Rt. 1, Box 482, Dexter; Ken E. Breeding, 612 North Poplar. Paris, Tenn ;
Mrs. Elvie Carson, 620 LaFollette,
Murray; Mrs. Louanna Trimble, Rt 3,
Box 330E, Murray; Mrs. Mary Francis
Parker, 1321 West Main St., Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy V. Holland, At 3, Box
95A, Murray; Mrs. Mary V. Woodall,
Rt. 1, Box 678, Dexter, Miss Alicia A.
Woods, 406 South 10th St., Murray;
Hoyt P. Roberts, 809 North 20th St.
Murray; Miss Rachel M Hale, 1611
Wiswell Rd.. Apt 2, Murray
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Last Night's Scores

•

College Basketball
Marshall 88, E Kentucky 71
Middle Tenn 72. Ala.-Huntsville 50
Missouri 84, SE Missouri 77
W. Kentucky 84, Ball St. 77
Arkansas 121, Centenary 94
Arizona 96, Florida St. 78
Vanderbilt 70, Virginia 65

SPRO'las

Fields'21
high note
in defeat
to Salukis

• See Page 11A

• BASKETBALL: Murray boys at Heath --- 6 pm

Dallas keeps
rolling along
with OT win
Mavericks' Jones
scores 15 points
in win over Spurs

Staff Report •
Murray Ledger & Times
CARBONDALE — After trailing Southern Illinois by only one
point at halftime, the Murray
State Lady Racers shot just 20
percent from the field in the second haft' and fell 74-46 Tuesday_
night.
Murray State (0-4) was outscored 42-15 in the second half
after trailing Southern Illinois
32-31 at the break. Murray hit
just 5-of-25 shots from the field
• in the second half.
Lady Racer Chasity Fields led
all scorers with 21 points, hitting
9-of-I5 from the field. The 5-7
junior from Trenton, Tenn., also
1;ulled down a game-high 11
rebounds.
. On 'Monday, Fields was named
the OVC Newcomer of the Week
by the Conference office on
Monday. The Dyersburg CommUnity College transfer scored 33
points and, pulled down 19
rebounds this past weekend at the
Pizza Inn Classic in Jonesboro,
Ark. Fields was also named to
the all-tournament team.
The OVC Newcomer award is
given to a non-freshman new
player in the league. Fields
becomes the first MSU player to
receive that honor.
In Tuesday's game at Carbon-

Thursday's Sports
I BASKETBALL: lAurray girls vs. Tilghman - 6 pa

0410...011./A
Da as Mavenoks photo

Former Murray State standout Popeye Jones had 15 points and a career-high 17 rebounds to help Dallas to a
124-121 overtime victory over the San Antonio Spurs Tuesday night on the road

"It's a great feeling for these
guys, because we need as many
positives as we can get," veteran
Dallas coach Dick Motta said.
"We' won in Minnesota in a
game we probably shouldn't have
won and then we lost to Denver
and Utah badly. ,That was the
first time we've been demoralized, but tonight we beat the
trap."
The game changed for San
Antonio when David Robinson,
who matched his season high
with 42 points, was whistled for
his sixth foul when he charged
into Jones with 54.7 seconds left
in overtime.
"We had the game," Robinson
said. "We did what we needed to
. do, but we just gave it away."
The Spurs squandered a
112-108 lead with 28 seconds in
regulation. Lucious Harris then
hit a 3-point shot and Mashburn
added a free throw to force
overtime.
"Confidence for this team is
high right now, and as long as we
can keep learning while we're
improving, this team is going to
be very fun to watch," rookie
guard Jason Kidd said.
Mashbum's free throw came
after Kidd came up with a late
steal with 13.6 seconds
remaining.
"I knew we needed a big play

SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Dallas showed ille full impact of its
talented young crop of players in
a 124-121 overtime victory Tuesday night over the San Antonio
Spurs.
Jamal Mashburn scored 34
points and Jimmy Jackson added
28 to key Dallas' comeback
victory.
"The potential of this team is
very scary," said Dallas center
Roy Tarpley, who reached season
highs with 22 points and 14
rebounds. "We play unbelievably
well sometimes and terrible
sometimes. Tonight, we came up
with a good effort when we
needed to."
The victory snapped a twogame Dallas losing streak and
marked their third straight overtime victory this season.'
"This team has gone through
games like this before," Mashburn said. "We had confidence
we could come back and win."
Jackson's finger-roll with 37.6
seconds left in overtime gave the
Mavericks the lead for good. The
second-year guard later added a
foul shot, Popeye Jones sank two
more free throws and Mashburn
added another to seal the victory. • See Page 11A

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

IU's Knight downplays UK game
Pitino wants
more triples
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino isn't
expecting a passive performance
from Indiana tonight.
"This will be another great
battle for us," he said of the contest in Louisville's Freedom Hall.
"It always is. I think it brings out
the best defense and the best play
by individuals."
But Indiana coach Bob Knight
Kentucky forward Jared Prickett will
battle IU's Allan Henderson.

doesn't believe his team is ready
to take on Kentucky this early in
the season.
"I don't see much good for
us," he said. "We're not in a
position where we play a team
like Kentucky at this point. We
just can't. We've got to work and
scratch and scrape and execute
better to be able to play them."
Indiana (2-3) is coming off an
84-63 victory over Evansville last
Saturday while Kentucky (2-1)
fell 82-81 to No. 2 UCLA in the
Wooden Classic.
Indiana turned in its best effort
of the season against Evansville,
holding the Aces to only 33.3
peicent from the field and 22.2
percent from 3-point range.
"They definitely improved
with the Evansville game," Pitino said. "They played great
defense."

Forwards Alan Henderson
(23.0 points) and Brian Evans
(19.4) lead Indiana in scoring.
The Hoosiers will start three
freshmen in forward Andrae Patterson (10.2) and guards Charlie
Miller (2.6) and Neil Reed (8.2).
"I think anytime you play a lot
of freshmen you're going to have
a start like this," Pitino said of
the Indiana's early struggles.
"When they're talented freshmen, they're only going to get
better. And by midseason the
freshmen will become sophomores with all that experience."
Knight is trying to prepare this
team for conference play.
"We're going to do everything
we can to get ourselves through
December, where we can play
competitively in the Big Ten,"
he said. "But we're just not a
good basketball team."

Pitino also said it will take
time for his team to develop this
season.
"I said early in the season that
we'd take some losses early in
the year," he said. "I'm just predicting reality of what was going
to happen."
Pitino said the loss to UCLA
didn't hurt his team's confidence.
"I think they're very disappointed, which is a good sign,"
he said. "I think they.realize we
beat ourselves in that game. You
can take a loss when you give
credit to your opponent, and we
did credit UCLA. But when you
throw the game away ,yourself,
and beat yourself, that's what
hurts the most."
Pitino said the Wildcats'need
to be more productive from
II See Page 11A

PRO FOOTBALL

Philadelphia QB not happy
he clearly refused to rule out sitting Cunningham down.
"In my mind, I'm not happy
with some of the play we have.
including Randall," Koine said
Monday. "I mean, he's not happy with the way he's playing. So
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — As we'll see."
soon as Rich Kotite answered one
On Tuesday, after a meeting
question — Randall Cunningham
with Cunningham at Veterans
will start for the Philadelphia Stadium, he backtracked. Several
Eagles on Sunday -- another one hours after Cunningham said he'd
popped up: Is Cunningham's con- been told he was the starter,
fidence shot?
Kotite confirmed the news in a
The Eagles coach, desperate to, _statement released by the ,team:
stop ,a four-game losing streak
"On the basis of yesterday's
that has dropped Philadelphia to press conference, when there
7-6, suggested Monday that he were mixed interpretations as to
might bench Cunningham for the my remarks regarding our quargame against the Pittsburgh terback situation, I am making a
Steelers.
statement that should b;.• underHe put it in the context that he stood by everyone:. Randall Cunwas considering making any per- ningham is the starting quartersonnel changes necessary to stop back this Sunday in Pittsburgh."
the skid, but, unlike in the past,
Cunningham was relieved to

Cunningham
upset at coach

find himself still starting, but
clearly stung by Kotite's comments on Monday.'
"When you're the starting
quarterback, you want to know
that you're the man and that
you're starting," he said. "I'm
going to go out and play the best
that I can, but in the back of your
mind, any quarterback- in the
league is going to tell you he
doesn't want to be benched."
Kotite has benched Cunningham before, in 1992, when he
was taken out at halftime-of a.
20-10 loss to Dallas. After the
game, Kotite said Cunningham
was the starter the following
week, then changed his mind and
went with Jim McMahon.
"I will, be starting against the
Steelers is what he said today,"
Cunningham said Tuesday.

STEVE PARKERLedgot & Lmes

photO
AWARD WINNERS: Calloway County football players earning awards at Tuesday
were: (Front row, from left) Tyler Bohannon, Jody Kelso, Joe Ferguson, Tim McDaniel,night's banquet
(middle) Jason
Eaves, Todd Forsyth, Sam Arnett, Jamie Burkeen, Tim Brickey, Brad Lowe,(back) Dallas
Rice, Jeff Smith'
and Jimmy Lampe.

II See Page 11A
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•Sports Briefs
MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

Gossett earns GTE-CoSIDA honor
Murray State center Mike Gossett has been named to the
District- IV GTE-CoSIDA Academic All-American Football
team.
.
..
Gossett, who was named a second-team All-Ohio Valley
Conference pick this season, has a 3.94 grade point average
with a double major in German and history.
The Shepherdsville, Ky., native also earned the GTECoSIDA Academic All-American honor last season and has
won the OVC's Medal of Honor award for the highest GPA
in his sport in the last two seasons.
Nominees for the GTE-CoSIDA (College Sports Information
Directors of America) team are required to have at least a
3.2 grade point average and sophomore academic and athletic
standing. District IV includes Alabama, Kentucky, Michigan,
Ohio and Tennessee.
Gossett will represent District IV on the national ballot.

Quarterback Club dinner Dec. 13
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The Murray State University Quarterback Club is sponsoring a 1995 Recruiting Kickoff dinner Dec. 13.
The event will feature Racer head football coach Houston
Nutt and his staff and is scheduled for 8 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade in Murray. Tickets for the event are $25 each and
can be purchased by calling David Ramey at (502) 762-4271.
The Racers finished 5-6 in 1994, their best season since
1989.
.,
MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL
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Calloway teams sweep South Marshall
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Calloway County's 8th grade boys and girls both remained
undefeated by sweeping a pair of games from South Marshall
at home Monday night.
The Lady Lakers claimed a 51-28 win over South Marshall
to improved to 11-0. Jessica Norsworthy led Calloway with
18 points while Becky Greene had 12, Kalista Cunningham
scored nine, Brooke Lencki totaled six and Sabrina Emerson,
Jenni Pigg and Tiffany Lassiter all contributed two.
Calloway's boys edged South Marshall 44-43 to move to
6-0 on the year. Austin Wyatt led Calloway with 17 points
while Payton Patterson and Matt Wyatt both added eight,
Chris Jones scored seven and Laramie Carson and Trent Garland contributed two each.
Calloway's eighth grade teams are back in action Thursday
night, hosting Mayfield.

big play

North Marshall tops Murray girls 29-10
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FROM PAGE 10A
'Now you know what happened
the last time, when I got benched
in Dallas -- 'Oh, he's our starter'
- but then Jim McMahon started
the next week, so who knows?"
Even if he does start, Cunningham didn't sound like he was
sure he'd stick around if.he (altered. "If I'm going to be put on
the bench, what the heck is the
difference?"
Cunningham said he and Kotite
talked, but he wasn't sure if
either fully understood the other.
"I try to communicate with
Richie, but, you know,...," he

733-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

GENERAL

Six Arkansas players suspended
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP) - Six Arkansas freshman
players were disciplined after authorities began investigating a
report that an 18-year-old woman was sexually assaulted in
the athletic dorm.
The school said two athletes were suspended pending further investigation, while four others were suspended for not
reporting a violation of dorm policy barring unauthorized
visitors.
Prosecutor Terry Jones said Robert Reed, a backup quarterback and a member of the basketball team, was among the
athletes questioned by campus police. Jones identified the
others as DeAnthony Hall, Norman Nero, Tyrone Henry, Melvin Bradley and Derrick Harrell.

FROM PAGE 10A
3-point range to free up the
inside players. They have hit 20
of 50 attempts (40 percent).
"We passed up about five
wide open 3s (against UCLA),
and that's hurting our halfcourt
game because it's allowing people to go after our post people
more," he said.
Forward Rodrick Rhodes
(13.7), guard Tony Delk (13.7)
and forward Walter McCarty
(13.0) are Kentucky's leading
scorers.
Center Andre Riddick has a
lower back strain and may see
limited playing time against
Indiana.
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6
6
7
7
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3.4
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3%
110,

Pacific Division
Phoenix
11
5 688 11
5 688 Seattle
1
10 6 625
LA. Lakers
8 7 533 27,
Sacramento
8 8 500
3
Golden State
7
7 500
3
Portland
Lk Cippers
0 16 000 it
Tueedey's Gams.
New York 104, Boston 90
Atlanta 94, New Jersey 91, OT
Phoenix al Washington. ppd , wet lbor
Orlando 114. Cleveland 97
Indiana 90. Detroit 83
Denver 102. Minnesota 95
Seattle 103. Houston 90
Dallas 124. San Anton.° 121. OT
Charlotte 106. Utah 97
LA. Lakers 113. Golden State 101
Sacramento 108. tAlwaukee 95
Wednseday's Games
Atlanta al Boston. 630 p.m.
Ckiveland at Orlando, 6:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Miami, 610 pm.
Seheaultee at L.A. Clippers. 9:30 om.
Thunoday's Games
Phoenix at New Amy, 6:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Houston, 7 p.m.
Washington at Dallas, 7,30 p.m.
Utah at San Antonio, 730 p.m.
Seattle at Sacramento, 930 p.m.

I Shop The World of Sound
I

for your best deals on car & home stereos
Low. Low Overhead Lets Us Sell At Discount
222 S. 12th • MC/VISA • 753-5865

Scifteveuc'4

Golf
9 Holes
18 Holes

$3.00
$5.00

Weekends & Holidays

BOXING INSTRUCTION
Training and conditioning
for boxers, kickboxers or
anyone interested in top
physical condition.
Location:
Hwy. 641 South
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
753-3204 or 753-7981
Hours:
3:45-5:00 Mon. & Wed.
8:15-8:30 Mon. & Wed.
3:45-6:00 Fri.
Ages: 8 yrs. 8 up-male or female
NO DRUGS NO ALCOHOL

Trainer: Shawn Simmons
Certified by the United
States Amateur Boxing, Inc.
Professional Boxer, Manager and Promoter

Merry Christmas
Thanks Murray and Calloway County for your
patrontsm for the past 33 years. This means we're doing something right to be in business this long. We will
match quality, price and know how with anyone.

Complete Dolby Pro Logic Home Theater System
kIVC RX509 220 watt receiver
'Pair of AAL1030 B 10'
3 way loud speakers
•1 AAL 525 B theater center
channel speaker
*Pair of JVC 5PX3B rear
surround sound speakers

Suggested Retell Price

AMERICA'S#1 BRAND AT GREAT PRICES!

'959"
With an anti-vibration feature the lightweight
021 Wood Boss is easy to handle. And sate, too.
with its Qui6stop- Inertia Chain Brake.
Now get a 2-year wananty when you
purchase a 6-pack ofStihl oil

System Package Price

$59995

We also carry scanners and C.B.'s.

WORLD OF SOUND
111 S. lath • 755-5885 • MC & VISA Accepted

It's the price of the year
on the nagged 09 Mini Boss
chain saw.Petted for cutting
firewood.limbing and trimming

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!
Control leaves with
versatile Stihl blowers.
Handy for deaning
sidewalks. porches.
gardens and other frard- '
to-reach_places. Both come
with a teFescoping extension
tube and optional gutter and
vac attachments.

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

STIHL®

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

Worth more because it does more.
at
w

look for specialsavingson many other Stilloutdoor power tools

MURRAY ply 8 AUTO
Chestnut St.

753-2571
•
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FROM PAGE 10A
dale, the Lady Racers held SIU to
38 percent shooting in the first
half, but the Lady Salukis came
back to shoot 52 percent in the
second half.
In addition to Fields' 21, MSU
got nine points from freshman
guard Chase' Smith and seven
from freshman point guard Misty
Pierceall.
In addition to Fields' award,
Murray State's Melissa Collins is
ranked second in the OVC in
rebounding with 11.7 rebounds
per game. Pierceall is the
league's second rated three-point
shooter at .600 percent.
Murray State's next game will
be Saturday at Saint Louis.

By DEMME H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) Troy Aikmalt doesn't like it
when another quarterback has
"his" team.
For the past two weeks, the
Dallas Cowboys have survived
with backup quarterbacks, but
the odds are they won't have
to play without Aikman again.
He's been sidelined with a
sPriiit-ea left knee ligament,
but was in charge of the team
Tuesday as the Cowboys prepared for Saturday's game
against Cleveland in Texas
Stadium.
"I plan on playing," Aikman said. "The knee is coming alone fine."
Third-stringer Jason Garrett
won the Green Bay game and
second-stringer Rodney Peete
led the team to victory last
Sunday against Philadelphia.
Peete said he knows his role
and doesn't expect to, play
againit the Browns.
"I'd like to play, but I hope
he's feeling well enough to
play because this is his team,"
Peete said.

$4.00
$7.00
• Golf Lessons Available •
Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
Practice Range
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
Miniature Golf
$1.75 Batting Range
5042
753-1152
N. 16th St., Murray

(next to Century 21)

NBA GLANCE

Ailunan wants
to start Dallas
upcoming game

9 Holes
18 Holes

'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

All Time, CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
Pct.
Orlando
12 3 800
New York
10 5 .667
Boston
138
Phdadek3hia
9 400
Washington
8 385
New Jersey
12 368
Marro
9 308
Central Division
Indiana
1
5 667
Che6one
7 563
Cleveland
7 563
Chicago
500
Detroit
500
Atlanta
9 138
Mlwaukee
11 313
WESTERN CONFE ENCE
Midwest Divieion
WI Pct,
Houston
11
5 688
Denver
9 6 600
Utah
10 7 588
Dallas
II 6 571
San Antonio
7 6 187
Minnesota
3 11 176

eludal_the quarterback's lastchance tackle;:and returned' the
interception 94 yards, ensuring
the Cowboys' victory.
"I admit that one OM cost us
the Dallas Cowboys game," Cunningham said.

Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

Jane Rogers Ins.

North Marshall jumped out to a 13-0 lead in the first quarter and
never looked .back in Monday night's 29-10 win over Murray
Middle School's eighth grade girls. Lindsay Lawson led the way
for the Lady Tigers with five points, followed by Challyis Mann
and Shannon Beddome with,two each and Brooke Brittain with
one.

•Knight...

who produced season-high totals
of 22 points and 14 rebounds.
"Hopefully, I can build on this
game."
The fourth quarter featured six
lead changes and nineties.
"This wai a tion-gb
Johnson said. "We had good
individual efforts, but our record
is still 7-8. Look at the stat sheet.
They outrebounded us by 30 and
deserved to win."
Robinson's three-point play
with 7:07 left in the third quarter
capped a 15-2 run. and gaye San..
Antonio its largest lead at 76-62.
The 7-foot-I center scored five of
his 12 third-quarter points during
that spree.
But Dallas answered with their
own 14-2 run later in the quarter.
Mashburn's 3-point basket on
Dallas' last third-quarter possession pulled the Mays into an
83-83 tic.

said,. his voice trailing off.
Cunningham accepted the
blame for making The pivotal
mistake in Sunday's 31-19 loss to
the Dallas Cowboys.
Thanks mostly to Cunningham's 10 straight completions,
the Eagles scored early in the
fourth quarter to close to 24-19.
The defense stopped Dallas on
four plays, and Jeff Sydner's
49-yard return on the ensuing
punt put Philadelphia in the Dallas 12 with seven minutes left.
Three plays later, Dallas' Darren Woodson stepped in front of
a bad pass by Cunningham,

SCOREBOARD

Murray pulls out 39-38 win at North
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in Europe and in the NBA before

Eagles...

Sponsored By:

Markise Hammonds scored 19 points to lead Murray Middle
School's eighth grade boys to a 39-38 win over North Marshall
Monday night. Shane Andrus and Justin Jones each scored six for
Murray, now 1-1. Thurman Foster and Michael Parker each had
four.
Murray will host South Marshall next Thursday.

ill take
:lop this

las bench 35-0.
.
-.-22.. minutes-.
in that situation," said Kidd. who game, and tonight I got 10
had 10 points, a career-high 13 minutes or so," said San Antonio
assists and five steals. "I backup forward Chuck Person,
gambled and was lucky to come who struggled with an 0-for-7
up with the big play."
shooting slump. "I do not think
Kidd's presence was the differ- that I've ever been in a game
.ence in the Dallas victory. said where4111 the starters scored all of
San Antonio coach Bob Hill.
the points."
"Jason Kidd is the key to what
Dallas maintained a 62-33 edge
we watched," Hill said. "He is
in rebounds, although Robinson
unbelievably advanced. He man- came into the game leading the
handled us. He played like a vet- league in rebounds.
eran and kicked our butts all by
"I probably watched too much
himself."
tape on these guys," Hill-said. "I
Vinnie Del Negro scored a
thought I knew this team, but we
season-high 25 points and Avery couldn't get a rebound. It wasn't
Johnson 22 points and a game- that they didn't know that was
high 16 assists.
important, but we just didn't get
Robinson's driving layup and a rebound."
foul shot gave the Spurs a shortThe inside presence of Popeye
lived lead at 110-108 with 43 Jones, who produced 15 points
seconds left in regulation.
and a career-high 17 rebounds,
All of the San Antonio scoring and Tarpley was particularly
came from its five starters. The important for Dallas.
"This is the way I was playing
Spurs were outscored by the DalFROM PAGE 10A
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Panel wants disclosure of diet effectiveness
Americans spend more than $33
billion a year to lose weight and
yet a third of adult" are still too
fat, according to scientists who
say the weight-loss industry
needs to shape up,
The Scientists, who have produced new guidelines on safe and
effective dieting, are urging the
industry to disclose the true
effectiveness of everything from

EARN
6.52%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATk; GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGiS APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.

753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

diet-guitlebookt-t!--;3emty- Craig •
programs.
The current system is chaos," said Dr. Arthur Frank of
George Washington University,
co-author of the guidelines.
"None of these programs gives
any information."
The Institute of Medicine, an
arm of the National Academy of
Sciences, assembled a panel of
experts to study obesity. The conclusion: 35 percent of women and
31 percent of men are obese,
despite spending more than $33
billion a. year on weight-loss products and programs.
The few who complete weightloss programs lose 10 percent of
their body weight, the panel
reported.
Even that small an amount is
healthful, said former Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop, who
today launched a "Shape Up
America!" campaign that aims to
sell Americans on the benefits of
even modest losses.
"Eat sensibly. Exercise regularly. Drop a few pounds. Shape
up," Koop advises. ,
Koop announced-his new cam- •
paign at the -White House with
first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, who told a South Lawn
crowd, "I always do everything
Dr. Koop tells me, so I hope that
everybody will take those words
to heart and that you will all
shape up and you will all be will-

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
Bring Ad In For One Day Free Pass.
One Free Pass Per Person • Expires 12/31/94
209 N. 12th •759-9622•1510 Chestnut St.•753-4295

LACE
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_

ing-to- change our behavior, our
habits and our attitudes."
"Let's all try to do something
in this holiday season besides
make new resolutions," Mrs.
Clinton said. "Let's. all resolve to
do better for ourselves and our
country and shape ourselves up
at well as our nation."
The problem is, Americans
can't keep the pounds off. The
average dieter regains two-thirds
of lost weight within one year
and almost all within five years,
the expert panel reported.
"We have an epidemic of
obesity in this country among
adults and children," said panel
chairwoman Judith Stern of the
University of California, Davis.
"They need tools for making better decisions about how to lose
weight."
The panel called on weightloss programs to issue comprehensive data about who they
serve and what results they
achieve so dieters can pick the
best program for themselves.
But Frank, who wants such
programs to go a step further and
b.e accredited, acknowledged the
request is purely voluntary
because the weight-loss industry
is largely unregulated.
Jenny Craig, one of the largest
weight-loss organizations with
820 centers worldwide, labeled
the report "a national call to
action," but said it would do no
good unless every company
complied.
Jenny Craig wouldn't say if it
would release the type of success
data the Institute of Meditine
wants. But it said it already carefully screens patients' health to
ensure it enrolls them in proper
programs, under a doctor's supervision if necessary.
Dieters can choose from do-ityourself efforts that consist of
diet books and support groups,
non-clinical programs such as
Jenny Craig that use counselors
to teach weight loss and nutrition,
or clinical programs where
licensed doctors may offer drugs
or surgery.
Different patients require different care, and currently have little
guidance, the panel said. A
26-year-old in good, health who
just wants to shed 15, _pounds
could do fine with a do-ityourself program or a nonclinical program, Frank said. But
a 330-pound person with diabetes
and heart disease "has no busi-

L

ness going to Jenny Craig," he
maintained.
The panel urged that:
-Dieters carefully assess their
individual needs and pick a program with a matching consumer
profile.
'-Companies - publicize
patients' long-term weight loss,
improvements in obesity-related
co-diseases and improved health
practices so dieters can compare
results.
-Companies require that lactating women, children and
patients with any chronic disease
undertake weight loss only under
some medical supervision.
-Dieters ask a trusted healthcare provider if the program is
sound and appropriate. Check the
required diet, which should contain enough protein to maintain
nitrogen balance and limit the
loss of lean body mass. Exercise
should gradually progress up to
an hour of moderate-intensity
activity a day.
-Dieters remember that programs promising results without
dieting and exercise won't work.
-Dieters carefully assess their
health before and during weight
loss. Even healthy people who
lose weight too quickly on very
low-fat diets run a risk of such
problems as gallbladder disease.

Quayle is
discharged
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- Dan
Quayle left a hospital Tuesday
and said blood clots in his lungs
won't affect his decision on
whether to run for president in
1996.
-To the public I would say
I'm on the mend ... after four
weeks I'll be back," the former
vice president said after eight
days in Indiana University Medical Center.
The 47-year-old Quayle is taking blood thinners to prevent new
clots while his body's natural
enzymes break down those in his
lungs. His doctors advised him to
eat fewer green vegetables
because they can contribute to
clots.
Such clots, called pulmonary
embolisms, often strike people
who are sedentary for hong periods. Doctors believe plane rides
probably contributed to Quayle's.
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6-Outlet Power Strip

SBR-329

extra outlets Mlec-0 leeded.
Push-to-reset circuit breaker prevents
overloading. UL listed. 33543

999
2 Piece
Gourmet Knife Set
Set includes 3" paring/
boning knife and 5"
boning/utility knife. 67630

999

4
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MARK YOUNGLeagef & Times photo

Joann Schroader, center, chairperson of One By One Singles Ministry,
is shown with Kathie Gentry, right, executive director of Murray Needline, and caseworker Valorie Hunt with canned goods the ministry
brought to the Needline Pantry. One By One Singles Ministry is an ecumenical outreach of the First United Methodist Church of Murray. All
singles are invited. The group charges no fees or dues, but collects
canned goods once a month to be taken to the pantry.

Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
Summer flowers on the courthouse lawn have slowly faded, but
memories ofgenerosity and appreciation linger on and on. The Community
Improvement Volunteers selected an evening during the Sesquicentennial
Celebration to honor those whose monetary donations made the lawn
improvement project possible. A plaque listing those donors is on display
in the east entrance of the courthouse. It was presented to Calloway County
in ceremonies held during the Court Square Heritage Evening.
Special thanks go to Dr.Lanette Thum-Uri, who served as chair ofthe CIV
committee to plan the special evening of entertainment, complete with
storytellers, music,art and food, with stores open around the square. Of the
many who contributed time and creative effort were: Don Henry, Howard
Koenen, and Bob Garrison, planning and arrangements; Barbara Moore,
publicity; Dr. Irma Collins, coordinator of music by Dot Mason,the Harp;
Molly Ross,five stringed instruments; David and Bonnie Smith; hammered
dulcimer; and Gretchen Hines-Ward, guitar. Dr. Collins organized and
directed the outstanding Sesquicentennial Community Chorus and Karen
Balser directed dancers. Robert Valentine coordinated storytellers and
presented the opening story for ceremonies.
The Ledger & Times provided outstanding news coverage in print and
radio stations WNBS,WSJP and WBLN gave time on the Breakfast Show,
as well as live coverage by Joe Pat James during the evening. Wendle
Jeralds,of Humdingers,provided greenery and worked with Debbie Henry,
D'Art,to coordinate decorations in the courthouse lobby. Gary Brockway,
Charles Smith and Susan Williams provided music for diners in front of
Rudy's, where tables and chairs were moved for the occasion from the First
Methodist Church by Charles Hamra,Reid Hearn,Peggy Myers.and Linda
Scott.
Merchants provided a warm welcome to more than 450 people who
strolled the courtsquare downtown. Don Henry served as Master ol
Ceremonies and Mayor Bill Cherry, Judge/Executive J.D. Williams and
State Representative Freed Curd participated in the program. Linda Houck
presented a time capsule containing documents of 150 years of Murray
history to the city (later buired on the lawn). It was especially appropriate
that the Community Improvement Volunteers 'and the Sesquicentennial
Committee combined efforts to celebrate the past, present and future of
Murray and Calloway County.
On behalf of the Murray Community Improvement Volunteers,! wish to
thank all who have given time, money and support to the project. I deeply
appreciate the outstanding cooperation the community has given during my
four-year term as president.
Jo Benson
Rt. 5 Box 1021
Murray, KY 42071

IPA

SIZE

PRICE

P155/80R13
P165/80R13
P175/80R13
P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P215/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225r75R15
P235/75R15

$30.97
$32.15
$32.73
$33.99
$35.82
$36.37
$37.63
$38.43
$40.22
$41.29
$43.69
$44.71

Remember...Don't Drink and Drive!
Prices Good Thru Dec. 13

Dewars Scotch
1 75L

$32.98

Canadian Mist

"5,43.99
Chivas Regal
750,,,1 8-18.99

24 Piece Socket & Bit Set
reversible ratchet. 10 popular sockets,
standard 42 slotted, Phillips and hex bits.
Full Lifehrne Warranty. 2006120

SIZE
• Do C 2 pa • In IMO
PAY
'°°

194
EA

•ea wat4pES
YOU n24
PAY

LESS
430
REBATE"

LESS
REBATE•1
"

FINAL 640
COST

FINAL 940
COST

Energizer
Energizer Batteries
For frequent. heavy drain use in toys.
and more. 30042. 30102.03, 04. 32899

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

235/75R15
30-95OR 15
31/1050R15
32/1150R15
33/1250R15
33/1 250R16 5
35-1250R15
235/85R 16
265175R16

E&J Brandy

MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
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208 E. Main

753-3361

Smirnoff

,75,. $15.39
Seagram's
Gin
,75L $15.39

PRICE

Canadian Club

$88.09
$96.50
$101.48
$107.84
$118.27
$123.27
$123.68
$106.75
$103.91

CASTLEMAN
TIRE & REPAIR

75L

S20.97

Old Charter
8 Yr

Coke
Products
2,0, $1.29
Coke
Products
60, s2.39
Tonic Water

1.85
Club Soda
Miller
Lite Ice

pk87.99

Sedalia Y - Mayfield - 247-5866

Smoked
Rainbow Trout

Old
Milwaukee
Ice

87.99

750 cnI

Jacob's Creek
Shiraz Cabernet

Duboeuf
Moulin-A-Vent
Burgundy
750 ml

*10.28

Jacob's Creek
Chardonnay
750 ,
01

Red Dog
ioPk

21.99

6,,'3.99

Drambuie Liqueur
75009 $

Michelob
6p,'3.99

Tia Maria Liqueur
750 '19.99

Smoked
Rainbow Trout

Frangelico Liqueur

$29"
In GM

Kahlua Liqueur

119"

ALL PREMIUM CIGARETTES

Boa

'19.52

75009

750 r,,I

$1.39 /Pack
Surgeon 041410/Ort W &mewl OuttlIng
smoking now greatly reduc es serious
risk e to your Minh.

'15.99

Baileys Irish Cream
7,0„, 19.99
Di Saronno Amaretto
750 mi'19.31

West Wood Wines & Liquors
901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • MasterCard • American Express • Discover

WEST WOOD STREET, HWY. 54 & 69 • PARIS,

•TIRES • SERVICE • TIRES • SERVICE • TIRES• SERVICE •

$6.00

Grand Marnier
Liqueur
750

Red Wolf

Tangeray Gin
,7s, 29.99

inL 16.45

Latoret Chardonnay

12 Pk $4.90

Makers Mark
1751. s26.99

a Yr

$10.99

'6.00

750 r•• $9.98

Jim Beam

villages
7500!,

Robert Mondair
Chardonnay
750 '12.99

Crown Royal
750.115.99

-a

See your Helpful Hardware Man at

Jadot Macon-

Bartending
for Your
Holiday Parties
or Special
Occasions

J&B Scotch
,75L '31.99

,75,816.99
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Two found dead in yard of Louisville neighborhood
•
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Garbage collectors found two
human bodies waitineby the curb
after they were called to pick up
mannequins left over from
Halloween.
Several people had passed by
the site Tuesday morning, but
apparently nobody =filed that
lying there were the bodies of a
72-year-old St. Matthews woman
and her son. Another son was

charged with two counts of murder and Arrested.
"TVs ii a classic example of
denial that will be taught in classrooms for years," said Ellin
Bloch, a Cincinnati psychologist
and president of the Center for
Trauma Information and
Education.
"The worse something looks,
the harder it is to actually see it
in front of you" and accept it,

Stumbo resigns
as party chairman
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Dr. Grady Stumbo acknowledges
leaving his position as chairman of the Kentucky Democratic Party
on a low note.
But he insisted Tuesday it would be a great time to be party
chairman, despite monumental losses in the November elections.
"I would love to find a way to continue to be party chairman,"
Stumbo said.
Stumbo has repeatedly said he planned to leave the party post
after the November general elections.
He said Tuesday election losses did not have anything to do with
his decision. He said he needed to spend more time on his medical
practice and clinic in Hindman. One of the criticisms of Stumbo
was that he, spent little time on party affairs.
Iish I was leaving on a high tulle instead of such a low
note," Stumbo said.
Those elections saw Kentucky lose control of the state's congressional delegation with victories by four Republicans out of six
chances. Republicans also picked up three seats in the state Senate
to close the gap there to 21-17. And eight seats in the state House
switched to Republican control, leaving Democrats with a 63-37
majority.
Stumbo said the election losses are "a great opportunity for the
Kentucky Democratic Party to refashion itself."
Stumbo said voters embraced Republican calls for smaller government, term limits and no new taxes.
"They want less government. They want more accountability in
government," Stumbo said.
Though Gov:Brereton Jones said as early as May Stumbo would
be leaving soon, the revelations about his resignation;on Tuesday
came in backhanded way.
Jones told WKYT-TV in Lexington he had officially accepted
Stumbo's resignation on Tuesday and the two would meet on
Wednesday.
Stumbo, contacted by telephone, acknowledged he had submitted
a letter of resignation several weeks ago, but said he did not know
Jones had accepted it until a reporter told him Tuesday.
"If he said it, then I guess it's official," Stumbo said.
Jones noted that the party's gubernatorial nominee traditionally
picks his own party chairman after 'the May primary.
The departure caught many by surprise.
Jim Arnett, Jones' choice to be the party's full-time executive
director, said Tuesday evening he did not know Stumbo planned to
resign and said he actually expected Stumbo to stay on.
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that all the people in this nice
ments" because Charles Moody
middle-class ouniktkoity,wAr.p.rtkol IOWA 41 take bi*
Staub said. .
taking it
'Bird said.
Bird said Virginia Moody told
Mrs. Moody had worked for
her several weeks ago that Charmore than 20 years at -a St.
les Moody was undergoing psyMatthews day-care center. Cliff
chiatric treatment at a local hosMoody was employed by a
pital. Mrs. Moody said ,the two-."tutttsvitle home improtieMi'm
were having "nightly arg u - store.

Laidlaw Wastk; Systems Inc
noticed dig bodies while 4e ts.0
collecting recycling. He went to
the house and a man answered
the door, he said.
"I said, 'Are those real?' He
said, 'NO they aren't.' He said
they were mannequins. He said
he was a student at the University
of Louisville and they were from
Halloween."
West accepted the explanation
and continued on his rounds.
Moody asked West to haul the
dummies away, but he gave
Moody the number for his office
because West was only picking_
up leave,s and grass clippings.
Bird, fearing that a garbage
man would be frightened by the
dummies, called St. Matthews
City Hall and said a police officer should be sent out to move
them.
Meanwhile, a man who identified himself as Charles. Moody
called Laidlaw and asked about
having the mannequins removed.
While Laidlaw employees were
deciding whether they wanted the
dummies in their landfill, a police
officer arrived and quickly determined the bodies were real. Charles Moody was. taken into
custody.
Ervin Staub, a professor psychology at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and author
of "The Roots of Evil," said
people go to extraordinary
lengths__ to make_ horrible things
appear normal to them.
"The reality was so unpleasant

Bloch said.
of,.deitial _rata_ be
extremely dangerous, Bloch said.
A killer might have still beery on
a rampage, Bloch saRI, putting all
the neighbors in danger. "When
you walk by bodies and don't see
them, you could be in the line of
fire."
Virginia Moody and Cliff
Moody, 36, had been shot, said
Jefferson County Police Lt. Dave
Beach. Cliff Moody's stomach
was cut open, police said.
Arrested and charged with two
counts of murder was 34-year-old
Charles Moody, said Jefferson
County Police spokeswoman
Officer Wendy Peters.
Peters declined to discuss a
possible motive for the slayings.
Carroll Brinkhaus said she
noticed the bodies when she went
for a walk Tuesday morning in
the city of St. Matthews, east of
Louisville.
"I saw what appeared to be
bodies in the yard. I just dismissed it as something left there
by pranksters," she said.
Diane Bird said she saw Charles Moody standing over the
bodies when she went to Like her
recycling to the curb about 8:15
a.m. "He said, 'I go to the University of Louisville Medical
School.' I knew he didn't, but I
said, 'Did you get those bodies
there?' And he said, 'No, they're
mannequins. I made them.' But I
knew he couldn't."
Roger West, an employee of

ServicemAsTER,
Commercial Janitorial Services
- "Serving Marshall ed. Calloway Counties"
• Resilient Floor Maintenance
• Carpet Maintenance Program,
• Janitorial Services
• Upholstered Furniture
• Soil Proofing
• Static Proofing
• Spot Removal

By

FLEETWOOD
28 x 68

"SAVE THOUSANDS $$$"
PRICE INCLUDES:
'
Delivery & Set-up
.4 Ton Central A/C
'Footers
.19 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
'Upgrade Insulation
'Two Ceiling Fans
'
Upgrade, Carpet
•Shingle Roof
'Vinyl Siding
'Garden Soaker Tub
.Extrq Large Den

and the defense said he believed
he was killing his parents.
After eight days of deliberations, a jury rejected the insanity
defense as well as the prosecution's demand for a murder conviction, settling on the lesser
charge of manslaughter.
The carpenter could get up to
50 years in prison at sentencing
March 7. His first trial ended in a
hung jury last spring.
Several AA members testified
under subpoena, raising concern
over the confidentiality of selfhelp groups.

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.
Open 7 Days a Week
4901)644-0012 Hwy. 79 E., Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568
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• Sanitizing
• Walls
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"DOUBLEWIDE CLOSEOUT"

Man convicted in slayings
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (Al-')
— A man who was turned in to
police by a fellow member of
Alcoholics Anonymous was convicted of manslaughter Tuesday
in the stabbing deaths of two doctors who lived in his boyhood
home.
Paul Cox, 27, had claimed he
was in an alcoholic stupor and
therefore temporarily insane
when he killed Dr. Lakshman
Rao Chervu, 58, and his wife, Dr.
Shanta Chervu, 51, in their suburban New York home. Cox had
lived in the house until he was 7,

Call
1-800-524-7008
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* ..Christmas Is Just Around The Corner SALE

enson
1021
12071

tiniden

Value linghi

899
Porcelain Buildings look realistic! Fun to give or collect!

$99"

26094 T 224 066 F6

16 Channel Bearcat Scanner
covers 10 bands includes public
service frequencies
BC-148XLI G 186 695 1

onINOW1

Pocket Knife with large blade,
combination tool, key ring, toothdosed.
pick, tweezers, 316
56941 S 366 242 12

399
2.11k. Rood Lamps in your
choice of 75 or 150W.

Honer MechEric

99

0525011.54 E 965 519/501 Fe

90
2LWrlstmaeTins ,n assorted
styles. W 192 487 124

131 .
ne4
)0

1999

•

99

Holiday Musical Scenes
with light and volume control. Assrd themes.

R99
ea'

.nt

Your tholes
Assorted POW*,Tools are exactly what you need! Choose
a 36' cordless doll/driver with 2 speeds, reverse 8 a36V recharger.
or get a 2-speed Jigsaw with 3-amp. 4-HP motor & locking trigger
for continuous caning, or pick up a 36V high-speed cordless
screwdriver with recharger MM652016241/23 J 615412273477917757 1

1499

67.99 Sale Price
$2
Rebel*

Your Final Cost

1399

30

1299

True Valuell Truck Bank is
a 1925 replica with coin slot
with lock and key. 1/38th
scale 642460 T 377 363 12

Chevy Van Bank is a 1937
replica in 1/25th scale. Complete with lock and key to
protect your savings!
15026 1 376 037 F12

.99

z 6j.rM
ts7.--

Toy***,.*:Sale
1599
•

TS850 G 200 667 3

28

1
0;

ctt,.
$3999

Wlue !=,
Znght 4

adapter

reek
lay

mer

4-Pit. Whit* NI9M-Lights show
you the way down dark halls.
Candelabra base E 394 585 FIO

Air Station.. Inflator/Compressor with accelerator has a 6'
removable hose and a universal

12183 204 704 6

icet.o

String-A.Loso Sc40
tures a bonus 350g11 cc 17806UX12,1003511 T 671 602 10

990

=OW

12
JbbaJabber'• Doll

has
bnghtly colred hair, a flexible
body and glues oll hystencal
wunds 494540 T 399 953 6

Money Factory Bank is a
rnotonzed bank that auto-

matically sorts, slacks, and
counts coins Bans not Ind
39806.1 T 110 962 6

Dr. Barbie* Doll comes
with baby. beating stetho- 1-rr-v"
scope, acxiessores
11160 7380 003 12

3695

Soft Pony is the trend you can

Fisher Price'

ride, Cloth mane
squeaks & rattles
1534 T 226 693 I

4ueur

.99
Grist

3999

Adventure* Castle
with working drawbridge.
kitchen, round table. 10-figure army. 7110 T 400 454 3

queur

.52

1299
Lincoln Logs House Set
has 59 wooden interlocking
logs and 10 plastic play
pieces 985 T 110 574 6

ueur

crinkles,

014.1017
Babysitter SkIppent Doll
comes with 3 babies to
babysit-each with a diaper
bag and babysining accessories 12071 T 376 117 12

19"

Pogo Stick supports 75 to
150 lbs Bright neon colors
1321 T 398 112 6

.99
Hours Thru Christmas: Mon.-Sat. Open till 7 p.m., Sunday 12-5 p.m.

Cream

.99

arelio
.31
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MURRAY HOME
8
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Tule—I/a t

Chestnut Street
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Mon.-Sat.
7-9
Sun.
11-6:30

IIIDAY HAMS

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
93% Lean

GROUND
BEEF
•XIIIL.10KINIMO

7
1 4•4

laMOKED1

U.S. No. 1

PICNICS

Idaho

5-7 Lb. Avg. Wt. Whole

or Good Eating And Good Health

POTATOES

68

79

Lb.

10 Lb.
Bag

Lb.

73% Lean

Ground Beef

lb.
Bryan Hickory Crest

-3-Lbs.--or More

Ground Chuck

$1.49
$1.39b
lb. $1.59

l

Packed As Mixed Chops

Pork Loin

Ham

(Whole) lb.

Supreme

$1.79

$1.29
16 oz. 99'

Slaw Mix

Bryan Cocktail

16 oz.

Ready To Eat

Is oz. $2.79

Smokies

Carrots

Prairie Farms
IGA

100% Pure

With Timer

California
Navel

Florida

ht,TURKEYS

ORANGE
JUICE

10-12 Lb. Size

ORANGES
$99
Lb.11

II99

Lb.
4

3
Red Delicious
Apples

Gallon
Jug

$1.39

IGA

Lunch Meats
Hillshire Smoked

Sausage

$1.19
lb. $1.99

Florida Red 48 Ct.

4 For $1.00
lb. $1.39

Grapefruit

16 oz.

-

4 Lb.
Bag

IGA 18 oz. Box

Bulk

99'

Corn Flakes

English Walnuts

4
6.

c2.)
en.

Larry s Assorted Flavors

IGA Grade A Large

Armour

EGGS

BEEF STEW

Dozen

24 oz. Can

STUFFED POTATOES RITZ CRACKERS I COKE PRODUCTS
2 Liter Bottle

$3
58C 21 79c
10 Oz. Box

3

Peter Pan
18 ox. Jar

IGA 16 oz.

Crackers
Peanut Butter' Or
'iijilJS 11Z;
pizzA spiz/A I..--•. .4.--—
MOIL
Min_ _as la
Lipton Family Size

Ken

Tony's Asstd. Varieties Italian Pastry

TEA BAGS

PIZZAS

48 Count Box

15-17 Oz. Box

INN

NABISCO All Varieties

Is
for

I

14-16 oz. Box

$199
Ronco 7 oz.

Spaghetti

3ior

8

12 oz. 24 Pk. Cans

se99

Coke

Products

AI

IT. 7- --1

Nokia

..2,.-c c.,1.— Keebler 0 Boisiewrir

pit(jig

Pk Crust She
,40,11eLr'

of=Natures

Best

rust

_

bnkr:L,

L POTATO CHIPSi. PIE SHELLS
Pkg.

Raegen ilazs Asstd. Flavors

4ICE CREAM
and YOGURT

3
$299 717W 79c 2/7
HOMETOWN PRIIIID
6 Oz. Bag

2 Ct. 9 Inch

F
O

$

We reserve the right to
Omit quantities and correct
printing errors.

Effective Dates:
Dec. 7-13
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DEATHS
Mrs. Helen Maxine Molik
Mrs. Helen Maxine Molik, 61, Rosielare, Ill., died Monday, Dec. 5,
1994. at 8:51 a.m. at Hardin County General Hospital, ftosiclare.
She was the widow of James Molik.
Survivors include three sons, James M. Molik Jr.; Murray, Mike
Molik, Golconda, III., and Dan Molik, Lancaster, Calif.; four sisters,
Mrs. Grace Gammeter, Marion, Ill., Mrs. Louise Dixon, Golconda,
Mrs. Ethelene Torres, El Paso, Texas, and Mrs. Joann Wysynski,
Blen, N.M.; two brothers, William E. Lievers Jr., Bunker Hill, Ill., and
Ben Lievers, Golconda; nine grandchildren; one great-granddaughter.
Services were today at 11:30 a.m, in the chapel of Hosick Funeral
Home, Rosielare, Ill. Burial was in Cowsert Cemetery, Rt. 1,
Rosie tare.

Hershel Drowns
Hershel Drowns, 73, Rt. 1, Farmington, Burnett's Chapel community, died Monday. Dec. 5, 1994, at Green Acres Health Care Center,
Mayfield.
A retired farmer and mechanic, he was an Army veteran of World
War II.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Thomas P. Drowns and
Ester Leech Drowns; one sister, Auzetta Drowns; and one brother,
Harlon Drowns.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Suda Mae Jones, Jackson,
Miss., Mrs. Eva Sims, Manchester, Tenn., and Mrs. Frances Latham,
Murray; three brothers, L.D. Drowns, Sedalia, Harlow Drowns, Mayfield, and Harold Drowns, Calvert City; several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield. James Shockley will officiate.
Friends may call at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Wednesday).

Mrs. Reba Hill
Mrs. Reba Hill, 87, Hardin, died Monday, Dec. 5, 1994, at Marshall
County Long-Term Care, Benton.
She was the widow of Everett Hill.
Survivors include several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. James Lawson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Birmingham Cemetery in Marshall County.

Doctors considered leaving
bullet in Ronald Reagan
CHICAGO (AP) — The doctors who treated President Reagan after he was shot in 1981
considered leaving the bullet in
his chest, but dug it out partly to
reassure the public.
"I could see this big headline
out there in a day or two: 'Doctor
Leaves Bullet in President's
Lung,— chest surgeon Dr. Benjamin L. Aaron said in a telephone
interview Tuesday. "The public
at large might have considered it
kind of tacky that we went in
after the bullet and had to leave
it."
Aaron and radiologist Dr. S.
David Rockoff headed the team
that worked on Reagan after he
was wounded by John Hinckley
Jr. in Washington on March 30,
1981.
They provided their first written account of the case in today's
issue of The Journal of the
American Medical Association.
Most of the medical details
already had been disclosed.
The two doctors said there
were factors that encouraged
them to search for the .22-caliber
bullet, and factors that discouraged them. They didn't know
what type of bullet it was at the
time.
In favor of ending the surgery
were that Reagan's bleeding had
been controlled and he had been
under anesthesia for more than

two hours. Surgeons don't like to
prolong anesthesia because it
increases the chances of something going wrong, Aaron said.
In favor of continuing the
operation was the concern that
the bullet might make its way
into a major vein and end up in
the heart. It would also be an
important piece of evidence in
court.
"A less important and nonmedical consideration for continuing was the perception that to
leave a would-be assassin's bullet
in the chest of the president of
the United States might be poorly
accepted by the public," the doctors wrote.
The bullet, which had ricocheted off a limousine before hitting Reagan, had flattened to the
shape of 'a dime inside his body
and was difficult to find, the two
doctors said.
"The bullet was in the spongy
lung tissue," Aaron said. "I
couldn't get it between my
fingers."
Because the bullet proved to be
of a type that is supposed to
explode in its victim — it didn't
— and because it contained a
toxin that might have leaked, the
decision to remove it turned out
to be the right one.
Reagan, who was 70 at the
time, made a complete recovery.

Social Security rep here
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday,Dec. 13,
10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
• Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.

• After a death in the family, to
see if survivor benefits can be paid.
• When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
• At retirement--at 65 for full rate
benefits or as early as62 for reduced
benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2 or
3 months before,even if there are no
plans for retirement.
• Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH

500 schools may get
cash performance rewards
(AP) — About 500 Kentucky schools, mostly elementaries, performed well enough in the last two years to qualify for cash
rewards, Department of Education officials estimate.
The actual number will be known in January, and reward money
— $26 million, to be split by teachers and administrators of eligible
schools — is to reach school districts by the end of March.
Most schools fell short of their established performance goals
and wifl have to submit plans for improving, the officials said
Tuesday night. They declined to say how many others appear
headed for placement under a state management consultant.
The estimates are "extremely rough" because some information
remains to be processed. said Ed Reidy, who is in charge of the
department's assessment and accountability program.
But it is apparent "a significant number of schools" qualified
for $26 million in rewards, Reidy said.
Reidy and his assistant, Neil Kingston, gave the numbers to a
committee of the State Board for Elementary and Secondary Education at a meeting Tuesday night.
They said about half the state's elementary schools will be in the
reward group, along with a quarter of middle schools and 12 percent of high schools.
Those approximations would total around 500 schools. Kentucky
has about 850 elementary schools and 250 high schools. Most of
the rest are middle schools — grades six, seven and eight — but
they vary.
School performance schools are based mainly on student scores
in Kentucky's new statewide testing program. Also factored in are
such things as dropout and attendance rates.
Tests are given in every grade, but scores from grades four, eight
an,
' 12 have been used for the comparison.
The Kentucky Education Reform Act provided for rewards to
schools that make the most improvement from year to year. It also
envisioned extra assistance for schools that struggled and sanctions
for schools that failed.
State board member Tom Gish of Whitesburg credited elementary school teachers, who "got with it" after the reform law was
enacted in 1990 "Middle school teachers and high school teachers
were a little bit slower, and the results reflect that," Gish said.
Reidy pointed out that last year's fourth graders have received
most of their .:chooling under the new law.
The cash lwards are to range from $1,845 to $3,690 per person
this year. The law allows employees to decide how the money is
!tied — as bonuses or to make purchases for the school, for
example.
Schools do not compete with each other. Instead, each school
competes against itself front year to year.
A baseline — a starting point — was established for each school
on the basis of student test scores and other data in 1992, and
improvement goals were calculated.

ir• ra.

onhopedists). Two decades ago, only 5%
of the lower back pain population were
seeing Chiropractors. You can see how fast
Chiropractic care is growing.
Chiropractic practices are recognized in
every state of the union. Chiropractic
answers today's health care needs professionally,economically, and most important
of all, naturally.

Dr. Mary BroerIngmeyer
-C h iropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2962
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Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.......-.•19.51
3745.95
DJIA Presious Close
44,4 Air Products
48 '/.
AT&T
-52 unc
Bell South
32'/, shi
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb-57'/s • it.
223/.A
.22B
Corp.
Ky.'
CBT
493/s unc
Chrysler
287/8
Dean Foods
60 its
Exxon
3/s
27
Ford Motor
46i/s unc
General Electric
General Motors....... 39i/s • 3/11
423/s ly Goodrich
/
4 • 1/4
331
Goodyear
71,4 • in
IBM
31"/s
Rand
Ingersoll

Prices As Of 9 a.m.
'Ps •
27'/I
22 •
37i/s •

K-Mart
K U Energy
Kroger
LG& E
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
J.C. Penney
Peoples First'
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Time Warner
UST
Wal-Mart

ire
1/8
3/.
34

263/a • 1/ii

28,/s • 34
37114 - 'is
42 - ,Is
1911 20A
30% •
75'12 46 • '/I
597/s • ,/4

33i/s • 3/1
27'4 • 114
22'4 unc

Hilliard Lyons Is a market Maker in this stuck
, UNCtprice unchanged

410
'
HILLIARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
Our Best Investment Is You.
LLB. f

r'r.
W.I. yobs, Irx • Member NYS! end,

THE INSURANCE
CENTER OF MURRAY
Call Us For A Quote On Car &
Home Owners Insurance or
Come By Our Office Today
David R. King
901 Sycamore St. • Murray • (502) 753-8355

441111114

NI Holiday Greetings
fro
m:
or small, we got them aif"
$25.43 waci
Your complete source for satellite equipment,
,
service, and information.
Call Now...753-2640
al
'Legal Programming
•Litgal Decoders Available
ir
.Lightning Protection
4t
•C
•5 Year Warranty Plans
aa
*Visa or MasterCard
•100',i, Financing
Tim Robertson
# Ultimate Communications
Owner

#

LONDON (AP) — It only happens to the rich.
Pressured to reduce their public role and cut coAs,' Britain's
royals have been under a dark
cloud iately. But row there's a
silver lining: oil has oeen discovered under Windsor Castle, the
queen's weekend pace.
Seismic studies indicate a
small oil field 1,000 feet beneath
the 900-year-old castle 20 miles
west of the capital. The queen
has given Canuk Exploration Ltd.
permission to sink a well in her
garden to test reserves.
"In any other location, it
would have been tested years
ago. But nobody previously has
had the courage," said Desmond
Oswald, Canuk's managing
director.
If they're com.nercialiy viable,
the government will have first
dibs on royalties, be,ause the
castle is maintained at public
expense. ;tit Buckingham Palace
said the castle could benefit, with
Treasury permission. Parts of the
castle were badly damaged by a
fire on Nov. 20, 1992.

The Guardian newspaper,
which broke the story today, said
the Berkshire County Council is
expected to give formal zoning
permission for the test well Jan.
4.
The Press Association national
news agency said experts believe
up to $1.5 billion worth of oil
lies under the palace — but
chances of raising commercially

viable amounts are only one in
eight.
The news agency said if
enough oil was found, an extraction well will be sunk not on the
castle grounds but several miles
away, using lateral drilling
techniques.
Still, even the discovery of oil
may be small comfort for the

palace after opposition claims
that Britain has entirely too much
royalty.
Jack Straw, a senior Labor Party official, said the queen should
remain head of state but titled
membership of the royal family
should be cut from about 40 to
20.
In September, a parliamentary
committee called for closer scrutiny of the $31 million it costs
taxpayers each year to keep
Windsor Castle, Buckingham
Palace and three other royal
homes going. One committee
member grumbled about the
queen's "pampered court."
The governing Conservative
Party, hungry for an issue to turn
its sinking fortunes, gallantly
jumped to the royals' defense on
Monday.
"What most astounds me is
that the Labor Party throws
around constitutional change
without any thought," said
Employment Secretary Michael
Portillo. "They seem to be devising a new policy for the monarchy, reducing the monarchy to
some sort of queen on a
bicycle."
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For Your Shopping Convenience

< Extended Holiday
Store Hours
Monday thru Saturday
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday 12-6 p.m.

IE 14

DMORE

BOOK-N-CARD
Chestnut Hills
C
4
WIZ*•0
i
l
f.

Great Performances by Martin.

Billy P'Pool, M.D.
Family Medicine
is now accepting appointments.
Available in LP or Natural Gas

DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

Today's Chiropractor stands hand-inhand with other members of the health care
community. The only difference is that
Chiropractic believes in treatment without
medication whenever possible.
Chiropractic is not only recognized as a
health service under Medicare, but Congress has authorized payments for Chiropractic care under Medicaid. Worker's
Compensation programs provide for Chiropractic coverage under the law.
There has been a dramatic increase in
pauents who see Chiropractors for lower
hack pain. Today that percentage is 31%
(about equal to those ,Yho saw medical

HOG MARKET
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Walk-ins Welcome

YOU'RE IN GOOD HANDS
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For Appointments Call

759-4880
Medical Arts Building
Suite 205E
300 S. 8th St. • Murray

Shown: Alpha Gas Lop 5540
Alpha II cent-free gad Ina., by ,Ilaetin Gad Pinduild areareat 1,erb,ronew. lbey
have all the featured .you lore alyut a wood lire, without the unrk and e.Vre,1.4%
&cau,'e they're therniodatically controlled, .voii all mint the temperature liou
want them to maintain. Alpha II mid Ina. finturc dual burner., lor
rolling flamed. They're aldo A.G.A. donut certified a., vent-free gad heater', and
they'rr rated an amazing 99.9% efficient! Ithen you want a!prat peri,,rmame.
you want Alpha IIgad loo , by Aladin.
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Play Buggy Bingo Every Fri. & Sat.
Register To Win Year's Supply of
Mello Yello & Other Prizes

1407 Main St. • Murray, Ky. • 753-4682 • Deli Hot Line 753-7811
Hours: Monday through Saturday 8 a.m.-7 p.m. • Prices Good Dec. 7 thru Dec. 13
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U.S. Choice Boneless

U.S. Choice Boneless

Round Steak

Sirloin Tip or
Rolled Roast

1 49
.Lb.

$

Minute
Steak

Boneless 51.69 lb.

1/4 Sliced
MEP

Pork Loin

U.S.Choice
Boneless
Sirloin

Tip Steak

Chili
Roll

Spare
Ribs

$21 9

$239

Lb.
$239

Enve

Country Style

$

Lb.

12 oz Roll

'1 59

$ 1 79

Lb

SI
SI

eie

Eck r ch

_Center Cut

SI

IC

Smoked Sausage

Pork Chops
Star Kist

Tuna
6.5 oz.

$ 199

590

Jif

Gold Medal

Peanut
Butter

Log Cabin

Flour

Syrup

5 Lb

$1

79

1 79

24 oz

890

18 oz

$

al

SI

It

b

$259

a

619)

Order Your Pit Baked Ham,
BBQ Shoulder, Turkey
or Party Trays
For Christmas!
Deli Hot Line 753-7811

12/13/94

Effective 12/7/94

24 Party Pk.

Flav-O-Rich

SI

pi

1/2% Milk
Gal. $ 1 79

With Coupon

Limit One Coupon Per Family Per VO
ROV50
Good Only At Owens Food Market
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• REDEEM THIS WEEK •
.fr 'Buy One
•
tr. Get One Free
ID (up to 52.99)

REDEEM THIS WEEK
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RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
Sundrop, Kick
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2 Liter

89'
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Jar Croater,

Paper Towels
Detergent
"r=:D

Tissue

12 pk

raorrort ..NA/rSC ..rostr ,rrsr,..o.Ar

00

REDEEM THIS WEEK

•

REDEEM THIS 1rE K

0

•

Corn

15 oz

Sweet Peas &
Sliced Carrots

3/$ 1

Stokely F.S. or Cut

Potatoes or Beets

99'
'1"
$1 39
2/ 1
79'

Pineapple Juice
Blue Bonnet

Margarine 1

Lb. Qtrs.
Dole 20 OZ. Juice Pk. or Syrup Pk

Pineapple

Pies

3/$ 1

16 oz

79
'

Golden Ripe

$229
$ 1 79

Green Giant

$279

Asparagus Spears

15 oz.

Jiffy

59
'

MIN

'
Mac. & Cheese 7.25 oz 59
119
Orange Juice 64 oz. Carton

Muffin Mix 81/2 OZ. 3/$ 1
Corn Tropical
Dole
Fruit Salad 15.5 oz 89
'
Dole Mandarin
'
11 oz 79
Oranges

Sunflower Self-Rising

Sweet Sue Chicken

6 oz

Kraft
Tropicana

Corn Meal Mix 5 lb. 99'

Beef Broth

14.5

79
'

DELI
cBteelesssaest

Fresh Green

Ct=r

Cookie Dough

PRODUCE
. 01oricla Naval
..

2 lb.'449

Pillsbury Assorted

8 inch

Coconut

gal

179
15 oz

Velveeta

Trop Isle Frozen

Prairie Farm

2O/0 Milk

Pie Crust

Mrs. Smith Frozen

4 lb

3/$ 1

Kraft Reg. or Light
151/4 oz

Cranberry Sauce

46 oz
Rainbow Fine Granulated

Golden Delicious

fi

I(

Pillsbury All Ready

Ocean Spray

4 Roll Pkg.

gig

Stokely

Stokely Whole

$1 89
2 lb. 8 oz.
I

2/5

•
EDEEM THIS WEEK •

Green Beans 14.5 oz 3/$1

ole

Sugar

01.11

vSA .00. FACI

REDEEM THIS WEEK •

oz. 59
'
$ 1 19

Northern Bathroom

Web

tr (DA.

Stokely C.S. or W.K. Golden

Brawny Big Roll

Arm & Hammer

Yr.

2 5286
rra.

•

24

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Cat. Free Pepsi, Dr. Pepper

,
.,

CrArcur On4 Al Owens food Motel

Hyde Park Sandwich

Bread

ti

REDEEM THIS WEEK •

•

of Honey

IMP

Owen's Best ‘WIPPIWINIF- Owen's Best
Owen's Best
Storemade
Oven Baked

,, ranges Bananas Cabbage Apples Baked Ham Turkey Breast BBQ Beef Cole Slaw
$389 $389 $359

5/1 3 Lbs si 4 SiS1I
I

7:y

Green

10 Lb. Bag
Idaho

Lb

Lbs.

New Crop
Sweet

Lb.

Lb.

Lb.

900
Ar Lb.
WOW

Yellow

Owens Best
BBQ or Roasted
Whole

rnge

Corned Beef
or Prayed

Baby Swiss

Owen's Best
Storemade

Cheese Potato Salad
OnionsPotatoes Potatoes Onions Chicken
sk 1
$gastak
59 $ 89 $
$ 11 79 a
j
i Atigitiall89
ogisi
, 19

ogiL

39K $
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Section B
State gives
new name
to highway
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — To
some motorists, it will always be
the Double A highway, even
—11)Quel_the state has byen it a
new name.
The state Highway Department
decided to change the original
designation, Kentucky 546, to
Kenwcky 9. The super two-lane
and four-lane highway was initially planned to link Ashland to
Alexandria, hence the Double A
name.
The order already has been
signed "but we don't have the
signs posted yet," said Bruce Siria, director of the Division of
Planning in the Transportation
Cabinet.
saisl_the_ department felt a
smaller number would be easier
to remember.
Portions of the AA Highway in
Campbell County already ran
along Kentucky 9 so it made
sense to give the 93% -mile road
that name, said Highway Department spokeswoman Laura White.

Del Monte
Whole Kernel or Cream Style Corn, French Style or Cut
Green Beans, Sweet Peas
pflfRowtr
•—•

15 4 oz
can
(1
Ii', Pt 0'

2 liter bottle

DECEMBER 1994
MT WT FS
7 8 9 10
2131

Regular Wesson

Charmin

Cooking Oil
9.94

Tissue

your
Cost

12 oz can

4 roll pkg

Tide or Ultra Cheer
Turner

Washing Powder

2% Milk

Duncan Hines

Snuggle

Cake Mix

Fabric Softener

$167

99
ide

$1

42 oz. to 45 oz.

1N4E 1-4YV I

Wells to serve
on commission
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
Morehead State University
employee was appointed to the
Executive Branch Ethics Commission by Gov. Brereton lone,
on Monday.
Randall Lee Wells, a former
educption professor who has been
the university's coordinator of
school relations since 1986,
replaced Martha J. Whiteside of
Lexington, whose term expired.
Wells' term is- to expire July
14, 1998, Jones' executive order
said.
The commission administers
the code of ethics for employees
of the executive branch of
government.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, or Dr. Pepper

, \5"

Road selected
as scenic byway
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Scenic America, a national nonprofit conservation group, has
designated Old Frankfort Pike in
Kentucky as one of America's 10
'most outstanding scenic byways.
The road, one of the first roads
designated a scenic Ilyway by the
, state of Kentucky, runs along a
two-lane road for 16 miles
through the Bluegrass Region.
The pike "stands as a success
, story, where local citizens and
governments have taken steps
necessary to preserve the region's
character and to ensure that development does nots bring degradation of resources," said Sally
Oldham, president of Scenic
America.
The Washington-based organization praised Fayette and Woodford counties and a citizens
group, Lexington-Frankfort Scenic Corridor Inc., for their efforts
in maintaining the agricultural'
and rural character of the pike.

limit 12 cans please

FOODS

?,k

gal
181/2 oz. box

DIE---'"A_T--Z M1N/T-M\T-1

Assorted

Center Cut

Pork Chops
$1 37

Pork Chops
$1187
lb

lb

Register to
Win a $50
Shopping
Spree!
To be Given Away
on Monday!

Fresh

Pork Cutlets
$11 57

Pork Spare Ribs
$ 27 \:C4

1

lb

Fresh Lean

Jones lights
state tree
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Brereton Jones lit the state
Christmas tree Monday night at
the Capitol.
A Colorado blue spruce blazed
with a blanket of lights on the
Capitol lawn when Jones threw a
switch.
Jones used the occasion to plug
his administration's economic
record. He also said the Christmas season gives _people "the
ability for a short period of time
to forget our problems."
r

WE'VE GOTCHA

COVERED!
AWNINGS PLUS Designed to fit your business
or residential needs.
502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993
104 S 13th St Murray. KY
Affiliated with Bill's Upholstry

64 oz bottle

Ground Beef

97i!
Yellow

Onions
3 It)
bag

Red, Golden,
or Jonathan

Apples
$II 17
31b b.iq

Red
US #1

Green

Potatoes

Onions

Pink
large size

Grapefruit

3for87c
Bananas

,
99
3
sioo
3
bunches

for

lb
for

•
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Mayfield retired vet survived Battle of the Bulge

for Your Convenience Now Offers
•

UPS Pick-Up

NIAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — Corporal Hargus Haywood of the
101st Airborne Division had no
idea where he was going when he
got orders to move out from
Mourmelon. France on Dec. 18,
1944E--: • - started 'recog _a tot-of- artillery
"They loaded us into open
fire. The next day, the Germans
trailer trucks and drove us all
surrounded us."
night," said Haywood, 71, a
Darkness hid from Haywood's
retired storeroom clerk at the
sleepy eyes red, yellow and black
General Tire Plant near Mayfield, signs at the city limits. Bulletthe Graves County seat.
nicked, one is in the Pratt
"It was almost daylight when ' Museum at Fort Campbell, home
we reached the town. I still don't
of the famed "Screaming
know where we were, but we
Eagles," now the Army's only

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig

Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Sale Money
M-F 9 a m -8 p.m Sat. 9 a m.-7 pm.Sun 1-S pm.
Hwy. 641 N Oiympw Plaza

UPS

791-2180

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

jr assault division.
'BASTOGNE" it reads.
Haywood was among 12,000
paratroopers who'd arrived smack
in the middle of the Battle of the
Bulge, the biggest battle the U.S.
Army ever fought.
"I don't know what was
worse, the cold or the Germans,"
said Haywood, a short, stocky

Woodcrafters Bit est Sale of the Year!
WOODCRAFTERS

SLAMS
THE DOOR
ON '9411
!

Solid Oak
Table and 4 Chairs
Incl.
Leaf

2 Piece
Contemporary Sectional

Antique Reproduction

Curios
Solid Wood

129

52" Oak

63" Oak

149

Your
Choice

Ficus
Trees

Per

4'

$29
'59

"All In One"
Sectional

All Accessories
Paintings, Greenery
Pictures, Floral
Arrangements

6'

Glider Rockers

With Recliner, Sleeper
and Fold-Down Tray

Solid Oak

50%

Off
Factory List

Nostalgia Oak

Ball and C.law Table
With 4 Chairs

Oak Bow Back
Glider Rocker

$549

White Farmhouse Table
and 4 Chairs

Americana

OVER $399
OVER $599

12 MONTHS SAME AS CASH
NO PAYMENTS NO INTEREST 'TIL '96

Cocktail and
End Tables
ea $39

Aromatic

Cedar Chests
Starting at

sI7

All Models Sale Priced

Special Purchase

Colonial

Lady Elegance Mattress

991

Any S
ea pc.
Size
Twin, Full, Queen, King

Box Tables
Cocktail or End
Si A4MON

All Sale Priced!

ea. $79

Some photos similar to merchandise.
This offer cannot apply to previous purchases.

OPEN
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-6
SATURDAY 9-5

man with Army-style closecropped gray hair.
A Floyd County native, Haywood lied about his age and
enlisted in the Army in 1940
when he was 16, "I'd never been
farther from home than
Lexington." ,
A coal miner's son, Haywood
volunteered for the paratroopers
"because I wanted some excitement." His wife, Evelyn, 72,
remembers it differently. "It was
that extra $50 a month jump
pay," she said, laughing.
Haywood had just turned 21
when the "Screaming Eagles"
found themselves in harm's way
at lightly defended Bastogne,
Belgium. The little market town
straddled the path of a German
juggernaut that seemed unstoppable. "We knew we had to hold
on," Haywood said. "We knew
we might have to tight to the
death."
Spearheaded by hundreds of
tanks, about 200,000 enemy
troops had shoved a 65-mile deep
bulge in American lines around
Bastogne, which the Germans
encircled Dec.'20. They expected
to wipe out the Americans quickly or to force them to give up.
"It was so foggy we couldn't
fire our howitzers. We couldn't
see anything to shoot at," said
Haywood. A combat medic with
the 463rd Parachute Field Artillery Battalion, Haywood received
his baptism of fire as part of an
Allied airborne task force that
parachuted into German-held Sicily in 1943.
In beleaguered Bastogne, longrange German artillery fire was
"almost constant," Haywood
said. "Then, at night they'd send
over airplanes — we called this
one 'Bed Check Charlie' — to
bomb us. You got to where you
stopped worrying about if you'd
get killed or not."
The shell-blasted snow was
stained with the blood of dead
and wounded GIs. "About all we
had for the wounded were small
vials of morphine, some aspirin
tablets and bandages. A lot of
guys died before we could get
them to a field hospital."
Haywood remembered Pvt.
Howard Hickenlooper of the
463rd. A German rifle bullet had
pierced his neck.
"He was a short guy, with
kind of a ruddy complexion.
About all I could do was comfort
him. He didn't make it. His wife
had just had twins, too. He never
knew it. She told him in a letter
that arrived later."
Haywood's thoughts were on
his own wife and 15-month old
son, Ronnie, back in Buchanan,
Tenn., Evelyn's hometown.
"I was afraid I'd never see
them again, but I tried to keep
my spirits up by talking with the
guys about baseball and basketball. I was a big Cincinnati Reds
and Kentucky Wildcats fan, even
then."
Foxhole conversations often
were interrupted by incoming
German artillery or mortar fire or
by the rumble of enemy tanks
struggling through the deep snow.
"They got pretty close, too,
those Mark IV tanks. You could
see the SS troopers coming
through the snow in their white
snow suits," said Haywood, who
added that some 463rd gunners
managed to destroy a few German tanks by using their little
75-millimeter pack howitzers as
anti-tank guns.
On Dec. 22, the Germans
demanded -Bastogne's surrender.
Gen. Anthony McAuliffe of the
101st refused with the famous
reply, "Nuts."
Four days later, tanks of the
4th Armored Division smashed
through the Germans to relieve
Bastogne and its battle-weary
defenders — paratroopers and
other soldiers. The 101st troopers
dubbed themselves "The Battered Bastards of Bastogne."
"It was the happiest day of my
life," Haywood said. ''We
couldn't thank those tankers
enough."
It wasn't until after the war
that Haywood discovered that
one of his 4th Armored liberators
was his brother-in-law, Cpl.
Brent Morris, now 78, of Murray,
who drove a Sherman tank into
Bastogne.
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ODC&F

HWY. 641 NORTH

MURRAY
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A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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Westphal selected to attend leaders conference
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Matthew Westh2hal of Murray'
has been seler.ted to attend the
National Young'
,Leaders Conference from Dec. 6-Dec. 11 in
Washington, D.C.
The National Young Leaders
Conference is a unique leadership
development program for high
school students who have demonstrated leadership potential and
scholastic merit. Matthew,a senior
at Murray High School will be
among 350 outstanding National
Scholars attending the conference
from across America.

HOROSCOPES
THURSDAY,DECEMBER 8, 1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-9(X0-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE one extra attention tonight.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Your personal relationships and Turning over a new leaf will get
financial dealing's will flourish as your career back on track. Keep
1995 gets underway. Partners play a your eyes and ears open. Someone
major role in your success. Establish tries to arouse your jealousy.
new budgetary goals and stick to Remain calm and avoid arguing.
them. Travel and creativity go hand- Previously closed doors swing open.
in-hand next May. A career move
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
could mean relocating to another Someone may be trying to put the
city. Expand your -sociattorizons. A • can before the- horse in arranging a
friendship could gradually turn business deal. Step in and straighten
romantic.
things oat if you want to win points
CELEBRITIES BORN ON. with higher-ups. Re-evaluate your
THIS DATE: actress Kim monetary needs.
Basinger. singer Sinead O'Connor,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
master entertainer Sammy Davis Jr., Stop putting yourself down over
painter Diego Rivera.
missed opportunities. It is time to
ARIES (March 21-April 19): face reality where a difficult relaOther people mean well but could tionship is concerned. Give influenbe confused. Do not gamble with tial business types the red carpet
your savings. Lunching with an old treatment. Warm-hearted touches
friend could inspire you to try new will work wonders now.
work methods. Take an inventory of
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
supplies before ordering more. •
21): A telephone call sends your spirTAURUS (April 20-May 20): A its soaring. Plan a special weekend
lack of accord'could stall a project. outing or reunion. Something you
Taking time to explain your con- read in the newspaper could prove
cerns calmly.will encourage others lucky for you, employment-wise. Do
to do the same. Romance takes off in not get involved in an office feud.
an exciting new direction. Actions
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
speak louder than words!
19): Those in charge are evaluating
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): your performance. Handle budget
Your upbeat mood is contagious. matters carefully. A business meetTeamwork is favored to boost profits.'. ing produces answer's to your quesYour vision of the future is right on tioris. Productivity will rise when
target: sharing it will help cement an you emphasize teamwork. Share the
agreement. Diplomacy heals domes- limelight with the truly deserving.
tic discord. Admit your mistakes:
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
CANCER (June 2I-July 22): You may be in a rut. Swap work
Showcase your creative or artistic tasks with someone whose talents
talents. Influential people will be are similar to your own. New finanimpressed by your originality. Prac- cial rewards are possible if you
tice the fine art of positive thinking show versatility. Romance needs
with your loved ones. Put their more attention. Make special plans.
needs ahead of your own.
PISCES-(Feb. 19-March 20): A
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22); A pow- major decision can no longer be
erful business or social alliance postponed. Your partner or mate
intrigues you. Find out all you can. offers solid support. Get your prioriMove slowly in a personal relation- ties in order. Do more work on a
ship that you hope will develop into creative project before showing it to
something special. Give a loved an authority figure.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are very interested in other people's values and
motives. Count on them to frequently ask what you think and why! Taking
the time to explain your concerns to these children can work wonders in
gaining their cooperation. Occasionally these restless Sagittarians will rush
through their school assignments and then be disappointed by their grades.
Emphasize the importance of establishing good study habits. The self-discipline they develop will help them in their careers.

Good Nutrition Makes
Holidays Brighter
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Floor of the United States House of
Representatives and a panel discussion with prominent journalists at
the National Press Club. Scholars
will visit foreign embassies and
receive policy briefings from senior
government officials.
Matthew
may also meet with Sen. Wendell
Ford, Sen. Mitch McConnell and
Rep. Thomas Barlow or an appointed member of their staff to
discus§ important issues facing
Murray and the nation.
To complement these special
meetings and briefings, Matthew
will participate in a number of
leadership skill-building activities.
In one activity, If I Were President", students role-play the President, members of the Cabinet and
representatives from Capitol Hill

who must respond to an international crisis inxolving North Korea.
Culminating the National Young
Leaders Conference is the "Mock
Congress", in which Scholars assume the roles of United States
Representatives 'by
debating,
amen,ding and voting on proposed
legislation on crime.
—The National Yining' Leaders'
Conference is sponsored by the
Congressional Youth Leadership
Council, a nonprofit, nonpartisan
educational organization. Founded
in 1985,the Council as committed to
"fostering and inspiring young peopie to achieve their full leadership_
potential." Oyer 3(X) Members of
the United States Congress join this
commitment as members of the
Council's Honorary Congressional

Board of Advisors. Each year, only
7,000 outsiancling youth nationwide
may participate in the 20 sessions of
the National Young Leaders Conference.
"The conference provides the
opportunity for students, like
Matthew, tadistinguish themselves
as tomorrow's leaders," said John
Hines,council Executive Director.
"Scholars not only gain knowledge
and experience in the nation's capitol, they leave with a sense of
accomplishment and an increased
ability to face the challenges of the
'future."

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon.-Fn

Coop-

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
600 Main St.

753-0489

Wouldn't the holida s be dull and
dreary.if we didn't o‘erindulge? Jus
the opposite is true. say health and
nutrition experts. Seasonal good
times also 'can he nutritional good
times with a little care and planning.
A v.hirlss ind of puss er-shopping.
gorging on rich foods, late-night revelling and high levels of stress and
emotion can spoil the family'senjoyment of the holidays, or worse. The
number of heart attacks, mental depressions and other illnesses increase
each year as bodies break down under yuletide pressures. On the other
hand, keeping up good health habits
helps maintain a cheerful mood and
provides the eniotional balance
needed to resist excessive eating.
drinking and merry-making.
"During the holidays, families
should try to maintain their normal
routines,including regular nutritious
meals and exercise, even if it means
a little less celebrating," says Aruna
Dorn, nutrition and brand products
director for Leiner Health Products,
Inc.. the world's largest vitamin

ful diet is difficult, many health professionals recommend nutritional
supplements."
These facts were punctuated when
scientists from 34 countries gathered
recently at one of the largest vitamin
conferences ever in Berli n,Germany.
A number of eminent researchers reported on the ability of antioxidant
vitarisis*C. E and beta carotene) to
protect against heart disease, cancer,
cataracts and other diseases.
Separate studies at Tufts University and the University of Medicine
and Dentistry of New Jersey suggested that vitamins may give a significant boost to the immune systems
of older persons, improving their resistance to disease.
Another study of people.% ho previously had "small"strokes and were
taking aspirin showed a 25 percent
reduction in the occurence of more
serious strokes vs hen vitamin E ss as
taken as well.
ScientistS from the University of
Southern California found that vitamin E ma) help slow the progress of
atherosclerosis, a disease, which can
cause blockage of the arteries around
the heart.
•
Vitamin E and beta carotene also
may have a potential role in reducing
the risk of several types of cancer.
according to evidence presented at
the conference.
Scientists agree that still more
research is needed before definite
recommendations can be made for
antioxidant vitamin supplementation.
• However, the good news about vitamins is snowballing. So be sure to
pay special attention to your family's
nutritional well-being during the holiday season — and keeg up )he same
good habits throughout the new year.

MATTHEW WESTPHAL

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

TIRES

7-5; Sat 7•Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
Owners: Ronnie Melvin & Gerrald Boyd

,1927 We are proud to use
0
44 recycled newsprint. .a(',"

1 FREE WEEK
NO JOINING FEE
$2300 MONTHLY
FOR YOU
AND A
GUEST.

FOR AS
LITTLE
AS

Drop out of the Unfit Majority! Do something
good for yourself in 1995. Join the Murray
Family Y. Fad-free fitness in a comfortable,
friendly environment. Come as you areand become a better you!
ONE FREE WEEK - Try the Y-free. Not just
one visit, but as often as you like for a full
week. Try it all: Lifecycles, Stairclimber,
Weights, Aerobics - everything!
See what fad-free fitness
is all about. You can even
bring a friend! Try it you'll like the difference.
And if you Join the V. no
joining fee. That's a savings
which you can put
toward your
new smaller size wardrobe!
Less than $1 a s day.
You can join the Y
for as low as $23.00 a month.
There are a variety of
membership and payment
plans available including
our new bank draft program.
And what's even betterthere are no contracts to sign,
no hidden finance charges
and no small print.

Exercise
helps lift your spirit,
build confidence
and reduces stress.

The YMCA
can help you shoulder
The weight of the world.
Step up to
our stair climber
to step up your heart!
Better hugs
with a better body
Our free weight room
gets results.

The
Abdominal Crunch
can do wonders
for beer bellies!
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The theme of the National Young
Leaders. Conference is "The Leaders of Tomorrow Meeting the Leaders of Today." Throughout the six
day conference. Matthew will interact with key leaders and newsmakers fSom the three branches of
government, the media and the
diplomatic corps.
Matthew was the center for Murray High School's 1994 football
team. He is the son of Ronald and
Marcia Westhhal.
Highlights of the program include welcoming remarks from the

You'll get a kick
out of our
Aerobics Class.

Mr Unfit Majority

REE
'reE pREE
•
•
•
•
Bring this coupon to the Murray Family Y for your free Try-The-Y
week. Coupon good for you and a guest. Good thru
December 31, 1994. Call 759-9622 for more information,
MURRAY FAMILY YMCA

TRY-THE-Y-COUPON
Limit Of one week free per person

209 North 12th • Murray, KY • 759-9622
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Humanely Speaking

"Murray's Friendly
Home Stereo Dealer"
is now open Monday thru Friday 8 to t)
and Saturday 8-1 til Christmas.

RCA
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by the

Calloway Co. Humane Society
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The Humane Society's youth organization. PAWS, will hold its
next meeting on Thursday, December 8. at 3 p.m„ at the Public
Library.
The group will rehearse Christ-

• it

AUDIO/VIDEO
808 Coldwater Rd. * Financing Available * 759-1835

Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .

/""--

- say -

mas carols and discuss final plans
for this year. PAWS will participate
with the Pet Therapy Program in its
annual Christmas caroling at local
nursing homes and the hospital on
Dec. 17.
Members of PAWS have also
been busy making holiday greetings
to be distributed to Fern Terrace and
the Long Term Care Center at the
hospital. These Christmas cards
will be placed on tables and in other
areas where residents can see and be
cheered by them.
PAWS is open to all students in
grades 3-8 who have a love for
animals and people and a desire to
be of service to them. For more
information about PAWS or about
the PAWS meeting, please call
Michele Adcock at the Humane
Society, 492-8838.

HO,HONE
with a

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO
The
Murray Ledger & Times
all Murray
$57'00
and surrounding counties

5°
64
$
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VOLUNTEER

-USA
1-800-LUNG
because

INSURANCE

NAME OF PERSON RECEIVING GIFT:
Name
Address
City
Phone

State

_ Zip

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Ucensed In KY 4 TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 1201 SL • Ikrray

NAME OF PERSON GIVING GIFT:
Christmas Card Will Be Sent To Announce Gift

Send in the coupon above with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
PC

(502) 753-1916

Murray. Ky. 42071

Box 1040

,

''
.
--AP10"*
.171
64
..

PAWS members Eric Christiansen and Brandy Tidwell are pictured with
holiday cards they have made for residents of local nursing homes and the
hospital. PAWS Is the youth organization of the Humane Society of Calloway
County. Pictured In the background are Ann and Maria Himelick.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Grand Slam Force
trumps, but would shy away from
the grand slam if you knew helacked
either of those cards. How, then,
would you try to find out precisely
what his trump holding is?
That's where the grand slam force
comes in. In response to one heart,
you jump to five notrump,directing
South to bid seven hearts if he holds
two of the top three trump honors.
With only one of them, he bids six
hearts.
Theconvention would have kept
North-South out of a poor grand
slam on this deal. North would have
learned of a potential trump loser
and would have stopped at six. By
using Blackwood for kings, as he
did, North learned that his partner
had one king,but,not knowing which
one it was, he gambled that it was
the king of hearts.
Luckily, South made the grand
slam anyway. He won the club lead
in dummy and led the queen of
The grand slam force is a conven- hearts. East covered with the king
tion seldom called into use,but when — it would not have helped him to
the right occasion comes along, it duck — and South took the ace,
felling West's jack. A subsequent
can be enormously helpful.
Let's suppose you were North trump finesse trapped East's nine.
Note that with this combination,
and heard partner open the bidding
with a heart. Naturally,_you'd feel a trump loser can he averted only
sure of a small slam and would start when West has specifically the
thinking in terms of a grand slam. singleton jack. Declarer played for
You'd probably bid seven if you this one faint possibility — and sucknew that partner held the A-K of ceeded.
Tomorrow: It's'not over until it's over.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
When you cant breathe
•AKJ
Nothing else matters'
Q 64 2
t AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION*
• A K Q5
Kentud
+A5
EAST
WEST
.10863
47542
K 95
VJ
We can provide informa•9 7 2
•10 8 4 3
tion and coverage for your
+862
+10973
SOUTH
•Q 9
VA 1087 3
•.16
K Q J4
The bidding:
North East
South West
Ask about Shelters
Pass
3•
Pass
1V
HOME, CAR., FARM,
Pass
4 NT
Pass
3V
BUSINESS
Pass
5 NT
Pass
5•
coverages too
Pass . 7V
6•
Opening lead — ten of clubs.

LIFE

of the area
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Well always be there for you.
Shake. Lie Inswance Co Horne Office C.:Amble,. MO
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Thirty-seven years ago myfather and mother(Owls and Faye Fielder(Jewell) made the
first pizza in the Murray area. Now we would like to offer another first to Murray and
Calloway County. James and I are real excited about it!

NOW gRVING WHOLE CRAPPIE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
4 To 9 P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY'
EVENING SPECIALS

L

Charbroiled Steaks
Frog Legs
. Shrimp
Catfish
and Crappie too!
,
Price
Off
Regular
50
Fish Dinners-To-Go
,.

Full Breakfast • Plate Lunches
Salads and Sandwiches

cnzD
afralt,
07027,4tz.f.,440.,
"We're looking forward to
serving you.I'd like to thank
all my regular customers
for your past business and
extend a personal invitation to all new customers to
stop in and see us.

A

\1

Joao.

HOURS:

N•••

Thanks So Much.
Jennie Nesbitt

Monday-Thursday
5 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday and Saturday
5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Special Menu Items On
Friday & Saturday
Nights

Located at 901 Coldwater Rd.
Just past the 5 Point Intersei

759-2288
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121.1Pisri
$5.00 Column Inch
% Discount 2na Run.
60% Discount sto Run
4It 3Ads WIAP NMI Day Perko)
$1.75 pet colurrn Inch extra for
luenclay (Shopping Guide)

Reader Ads
254 per word, $5.00 minimum
tst day 5C per word per day tor
each additional consecultve
day. II 75 extra for Shopper
flues. Classtlieds go into Shopping Guide.) 82 00 eosins tor
blind box ads

Yyd Sole $1.50 f
A $2.001••wlil be neclullectlo make
any changes to ad alter allocable
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WEDNESDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TOAIME CALL 753-1916
ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personas
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET

190
370
390
400
550

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Suppl,es
Poultry & Supcces
Produce
Feed & Seed

010

080
230
250
290
530

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes tor Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
330
310
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease

470
480
485
490
495
533
510
520

Have you got
don't
"I
the
know what to give
Christmas"
for
Pamper
blues?
that teacher, coworker, friend or
relative with a
SHEAR LUNACY
gift certificate for
manicures, pedicures, hair care,
and nail and hair
products.
1411 Olive Blvd.
(behind Spony's)

JOHN F. CHEADLE, County Counsel
• 209/468-1330
ROBERTA C. LAGOMARSINI/JANINE
MOLGAARD
Deputy County Couns,e1
(CSB#s 99551/99393)
102 S. San Joaquin St/P.O. Box 201056
Stockton, CA 95201
Attorney For Child Protective Services
Superior Court Of California,
County Of San Joaquin
222 East Weber Avenue
Stockton, CA 95202
Branch Name: Juvenile Dependency
Case Name: Joshua Rhodes
Case Number: 48662
Notice Of Hearing On Selection Of
A Permanent Plan-Juvenile
(Welfare and Institutions Code, § 366.261

753-2709

-IMPORTANT NOTICE-

CLINIC for Hypotherapist
Stress, weight loss, stop
smoking, memory, cancer,
pain, arthritis, etc.
759-2295.

A hearing under Welfare and Institutions
Code section 366.26 has been set on the date
and time below. At the hearing the court will
terminate parental rights and free the
children for adoption, or. establish legal
guardianship, or place the children in longterm foster care. You have the right to be
present at this hearing.

FAYE has a delivery & pickup service for her Avon
customers. Anyone wanting Avon service call
753-1915 or 753-0232.

1. A Hearing will be held on 2-22-95 at 3 p.m.
in Dept. 8 located at court address above.
2. At the hearing, the court will consider the
recommendation of the social worker and
make an order concerning Joshua Rhodes.
3. The social worker recommends termination of parental rights and implementation
of a plan of adoption.

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years

4. To The Parents,Guardians,and Children:

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Monthly income
available'

Lost
And Found

Help
Wanted

LOST
Gold nugge
bracelet Birthday gift from
husband If found please
call 753-1916, ask for Karen, before 5pm
after
759 9932.
5pm Reward!

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3:00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through .the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.

Help
Wanted
BIG Apple Cate, Puryear,
TN now hiring waitresses
Must be 21yrs old Apply in
person 901-247-5798
BUSY medical practice
needs part-time help in the
business area Send resume to: PO Box 1040 G.
Murray. KY 42071

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR II
Paducah, KY - Responsible for case management,screening, referral, groups,counseling, assessment, treatment plans, etc. in
residential substance abuse treatment center.
Qualifications: masters in clinical/counseling
psychology, social work, or related field, one
year substance abuse experience, six months
group experience, KY drivers license. Minimum salary: 51,588/mo. Send resume to
Bernie Dew, Program Director, Joseph L.
Friedman SAC, PO Box 688, Paducah, KY
42002-0688. Open until filled. EOE

"Reindeer In The Park"
Nature Crafts
206 E. Poplar

100% reinsured!

a. You have the right to be present at the
hearing, to present evidence, and to be
represented by an attorney. The court
will appoint an attorney for you if you
cannot afford one.

McConnell

*Bird Feeders & Houses
*Butterfly Boxes
'Bat Boxes
'Squirrel Feeders.

Insurance

One Block East of 4th & Poplar

100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

b. Prior to the hearing, the social worker
will prepare an assessment report with
recommendations. Parent and guardians must be provided with a copy of
this report. Social worker's report
dated 2-22-95 is not attached.

Murray, KY

753-4199

c. If the court orders termination of parental rights, the order may be final.

Chris Duncan am no Ion
get responsible for an
debts other than my own

d. The court will proceed with this hearing
whether or not you are present.

MEET nice singles Down
Home Introductions
615-235 5000

Date: 10-25-94
Janine Molgaard

Cherokee Trading Post
Southwestern & Indian Sale
Moccasins, Pottery, Pictures, Jewelry,
Blankets, Keys, Dream Catchers,
Mandellas and Much More.
Sale Hours 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Dec. 10, 11, & 12

020

Phone 753-9546

Notice

5 miles out on 94 E Hwy.

SINGERS!
Country, Gospel, and
Easy Listening!

The Murray Calloway
Co. Park Dept. seeks
individual to lease
concession
facility.
party
Interested
should contact the
park office, 10th &
Payne St. Phone 7620325 for additional
information.

This General

Nashville Recording
Scout holding FREE
One Song audition
Mon., Dec. 12,
2 p.m.-10 p.m.
Days Inn
517 S. 12th St.,
Murray.

Tire worker is
40.

Ask for GREG KARNES
Bring back-up cassette
or guitar.
NO bands. NO calls.

CALLER LD.'s 753-5865.

Christmas A

Dec.

I 417
"' The Willows
IN
Qa

Studio & Gift Shop
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Join us for hot
Spice:1gal

4

Handmade Gifts
Hseb Aneurism:its
Antiques

TuseSet 10.6 Sun 1.5
121S. N

Concord, Ky. 436-5012

Lordy, Lordy.

Guess
who.

OLD Mayfield Coins. Now
available: Nascars, silver
medalions & plaques,
Christmas silver rounds.
gold coins. Eagles, pandas,
bezels, collector coins.
1994 proof sets, silver Eagles Always buying anything gold or silver. Mayfield Shopping Plaza, open
Wed -Sat, 10am-5pm
247-2587.
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

hone an old fashioned
Christmas
High Quality
You or I Cut

CHRISTMAS
TREES

$15From Murray take 11wy.
121 toward New Concord
6 exile.. -11.1rn right on
Yarbrough Rd. at Tree
Sign. 436-5365. Open
10 a.m till dark.

Peppers Chevrolet
Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo, Inc.
in Paris, TN is looking for a technician in its
Service Department. Would prefer General
Motors training and/or service excellence
certification. Pay will be based on qualifications. We will consider any and all applications. We offer employer paid life and health
insurance. Paid holiday's, vacations and a
401K retirement plan.
Apply in person to:
Frank ShIney
Service Manager
8 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon -Fri.
Equal Opportunity Employer

.7"
nestNie,w
NURSING

.0SIE

NURSING ASSISTANT

02c
rJ

Personals
WIFE wanted. Christian
gentlemen (40) seeks
Christian lady (30 40) for
serious relationship ,
marriage PO Box 23193,
Nashville. TN 37202 Allow
2-4 weeks for response

050
Lost
And Found
LOST Fisher Price cas
sette tape player in Murray
Calloway Hospital near mo
ney machine Birthday gift
for 3yr old 436-5815

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
1130
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
...
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
IV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

Advertisers GPO requested to
check the nrst insertion of
thek opt tor any INFOS. Murray
lodge% .0 Times wit be responsible for only one Inca
red insertion. Any INTOr
should b., repated Immediately so correcnons con be
mode.

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
435
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sole or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Forms For Saie
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

OFFICE HOURS*,
Mon.-Fri 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
• Doodflnos aro 2 days
In °dram*/

nsn

050
Notice

TO: MICHAEL RHODES

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
instruction

060
070
090
130
110

020
Legal
Notice

UPI
Nonce

Concession
Lease

ADJUSTMENT
MasterCard

West View nursing home is a superior rated, 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with
Murray-Calloway County Hospital The nursing
assistant is responsible for providing quality rest
dent care The applicant must have a high school
diploma or GED. Nurse aide certification preferred
but not required Certified nurse aide training
program available
West View offers competitive salary and excellent benefits, including health and fife insurance arid
paid vacation and holidays and paid sick days
Full-time positions are available on the 3-11 and
11-7 shifts. Please apply in person or contact
Carolyn Winchester, RN Inservice Coordinator

502 753 1304
southi 16th STREET muRRAY KENTUCKY 42071

DRIVERS, must be 18yrs
old & proof I insurance
Apply in person Domino's
Pizza. 117 S 12th St
FULL & part-time positions
now available at Subway
Sandwiches Please apply
in person 508 N 12th, Murray, KY
FULL-time counter help
needed. Must be dependable. No experience required. Apply on Sat Dec
10th, 7:30am-noon Big B
Cleaners
GRAPHIC DESIGNER in
Marketing and Public Rela
lions (publications area) at
Murray State University:
Part-time (20 hours per
week) with partial benefits
package High school graduate or equivalent plus
two years of experience in
related field required. Two
years of art/design school
preferred. Must possess
knowledge of basic principles of design and layout
with demonstrated computer layout skills and working
knowledge of darkroom
and printing procedures.
Salary $7.17 per hour
Apply at Human Resources, Murray State University. PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009, Phone (502)
762-2147. Murray State is
an equal education & employment opportunity, M/F/
D, AA employer.
GREAT home based business opportunity Unlimited
earnings potential Work
your own hours, part or
full-time No inventory or
book work involved No
quotas to meet For details
call 759-1565

3 LOCAL JOB
OPENINGS
Due to company
growth in the Murray area 3 job
openings exist in
the branch of a
FORTUNE
500
company.
If
selected you will
be given expense
paid
classroom
training. We will
provide complete
company
benefits, major medical, dental, 401K
savings.
Your
starting
income
will be $1600/mo.
& up. All promotions based on
merit - no seniority. To be accepted you need a
pleasant personality, be ambitious,
sports
minded,
have
grade 12 or better,
21 or older and
bondable.
Call
502-247-3700
ask for
Donnie Tinsley
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.

HAIR stylist & manicurist
needed Phone for appt
759-4950
HIRING night-time closers,
day-time sandwich makers
& day-time grillmen Apply
in person at Wendy's. 1111
Chestnut, Murray Ask to
speak to a manager
HOUSEKEEPER & live in
lady needed for elderly man
who needs no self care
Just cook & houseclean
Room, meals & salary Call
474 8095, before 9am or
after 8pm
IMMEDIATE opening for
news/sports director & a
radio advertising sales person Apply in person or mail
resume to WYMC Radio,
PO Box V, Mayfield. KY
42066 EOE

KITCHEN & waitress posi
lions available Please
apply in person at Seatood
Express, Olympic Plaza.
2pm-5prn MANAGER for agricultural
retail store Agriculture &
business experience a
must Salary commensu,
rate with experience Resumes being taken the
month of December. Send
to Managers Position. PO
Box 230. Benton, KY
42025
OFFICE OF SCHOOL RELATIONS: Admissions
Counselor. Starting Date
January, 1995. Qualifications - Bachelors Degree required. successful admission or related experience
preferred Extensive travel
required. Must possess
strong organizational skills
and have excellent communication ability. Responsibilities: To inform, advise,
and counsel prospective
students and their families
about Murray State University and its programs Application Deadline: December
20, 1994 To Apply: Send
letter of application, resume and the names of two
references with phone
number to Paul Radke, Director of School Relations,
Murray State University,
PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071 E0E/MFVH.

ABC'S of COMPUTING
Call HAWKINS RE
SEARCH today abou
FREE TRAINING for you
new computer. 753-7001

ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORYHARD
DRIVE FULL- it this decomputer
scribes your
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001

The gift for that overworked... Includes
• Shampoo
stressed out...
Deep
well deserving person ...
•
Conditioning
THE PAMPER PACKAGE • Scalp
Massage
A Great Bargain
Hair Styling
Pedicure &
Manicure
Includes
paraffin
wax dip
and
..//....s
Therapeutic
eku ./.,B......../.=o Ese
Body
759-1874
Massage

r

$65

git/
1
2,9E_HE/20241

• Software Consulting
• Touch Tone, Voice Processing Systems
• Fox Pro-D base
• Database Systems
• Windows - OS/2 - Dos supported
• AS/400 - System 36 RPG
• Unix OS Support/Software Development
• Client Server - Visual BASIC/Power Builder

Integrated Software Solutions
501 Clifty Village Lane
Paris, TN 38242
901-644-3790

PRE INVENTORY SALE!
OFFICE MANAGER for
busy medical office Corn.
petetive salary & benefits
plus pleasant working atmosphere. Send resume
to PO Box 1040 E, Murray.
KY 42071
""POSTAL JOBS"•
$1228 per hour to start,
plus benefits Postal carriers, sorters, clerks, maintenance For an application
& exam information, call
1-219-736-4715, ext
P-3482. 8am-8pm, 7 days
WAITRESSES & waiters,
cooks, dishwashers- day &
night shift. Apply in person
Ann's Country Kitchen of
Murray.
WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN
901-642-4297, 7pm•2am
070
Domestic
8 Childcare
A 1 Home & office clean
ng Get your home or office
n shape for the holidays
Call Shen at 753-3638 today Experienced, dependable. references available
Flexible hours Sunday.
Saturday
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
HOUSEWORK done Call
Rose 474-2131, leave
phone number & name
WILL live-in w th elderly or
housekeeper for people
who need help with children
& domestic work: Call
753-4590 ask for Ruby. No
answer leave on answering
service
WILL babysit in my home
Have references & flexible
hours 759-2276

120
Computers
486 DX-33 IDENTITY
Desktop Computer with
14" Super VGA color monitor, 420 megabyte hard
drive, 4 megabyte RAM,
1.44 megabyte floppy
drive, mouse, keyboard
MS-DOS 6.22 and WINDOWS 3.11,4 hours FREE
ON SITE training and se
tup $1,299 Call HAWKINS
RESEARCH
8am 10pm until Christmas
at 753-7001
49 DOLLARS for NEW
CD-ROM drive. FREE INSTALLATION. Call
HAWKINS RESEARCH
now. 753-7001.

$1.49 .aid
Commercial
Tweed Remnants
36 ft and under

Residential
Remnants
36 ft or less
Values to

$16.00
.,,,,

None Higher

$2.49 -

yd
Commercial
Plush Remnants
36 ft and under

Than

$6.99 .g yg

They start at $2 99 PsY

Puryear Store Only - Ends 12/31/94

et

One Mile
South Of
Hazel, KY

90'
498-816'
'Area Rugs'

'Area Rugs"

Have Mop 17 Will Travel
Residential

Churches
Carpet
Upholstry
Bonded
Owner j.
Beverly De Vries

Commercial
General
Cleaning
Offices
Stripping
Waxing

Etc.
502-436-2663
The Total Cleaning Service

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65/2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be,
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 -A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

41,
$

,

6B
6B

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 7, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER 41 TIMES

12n
Heating
And Cooling
CHRISTMAS PLASTIC letters for port
QUEEN size waterbed with
-COMPUTERS- CALL TO. able changable letter sign headboard. shelves &
FOR BEST PRICE, $55 17,rox Second box tree
drawers $100 King size
(DUALITY AND SELEC- 1 800 533 3453 anytime
waterbed with headboard,
TION HAWKINS RE
& shelves $125 759-4485
CAMOUFLAGE clothing
SEARCH 753-7001.
for men & boys, work boots, WE at Carraway Furniture,
IBM computer (386) with hunting boots, insulated 105 N 3rd, want to thank the
math co professor prog- underwear Jerry's Sport- people of Murray & surrams games $650 Phone ing Goods 6th & Walnut, rounding areas for making
759 1235
1994 a great year New
Mayfield, KY
NEW computer, 386SX40, CARRIER gas heater wr shipments of sectionals. liv2M RAM. 102M HD 144M conversion kit, to propane, ing room, dining room &
, bedroom groups, recliners,
ED, 512K VGA, VGA color
metal parts included New,
keybd mouse. DOS e: never used Best offer, bedding & much more, all
has, $675 With am RAM $350 Insert fireplace. Re- drastically reduced Lay-away now for Christmas
windows, $825 New corn
bel hutch excellent condi,ter. 486SX33, Vesa local tion Best offer, $250 753-1502
4M RAM, 245M HD. Wood Freezer Sears 23x
.__1_440t _ED_ .1024K VLB Cu It, excellent condition,
VGA, VGA color, keybd. $250 or best offer All
mause DOS. windows
above call 489-2764
GUNS buy. sell or trade
$1.085 753-3141
EXERCISE bike with ten- 436-5650
USED computer. 286-10, sion. rotating arms & digital
New
640K RAM, 40M HD. 360K read out $55 759-9820 NEW & used guns
pellet. $24.95 Layaway
FD 720K FD, mono evenings
specials & Christmas spetrophies, mono monitor,
cials Good selection of
ytid. mouse. DOS. ex- FOR a 'Fresh" cut Christhandguns No background
tras $225 Used computer, mas tree come to Charlie's
tee Phone 436-5650
386SX16, 2M RAM, 40M Antiques at Hazel
HD, 1 44M ED, 512K VGA, 492-8175
REGULATION pool table
VGA mono, keybd, mouse, LARGE electric muscle with accessories Heavy
math coproc, DOS, extras. massager machine. $30
slate. new felt $800 firm
$375 Used computer. 10 gallon
& 30 gallon 753-3387
386SX33. 2M RAM, 68M aquarium. complete set21n
HD. 1 44M ED, 512K VGA
ups, 530-560 Ex Large
VGA color, keybd, mouse, fancy goldfish & tropical
Firewood
----- DOS. extras, $475 Up- fish Kenmore portable distrade to 4M RAM. win- hwasher, $75 Ladies 3 AlA firewood service
add $150 753-3141
speed $40 18 speed Huffy $25/rick picked up, $30/rick
mans 24" bike, $45 Micro- delivered 492-8254
wave cart, $20 753-4985 A FIREWOOD
Cf Sale
for sale
anytime
Or Trade
437-4667
MATTRESSES
&
boxspr
CHRISTMAS TREES Re
FIREWOOD- U -pickup
tiri-rs now is the time to ings Simmons Beauty 759-4704 after 6pm
Rest Like new King $375.
• • Christmas trees
FIREWOOD Oak & Hickwhite pine Local, full $175 759-1073
ory, 535/rick pick-up,
!rest-. cut Also, choose &
NEW metal siding & roof- $45/rick delivered
aut 502-376-2540
ing Cover 36" cut to length 436-5273 night or day
in 10 colors, galvanized
III] Want
and galvalume Secondary FIREWOOD for sale $25 a
To Buy
Call
it available Portable car- rick delivered
port kits 489-2722 or 753-7189
Al.',3lJES by the piece o
489-2724
,t,ons 753-9433 day
SEASONED wood for sale,
PARKER Ford Lincoln Mer- $25/tick you haul, $35/rick
cury has a large supply of delivered 436-5730
LA. ; '_• mobile home
r 'es & axles 436-2578, new 55 gallon drums for
220
sale
Call 753-5273, ask for
• .14 0679
Service Department or
Musical
CASH paid for good, used Body Shop
rifles, shotguns, and pisOWN your own video ma
chine Great for Christmas
tols Benson Sporting
Starting at $250 West KY
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Appliances
Music, 816 Coldwater Rd
Murray.
GAS dryer, Kenmore, over- 753-1217
WANTED 250 gallon
John
propane tank & regulators sized Excellent condition, PIANO tuning
$175 Days 759-4141. Gottschalk. 753-9600
436-5741
evenings 753-6882
270
WANT to buy Nancy Drew
Mobile
books. preferrably ones be- MATCHING refrigerator &
old.
excellent
stove,
2yrs
Homes For Sale
fore 1960. Call 492-8214
will
condition
$750/set
or
after .! 30prn
sell separately. 759-4941 14X60 2br, 1 bath, garden
tub Central h/a, gas heat,
tsa
after 5pm
new carpet. Set up in trailer
Articles
WASHER/dryer,
Maytag
For Sale
park. underpinned Doesn't
matching set 489-2123
have to be moved.
ALL Christmas items on
753-9866
ion
sale now at Debbies ThisHorne
N That Shop Also register
16X70 2br, 2 bath
Furnishings
'a win brass touch lamp to
90 1 - 2 4 7 5856
given away Dec 22nd at BARREL furniture
901-247-5457
Grea
3pm Hwy 94 East, Murray for rec room Couch, chair,
1977 12X65 with built on
Tue Sat, 10 4pm
2 end tables & game table 18X12 addition with sliding
ALL of Mary Kay Inventory with 4 chairs $400
glass doors & deck. 2br. 1
beauty cases & much 753-4705 after 5pm
bath
$3,500 firm
more Must sell Call BROYHILL couch & chair, 759-1831 leave message.
474-2288 ask for Jane
2 recliners. side-by-side re1983 14X60 CHAMPION
frigerator freezer, $250 for
mobile ,home 2br, 1 bath,
BOGARD trucking and ex- all 753-9028
appliances,
washer, dryer,
cavating. Inc We haul top
gravel fill dirt. white COUCH & matching chair, curtains, blinds & ceiling
fans
Must
be
moved. Prrip rap. Mon-Fri excellent condition
iced to sell. 753-5420.
-53-2446
759-4476

753-3801

sit

• 1111
Swedish Alusoge • &mow BoloncIng
?
• Deep Muscle Thevopy • Reflexology

HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES

We Move
Mobile Homes

437-4608

INCRUS OR 01/KAM;

A
/041.44

PMISSbliDGtTO YOU

AELAXATtoN•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN RELIEF

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Ailtime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At
Everyday Low Prices

r.
it

TRAILERS for sale for storage Can be seen at Shady
Oaks, Hwy 121 North

Mobile
Homes For Rent
26R 2 bath very nice
newer model, garden tub
water furnished $325•mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898

26R, no pets 753-9866
NICE small 2br, small quiet
court $175/mo 759-1691,
753 8216

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking disNance to college 753 5209

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

/////ALPINE.
blocktordOzgale.

Clarion Tca:

MOBILE Home Village wa
er furnished, $80/mo Coleman RE. 753 9898
NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick!
up & city water $85/mo
492 8488

s eCe

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

Dixieland Center

TRAILER newly remodeled, i> mile from KY Lake,
2br, 2 baths, partially furnished Nice big private lot
474-8898

2BR mobile home, C h/a
water furnished $215/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898

cri Ugly Duckling
CIAMMUM2311
Locations Coast to Coast

ic AN. sit An. rut

NEWLY redecorated 2br
with 1 acre On OliveHamlett Rd 354-6006

240

America's Second Car

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

1989 14X60 BROOK WOOD mobile home, central h/a, like new $13,900
759-9930

753-0113

• WI,.
L.•

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

The

MUFI CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

Business
Rentals

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm Mon Fri.
1409 Duigiud Dr

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo including all utilities 753-1266
320
Apartments
For Rent
1.2,3BD opts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 2 5 2
pets
days.753 0606 after 5pm
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo +deposit
753-8848 before 9pm
1BR furnished apartment,
$200/mo Deposit No pets
121 N next to fairgrounds
753-3139

Homes
For Sale

Just Opened
Bypass Mlnl
Storage

3BR, 2 bath home, 200yds
from 4Ake, central heat,.4
lots included, $34 900
753-2339, 753 8767

1982 FORD F100, rebuilt
302 V-8, auto trans, good
tires, $ 2 000 obo
489 2677

EXTREMELY well maintained 4br, 2 bath home in
excellent neighborhood
Den with fireplace & attractive shady backyard with
privacy fence Price rust
reduced to $99,600 Contact Kopperud RE
753-1222 MLSe 3000112

1985 GMC 1 ton flatbed,
350 auto. $4,500
435-4374

ArovrtitIritts

BEAT high electric bills
Insulate now Install high
efficiency heating & cool
ing Residential & commer
cal Murray Calloway Heating & Cooling 759-4459

NEW 2br triplex apartments, gas heat w/d hookup appliances furnished,
no pets. available Oct 15th,
$425/mo. deposit required
Call 753 4873 after
6 30pm, Allen Properties
NICE 2br apartment
Stove, refrigerator, gas
heat No pets $250/mo
plus deposit 753-1953
days, 753-0870 nights
NICE 2br, w/d hook-up No
pets 753-0859 days
753-5214 after 5pm

ASO

For Rent
Or Leese

121 Bypass North
Sizes from 10:10
up to 20:20
753-2225
370
Livestock
& Supplies
15FT 2 horse gooseneck
Bailer 435-4056
FOR sale 7 bred Red Poll
cows to calf in March, 1995
Certified Brucellosis free
herd $700/cow 762-6930
days, 753-9778 or
753-5890 nights
For sale 1 registered 2yr
ols Gelbvieh bull, $1200
762-6930 days, 753-9778
or 753-5890 nights
PUREBRED Polled Limousin bulls. 18mos old Call
436-5416
3A0
Pets
& Supplies

NOW taking applications
for Section 810w rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended. be1BR vacant apartment
tween
8am-12noon No 4 MALE AKC Dalmation
Available December 1st
$150'ea
phone
calls please Equal pups,
Hazel Apartments,
(502)474 2780
Housing Opportunity
492 8721
AKC Rottweiler puppies
1 OR 2br opts near down- ROOMMATE needed 9br 1st shots & wormed, 7wks
apartment $150'mo
town Murray 753-4109
489-2365
759-9906
1 ROOM efficiency, very
AKC Rottweiler puppies
near MSU. pantal utilities SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath du- 436-2660
furnished Available now plex Appliances furnished.
central gas h/a, garage, w/d CHRISTMAS Special
Coleman RE, 753-9898
hook-up $475/mo. 1 mo Cockatiels. $10 off regular
1 ROOMS for rent 01 1614 deposit. 1yr lease No pets
price Ava's Aviary, 515 S
Olive Utilities furnished 753-2905 or 753-7536
7th Murray, KY 759-4119
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
CHRISTMAS Dalmation
to MSU. Coleman RE
puppies. Reserve yours
Houses
753-9898
now $150/ea 435-4009,
For Rent
leave message on machine
280, 1'4 bath brick townor call after 4 30pm.
house in nice neighbor- 2BR, 2 bath brick ranch in
hood near MSU Central country, central h/a Avail- HAVE an obedient, safe
fila, stove, refrigerator, dis- able immediately $450/mo dog for show or home
hwasher, w/d. Freshly . deposit 753-7724 or Classes or private lessons
753-5303
painted & available now
Serving Murray for over
Coleman RE, 753-9898
2BR house near downtown 12yrs 436-2858
2BR. 1 bath, w/d hook-up, Murray 753-4109
MINIATURE Schnauzer
central hie. dishwasher
pups, AKC registered,
26R house for rent in city
$450/mo plus deposit. $390/mo Contact Mur-Cal males & females Ready
753-3190 after 5pm
middle of December Pick
RE, 753-4444
yours out nowt 759-4476
28R appliances, including 2BR near university.
microwave & dishwasher. $300/mo. Stove & refriger- PEG'S Dog Grooming.
W/D hook-up. Fenced ator furnished. w/d hook- 753-2915
backyard Water & sewer up Well kept Lease, depodin
paid by landlord Clean & sit & references required.
Real
ready to rent Dec 10th. No pets. 753-1059.
Estate
$420/mo 492-8393
2BR near university, DUPLEX 2br. 1 bath, Cam
2BR duplex, quiet area $300/mo • deposit 4br bridge Estates Gene
near Robertson School
near hospital, $375/mo
Steely 753-6156
Appliances 1yr lease
deposit. Call 753-1513 afFOR your Real Estate
$275/mo 753-8096
ter 4pm
needs, including Auction,
2BR duplex on 1304 B Val- 3BR, 2 bath home 200yds see Wilson Realty on 121
leywood Dr, $325/mo from lake, central heat, 4 South or call 753-5086
759-4406
lots included, $350/mo
HALEY Appraisal Service,
2BR duplex, appliances 753-2339, 753-8767
call
Bob
Haley
furnished, dishwasher, w/d 36R brick with carport, 502-489-2266
hook-up. C h/a $375/mo $425/mo Coleman RE,
KOPPERUD Realty has
Coleman RE, 753-9898
753-9898
buyers waiting to purchase
2BR duplex, gas heat, new 3BR brick w/carport, 905 homes all price ranges If
bathroom
carport, Fairlane Available 1/1/95
you are thinking of selling$295/mo 753-8767, Coleman RE, 753-9898
contact one of our courte753-2339
ous and professional
38R house, 1.4 baths, new
agents
at 753-1222 or stop
280 Embassy Apartments, gas heat & central air sysby office at 711 Main St
central gas heat, available tem, reasonable utilities
now $300/mo Coleman garage, storage. No pets 5
RE, 753-9898
Lake
minutes from town. SouthProperty
28R, stove, refrigerator, west School District Nice &
carpet, mini-blinds Clean well kept $500/mo +depo- BEAUTIFUL rustic lake
Plenty of parking 710Y, sit 753-7920 or 753-1664
home 4br. 3 bath, sauna,
Poplar $350/mo includes 4BR. 2 bath, completely double carport with storutilities 759-1987
furnished house on KY age, in-ground pool, land2BR, very nice, central h/a, Lake. Available for off sea- scaped front and back,
appliances & lawn mainte- son only Whirlpool tub, gas 3,000sq ft living area with
nance furnished. Coleman grill, all appliances furn- panaramic view of lake
ished. Central gas heat, from both levels, wrap arRE 753-9898.
great deck overlooking ound, 120ft deck with ac3130. 2 bath, low utilities, lake. Coleman RE, cess from LR and two BR's.
with garage, $550/mo 753-9898
Central h/a. large stone
753-3293 after 6pm
fireplace with gas logs- upLAKEFRONT house Also, per level, large wood burn3BR, 2 bath executive du 4br brick in Murray
ing fireplace- lower level
plea, fireplace, DR Cole- 753-4509
One of the more desireable
man RE, 753-9898
NEWLY remodeled 2br locations on KY Lake.
3BR near university, low house near hospital, with $215.000 firm Qualified
utilities 753-4301
gas heat, w/d hook-up, serious inquires only. For
appointment call 436-2561.
BRAND new 2br duplex stove, refrigerator, furnwith garage Appliances ished $400/mo plus depo- WANTED Waterfront lake
furnished, central h/a No sit 759-9967 after 5pm
homes under $100,000 up
pets
436-2487 or
to $325,000 Also wanted
350
759-1668
waterfront lots on Kentucky
For Rent
Lake Call Century 21,
CHESTNUT Street townOr Lease
Loretta Jobs Realtors
houses Very nice 2br. 11r
753-1492
baths All appliances in- CREEKVIEW
Self-storage
cluding washer & dryer, warehouses
on Center
deck. tool shed, ceiling Drive behind
Lots
Shoney's
fans, etc Free lawn care $20-$40/mo
For Sale
759-4081
Available in Dec Coleman
MATHIS Farm Subdivision.
Realty, 753 9898
NORTHWOOD Storage City water, natural gas,
COMPLETELY furnished presently has units avail- paved streets Owner fi2br apartment on lake No able Call 753-2905, nancing with small down
pets $300/mo +deposit 753-7536
payment Call 489-2768
436 2402
days, 489-2161 nights.
DUPLEX for rent Nice attached garage with auto
door opener, garbage disposal, dishwasher & ice
maker 2br, 1 bath
$450/mo plus deposit & 1yr
lease 753 7688 days
759-4703 nights

,4,4imooma

EXECUTIVE duplex 2br, 2
bath Middle garage, low
utilities 753-0525

HOMES FOR SALE
2206 Brookhaven (Shown Above) $98,500
2112 Villa Square (Southwest Villa) 5110,000
Each home with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, premium
construction, quality materials, lifetime warranty
Peachtree windows and Alcoa siding.
Call: Janet Housden 753-0090

KENTUCKY Lake. Lakeland Westly Village. lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 55 & older. handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502 354 8888
NEW 4br, 2/, bath executive duplex in Falbrook All
appliances furnished, in
cluding
& microwave
Garage yard mamtance included 1 year lease No
pets 753-4937 days.
436 2741 nights
LARGE new 2br central
gas heat, super low utilities,
utility room, appliances No
pets Quiet & safe
$395/mo, lease 753-8828

NEARING Completion
Spacious brick two story on
Cul de Sac, 4br. 2.4 baths,
living & family rooms, formal dining, study • more
Warkentin Penner Homes,
759-2571, 435-4013.
435-4040
NEW 3br. 2 bath, MP tub,
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft living. garage Priced upper
$605 1405 N 1651, Call
48/2722
NEW 3br, 2 bath, central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67.500 7515561
NEW 3br home 90-95%
financing or owner financing, if you qualify
753-3672
NEW construction 2,200sq
h. landscaped, large lot,
front porch, large deck. 2
car garage, lots of extras
Located in nice quiet subdivision off Oaks Country
Club Rd. Serious inquires
only. 753-4761, ask for
Debbie
NICE 3br. 1 bath brick
home. Newly redecorated,
new appliances, gas pack,
great location 759-4937 after 5pm
NICE 3br. 2 bath brick,
close to town, on beautiful
large lot New roof 1993
Central h/a, new 1992 Priced at $88,000 Some
owner financing may be
available MLS• 3000093
Contact Kopperud RE,
7511222
d7r1
Motorcycles
YAMAHA Scooter Only
1,3XX miles Excellent condition $490 Phone
759-1235
A90
Used
Cars
1980 AUDI 5000, local car
sunrodf. anVfm stereo, al
leather, fuel injection
$1,950 or best offer
753-8096.
1982 LANCIA Zagato convertible, $2,850. Call
753-4445 after 5pm
1986 CUTLASS Supreme,
V-8, automatic, air, t-tops
437-4171
1986 MUSTANG, 302
automatic overdrive, local 1
owner, good condition.
1957 Ford 2dr HT, late
model V-8 with automatic,
runs good, nice interior,
needs paint. $1,200
753-4440 after 4 30pm
1987 MUSTANG GT, red,
5sp, 96,XXX miles. Clean
car. $4,500 1989 Z24,
white, 62,XXX miles. Nice
car $6500. 753-7976.
1988 DODGE Shadow,
4dr, white. 4cyl $2,650
489-2299,
1988 SUNDANCE 2dr,
auto, good mech $1,950
obo 753-1522 days,
759-4806 nights
1989 BONNEVILLE.
77,XXX miles 753-9693
1989 CHEVY Astro Conversion van, white, ext with
navy striping. 4 captain's
seats, 90.XXX miles, excel
lent condition inside & out
Great gas mileage
753-1500
1990 GEO Prism, excellent
condition. $4,650 Must
sell! 753-2615
1991 TOYOTA Camry. V-6,
LE, loaded, 24,XXX miles
$11,000 firm 759-1520

Services
Offered

*

Four Star
*
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Po,ows 4 clactra &rival:wit

1987 FORD Ranger. 5sp.
rebuilt 4cyl, good condaton,
nice fiberglass topper,
$3,200 901-2475776
1988 CHEVY S-10, red
with white stripes 5sp, am/
fm stereo 759-9869
1988 CHEVY pick-up, swb
$7,250 Call 753-4445 after
5pm
NICE 1988 Silvered° truck
loaded. 350, 5sp. $8,700
obo 437-4722 after 6pm

Boats
& Motors
HOUSEBOAT 14X54f
Stardust aluminum, twin
volvos, 75 generator, fly
bridge, queen master suite,
sleeps 10 with curry Microwave, full-size refrigerator,
VHF radio, TV & VCR Like
new, less than 200hrs
901-867-8925

•
ROIL 1004
Slayer root coating

Purdom Motors
1300 121 Bypass, Murray, KY 42071

753-5315
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E V•100( an), unclorponnag
Illattnar. warranty
N ew onOarpaning
Doors, ram:Iowa, metal
salrog, Moor rap."
Woo furnace
ror conOttanag

Phone (502) 492-8488
* Hwy. 641 N. Hazel *
COE & Coe General Re
pair Carpentry, electrical &
drywall 502-492 8403
COLDWATER PLUMBING Affordable rates, specializing in replacement
and repair, 24 hour service
489-2t23
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace .Sholar

Services
Offered
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1 11 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree
rimming, tree removal, gut
en cleaning & repair, odd
obs Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436-5744

DAVID'S Cleaning Services We specialize in vinyl
siding, concrete driveways,
blacktop driveways, boats,
mobile homes Fully insured & completely mobile
1 1 1 1 1 1 CHRISTMAS! 759-4734
Will put up your outdoor
lights & Christmas decora- D&D Lawn Care Will do
tions Free estimates Tim leaves 489 2296
Lamb, 436-5744.
DRYWALL, finishing, re1 1 1 1 1 1 HOUSEHOLD pairs, additions and blowing
ceilings 753-4761
moving, odd hauling jobs
Clean out sheds, attics,
EXPERIENCED drywall
basements, etc Free estifinishing References availmates 436-5744 Tim Lamb
able Call 436-2060
1 1 1 1 1 TREE trimming,
GERALD WALTERS
hauling, carpentry & odd
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintjobs Paul- 436-2102
ing Free estimates 18
Al leaf raking Free esti- years experience Local remates
Luke Lamb, ferences 753-2592
436-5950
KITCHEN CABINET REALL home repairs, sheet FACING. Make your old
new
again with Formica. All
rock finishing & ceilings
sprayed Over 30yrs exper- colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
ience. Small jobs welcome
KY. 436-5560
Licensed & insured
474-8377
LEE'S Carpet Cleanng
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- Carpets, upholstery Free
niture repair & custom estimates 753-5827
woodworking 753-8056
LICENSED for electric and
APPLIANCE REPAIRS gas 753-7203
Factory trained by 3 major
interior & extermanufacturers All work PAINTING
and parts warranted Ask ior All types of home repair
Free
estimates
Call
for Andy at The Appliance
436-5032 anytime
Works, 753-2455
PLUMBING repairman with
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
service Call
Kenmore, Westinghouse, same day
436-5255
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY SEWING machine repair
HOPPER. 436-5848
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674 Stella, KY
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank SUREWAY Tree & Stump
installation, repair, replace- Removal Insured with full
ment 759-1515
line of equipment Free esBACKHOE Service - ROY timates Day or night,
HILL Septic system, drive- 753-5484
ways, hauling, foundations, THE Gutter Co
Seamless
etc 759-4664
aluminum gutters, variety
of
colors Licensed. inBACKHOE Service complete foundations, septic sured Estimate available
systems R H Nesbitt, Con- 759-4690
struction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaranteed. 753-1134 or
436-5832
BUILDER New homes,
garages, additions, foundations, poured basements
Call Tripp Williams
753-0563
BUSHHOGGING and gardens filled 437-4030
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

••[-5

LEAF
REMOVAL

4000411.
.0110i0621..
La«. a Larboye Smug?

753-5726
TIRED of high cost on leaf
removal, tree work & hauling? Then call 436-2867
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning.
servicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

WILL install sand & finish
hardwood floors 30yrs ex1993 FORD Escort, auto
perience, can furnish refermatic, 4dr. blue, 33,XXX SEAMLESS gutters in- ences Call (502)522-6358
miles, $6,800 1993 VW stalled, residential or com- or (502)522-5050 after
Fox, 5sp, 2dr. white, mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
6pm
753-6433
31,XXX miles, $5,500
1932 Ford Ranger p/u, 5sp.
white, 29.XXX miles.
$8,500 1991 Buick LeSa
bre, 4dr, white, 38,XXX
mules, $8,500 1990 CadilHEATING,COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
lac Allante convertible, 2dr,
red, 29,XXX miles,
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service it Installation
$19,500 1990 Toyota
Custom Sheet Metal
Camry. automatic, 4dr,
Licensed Gas Merchant
white, 51,XXX miles,
56,700 1989 Saab 900S,
5sp. red. 2dr, 57.XXX
miles $7,500 1988 Saab
11111a.sam.
9000, automatic, 4dr. gray,
68,XXX miles, $6.500
1990 Jeep Comanche piu
(502) 435-4699
Murray, KY
5sp, white, $5,500 Prices
do not include tax, title & lic
Keys Kars, Pt 8 Box 1260,
Murray, KY 4 20 71
(502)753-5500

RON HALL

MAZDA 323 759 9219

1993 Chevrolet S-10. local, one-owner, 4.3 V-6,
automatic wioverdrive, only 21,000 miles, bedliner, Tahoe Pkg. $10,900

Tt
days

1990 GRAND Am SE,
52,XXX miles, all powar
Must seel $6,500 Call
753-6063 after 5pm

CUSTOM K1TCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

cnn
Used
Trucks

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY

1980 MODEL Ford Bronco,
6c Yl- 4sp. $2,200 obo
753 6740

MURRAY (Behind Bunny Brawl)
7S3-5940
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WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 7, 1994

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Arl41kqn.ke
r.n.1
that threw a wet blanket of snow
over Kentucky on Dec. 5 brought
an unexpected holiday for students and major headaches for
road clearing crews, and
motorists.
Pictured are Mark Miller, Ronnie Gibson and Albert Zimmerman with trees at Murray Optimist Club's annual Christmas tree
sale at parking lot on North 12th
Street.
Dwayne Gammons of Murray
High School has been named to
the first team of Kentucky High
School Conehr'S..Caurier-liaumal
All-State Football Team.
Dr. Kala Stroup, president of
Murray State University, was
speaker at a breakfast meeting of
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club held at the Holiday Inn.

Twenty years ago
An appeal to cut back as much
tiossible on eleCric power consumption was made to the business and industrial community of
Murray at a meeting held at Murray City Hall.
The New Concord school
building and grounds were sold at
public auction to lames Futrell
and J.W. Young for $17,000,
according to officials 'of Calloway County Board of Education.
Roy Folsom, Rex Camp and
Sam Beaman were initiated into
Temple of Shrinedom at Rizpah
Temple Fall Cemermonial at
Madisonville.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Casteel, Nov. 21; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Robinson, Nov. 22; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John Fleming, Nov. 23;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roger
McClain, Nov. 26; a girl to Mr.

By The Associated Press
Today--is -Wednesday, Dec. 7, the 341st day of 1994.-These are 24
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 7, 1941, Japanese warplanes attacked the home base of the
U.S. Pacific fleet located at Pearl Harbor on the Hawaiian island of
Oahu, an act that resulted in America's entry into World War II.
On this date:
In 1787, Delaware became the first state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1836, Martin Van Buren was elected the eighth president of the
United States.
In 1842, the New York Philharmonic gave its first concert, performing works by Ludwig van Beethoven and Carl Maria von Weber.
In 1946, a fire at the Winecoff Hotel in Atlanta killed 119 people.
In 1965, Pope Paul VI and Orthodox Patriarch Athenagoras I simultaneously lifted the mutual excommunications that hdd led to.the split
of the two churches- in 1054.
In 1987, 43 people were killed in the crash of a Pacific Southwest
Airlines jetliner in California after a gunman apparently opened fire
on a fellow passenger and the two pilots.
In 1988, a major earthquake in the Soviet Union devastated northern Armenia; official estimates put the death toll at 25,000.
Ten years ago: South African Bishop Desmond Tutu met at the
White House with President Reagan, who told reporters afterward that
he disagreed with Tutu that the U.S. administration's policies were
DEAR
hurting South African blacks.
Five years ago: East Germany's Communist Party agreed to coopDEAR READERS: Wall Street the service is not up to snuff,
erate with the opposition in paving the way for free elections and a Journal reporter Joyce Cohen the customers will not know
wrote a piece about identical which twin to chew out. Or one
revised constitution.
twin will have served Table 3 —
One year ago: A gunman opened fire on a Long Island Rail Road twins that I found fascinating. and the other twin
will pick up
and Debbie
commuter train, killing six people and wounding 17. Energy Secretary For openers, Lisa decided to the tip.
Canz of Manhattan
_Hazel O'Leary revealed that the government had conducted more than capitalize on people's fascinaIf they're still in business
200 nuclear weapons tests in secret. Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders tion with twins, so they are when I get to Manhattan, I am
suggested that the government study the impact of drug legalization. opehing a bar and restaurant going to book a table for two
Today's Birthdays: Actor Eli Wallach is 79. Actress Ellen Burstyri that will be staffed by two and bring my twin sister!
is 62. Sen. Thad Cochran, R-Miss., is 57. Baseball Hall-of-Fames dozen sets of identical twins —
Johnny Bench is 47. Singer-songwriter Tom Waits is 45. Retired wearing identical clothes and
hours. The
basketball star Larry Bird is 38. Actor C. Thomas Howell is 28. working identicalrestaurant?
DEAR ABBY: I was born in an
name of the
Thought for Today: "Any frontal attack on ignorance is bound to "Twins," what else?
era when manners were important.
precious
their
most
fail because the masses are always ready to defend
Where did they find all these I was recently invited td a bridal
possession --- their ignorance.".— Hendrik Willem van Loon, Dutch twins? It was easy — they —shower. I have never met the bride
.or groom; the bride's mother and I
American journalist and lecturer (1882-1944).
advertised in the newspaper.
I predict double trouble. If belong to a women's club.

anti Mrs. Paul Steele, Nov, 29,
Thirty,
'
,Fars,,go_ _
Cleo Sykes of Murray received
an award as Outstanding Adult
Leader for his work in Scouting
for the past year by the Chief
Chennubby District at a recognition dinner at Gilbertsville.
Airman Third Class 'Johnny M.
Ford has returned from special.
training in Philippine Islands. He
is now stationed- at Scwart Air
Force Base, Tennessee.
Mrs. Estelle Outland's Sixth
Grade Class at Faxon School presented a Christmas program at a
meeting of the Faxon Mothers
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther L. Dunn
have returned home after a 10
days' visit with their son, Luther
L. Dunn Jr. and family of Bellingham, Wash.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Board of

As a courtesy to the bride's
mother, I accepted the invitation,
and I feel I brought a nice gift for
the bridal shower. As I was sitting
with the other guests, it suddenly
dawned on me that I had not been
invited to the wedding! I had heard
it was going to—b-ea clitfrc
-li wedding
— and a very grand affair — followed by a dinner.
Is this the new yuppie form of
greed and tacky taste? No names or
city, please. Sign me ...
USED
DEAR USED: I don't know
what one would call it — but
those who are invited to bridal
showers should most certainly

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

OF COL.426E'WHO
COULD POSSIBLY
DO IT SETTER THAN

THE BIRTHDAY CAKE
MUST BE EXACTLY TWO
FEET HIGH AND SAY:" TO
ANN, A SWEET AND
MODEST FRIEND"

Education heard a report on three
rooms hOng..ad,ded to Almo
School and an auditorium to „Faxon School at its meeting with
John Grogan, chairman,
presiding.
G.C. Ashcraft will attend a
special closed circuit television
showing of 1955, Kaiser-Willys
line of -Jeeps, station wagons,
trucks and passenger cars in
Toledo, Ohio, on Dec. 8.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Chesley Farris, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Downey, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Roach, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe—
Nelson, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. J.B. Burkeen.
Mr. and Mrs. Myers Sherman
of Akron, Ohio, have been the
guests of their mothers, Mrs. E.C.
Sherman and Mrs. Roy V.
Graham.

ABBY

DAILY COMICS

I VE TOLD YOU
THE EXACT
MENU AND
DECORATIONS
• I WANT

By GARY LARSON

be invited to the wedding.

DEAR ABBY: Regarding a
recent letter about a gal who didn't
know if it, was proper to attend her
19-year teunion'because she didn't
graduate. Here's my 2 cents' worth:
• I am on the committee for our
10-year reunion, which is scheduled
for next year. We will welcome
everyone who was part of our class.
High school is not only about getting the degree — it's about a lot of
years of hard work and building
friendships. Some people moved - -•
away, or didn't graduate for other
reasons. But that doesn't mean they
should be excluded simply because
they didn't walk -down the aisle at
commencement.
Tell "Nameless" that if the
reunion committee thinks it's
"improper" for her to attend her
class reunion, she can come to ours!
PORT ANGELES HIGH
SCHOOL CLASS OF 1985,
KIRKLAND,WASH.
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"Well, it was a private table."
CATHY
"(sop musEurel ART POSTERS ..
. I SHOULD SEE THESE
"900 UNIQUE PET 6IETS"...
MALT. I HAVE TO GET THIS..

"2000 CLASSIC
"1000 ST.4LES Of LACE"...
"550 GRECIAN REPLICAS"...

M•Vidlno.

n leaf
haulZ67.
VCR
iningpairs
Route
1-5,

78

4E5! SEND RE
MOWS
"52 PAGES OF MiNiATURES'''.
IT
"9/ PAGES Of COOKWARE"!
GOING,
300 PAGES Of COFFEE 8f/I451.1 CATHH
"200 PAGES-Of CRAFT (DEW!'
"500 PAGES OF FREEBIES"!!

II DAV5 UNTIL
CKRISTMA, AND

THE ONL4 THING.
I'VE ORDERED 15
WORE CATALOGS.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Light tan
6 Loggins or

Rogers
11 Gnawing
13 Cinnamon

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
"Tie rtIG PROBLEM,OF
R GoOO FIRST 0P5,1
COur2GC.,ISIRRT RECORDS
3-cHN ITS eeEN ALONG
AND IN VF-NTORV ARE PILL
TIMSI
E NCE I WORKED IN
KEPT ON COMPUTER.
KEALLy
SToRE
- ENToyeo rr

r•

i KNEW l*D..111RVE-12) LEARN
someirme,BLIT.
'7 JU.ee FINE,
EL -JUST GET
someomeTb
SHOW you THE

14 Exclamation
of disappointment
15 Rustles
17 Carney ID
18 Siamese
native
20 Nothing
21 Fish disease
22 Faction
24 Insect egg
25 Mine entrance
26 Character in
"Othello"
28 Lily —
30 Exaggerated
promotion
32 Western
defense org.
33 She lost her
sheep: 2 wds

NO,FIRST VC°

PRESS THE. STAR
KEY DEN
you pRES'S
ENTER!

;e:",")

finish
.s exrefer;6358
alter
I

MIA

35 Unit of
electrical
measurement Answer to Previous Puzzle
37 Billy or nanny
38 French plural
OMUO MUUMM
article
01000M0 MOW=
40 Iranian
MUMU
MM MOMM
currency
MO MOM OUM
42 Over there
43 Excess of
MOO MMMWM MO
solar over
MOMMU MMOMOO
. lunar year
MOO MOMM
45 Acct.
46 Liquid meas. UOMMMM 00000
47 Boat tie-up
MM MOM WUMM
49 Plutonium
OMO UMMOO WUM
symbol
WOMM WM
MMMO
50 Quiet
52 Sent demand MUMMA MOUOMM
note
MUM MEMO
54 Time periods
12-7(0 1994 United Feature Syndicate
55 Darts
4 Gym feat
5 — — the
ground floor
6 Film critic
Pauline —

DOWN
1 English poet
2"— Five-0"
3 During the
period of

5
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11
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II
17
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AND I'M AWAKE
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PEANUTS
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THEY'RE SHOWING PICTURES
OF I-IU6E SNOWFLAKES FALLING
6ENTLY ON THI5 BEAUTIFUL
SNOW COVERED MEADOW
2**

YOU CAN SEE
THE SAME THING
RI6HT NOW IF
YOU 60 OUTSIDE
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7 Follows ar
8 Simon ID
9 Vitamin
10 Marina sight
12 Profit
13 Shellfish
16 Slip of paper
19 Resident of
Boise
21 Stupid
23 Nile nation
25 Communion
table
27 Unlock (poet.).
29 Gaping
opening
31 Fish trap
33 Baby shoe
34 Bose, e.g.
36 Machine part
37 — Rose Lee
39 Strikebreaker
41 Praises
43 Vast ages
44 Weekendwelcoming
abbr.
47 Mal de —
48 Cloth
measure
51 Spanish
article
53 Roman 51

II, Gott, ,1 %11).

DEAR DR. GOTT: In a previous column, you discussed the dangers of vitamin E. I have fibrocystic breast disease and my doctor has recommended I take 500 IU of vitamin E daily. Are
there benefits to be gained or is this a
waste of time?
DEAR READER: I'm afraid you
misread my column. Vitamin E is not
dangerous, even in large doses (above
2,000 international units a day). The
Recommended Dietary Allowance is
101U a day.
Remember that vitamin E in pills is
less potent lap to two-thirds) than the
natural form, which is plentiful in
many foods, especially nuts and
seeds.
For unknown reasons, vitamin E
helps reduce the breast pain and
swelling in women with fibrocystic
disease, a common and benign breast
disorder in women, causing painful,
fluid-filled lumps in the breasts.
Therefore. I agree with your doctor.
•
Follow his advice.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I really enjoy
yearappearance
healthy
having a
round, but have become concerned
about the risks of excessive sun exposure and tanning beds. I heard on the
news about a hormone injection that's
being experimented with that gives a
tanned appearance. How safe is this
as compared with other methods?
Also, how real are the risks we hear
about regarding skin cancer?
DEAR REA-DER: The risks of
chronic exposure to ultraviolet light
— from either sunshine or tanning
booths are real and troublesome:
various skin cancers can result. The
relation is unequivocal. Those people
who continue to sunbathe and use
tanning beds will eventually suffer
skin damage: premature skin aging,
discolorations. spotting, and skin
growths.
The association between UV light
and skin damage is so conclusive that
it has caused many people to reassess
their willingness to look tanned. The
pale, more healthful look may well
become fashionable in the near
future.
The use of melanin-stimulating
drugs, which cause darkening of the
skin without UV exposure. is still
experimental. These products have
not been released for general use.
I advise you to modify your concept
of a "healthy tan" (an oxymoron) and
limit your exposure to UV light.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do nicotine
patches really work and are they
safe? Are-there side effects we should-.
consider?
DEAR READER: For people addicted to cigarettes, nicotine patches are
a real boon. These prescription products reduce or eliminate the craving
for nicotine and, in conjunction ,with a
smoking cessation program, are a
valuable form of therapy. The patches
themselves are usually not enough to
enable a smoker to "kick" the habit,
some behavioral modification is also
necessary
In general. the nicotine patches do
not cause side effects. Nonetheless,
patients with hypertension or heart
disease should not use them, except
on the advice of a physician. because
the patches may worsen these afflictions.
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
Regular Hours: Mon.-Thur. 9-7 • Fri.-Sat. 9-8
Sun. 12 Noon-6 p.m.

Pennant

All Meat
Franks
12 oz. Pkg
ea

-

Fresh Russet

Fluffy Sandwich

Potatoes

Bread

50 Lb. Bag

24 oz. Loaf

49

399

49
I
.
,
„
,
,
Ground
Turkey

79

Lb.

Plain or Self-Rising
... Hilltop. Mills

Wylwood Golden

Flour

Pork
Cutlets
fkfP.P"'

69

••••••

$129

./

Special
Buy

Savory'

Country
Hams
$
Sliced
Free

Sliced
Bacon
16 oz. Pkg.

69

39
Lb.

Valu Pak Fresh Cut

Extra Lean

5 Lb.

Clifty Farms

Pork Steak

'79

B
Eo
m
sg
to
enFB
reu
stht

Pork
Roast

79!.
.
.
Fischer Festival

Boneless
Hams

Lb.

$149

fir

Halstead Acres

Pork 'N Beans
16 oz. Can

29'
FROZEN FOODS

Prairie Farms Reg. or Light

Banquet Fried

Sour Cream

Chicken
Dinner

Shredded
Cheddar
12 oz. Pkg. $149
Believe Soft

Margarine
16 oz. Pkg.

49

Morning Delight Texas Style

Biscuits
12 oz. Can

Bubba Cola
Gold Leaf Cherry

Pie
Filling
21 oz. Can

12 12 oz. Cans
White Ridge

Light

Corn
Syrup
32 oz I

1

79' 9W
Brook Pink

Crystal Ridge

Dish
Liquid

Distilled
Water

32 oz. Bd.

59

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
manufacturer's
and
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

972 oz. Box

Assorted Flavors

Country Crossing

Gallon Jug

Wylwood

Sweet Peas

Log House

Flake
Coconut
Ii

99

89

16 oz. Pkg.

i.. Pkg

Fox Deluxe

9W

Pizza
7 oz. Box

69

Paper
Towels
},„11

French Fries

SW

2()

Interstate

SAVE-A-LOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It All"

12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

oz. Pkg.

3

Ad Effective
Wed., Dec. 7
Thru
Tues.. Dec. 13
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
errors.

